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1 Introduction

This is the seventh quarterly report of DOE Contract No. DE-AC22-87PC79864, entitled

"Modeling of Integrated Environmental Control Systems for Coal-Fired Power Plants." This

report summarizes accomplishments during the period June 1, 1989 to September 30, 1989.

The general goal of this research project is to enhance, and transfer to DOE, a new computer

simulation model for analyzing the performance and cost of environmental control systems for

coal-fired power plants. Systems utilizing pre-combustion, combustion, or post-combustion

control methods, individually or in combination, may be considered. A unique capability of this

model is the probabilistic representation of uncertain_ in model input parameters. This

stochastic simulation capability allows the performance and cost of environmental control

systems to be quantified probabilistically, accounting for the interactions among ali uncertain

process and economic parameters. This method facilitates more rigorous comparisons

between conventional and advanced clean coal technologies promising improved cost and/or

effectiveness for SO2 and NOx removal. Detailed modeling of several pre-combustion and post-

combustion processes of interest to DOE/PETC have been selected for analysis as part of this

project.

2 Model Documentation

The majr._reffort of the current project involves preparation of user documentation for the

Integrated, Environmental Control Model (IECM) being developed for DOE/PETC. Analytical

documentation of model components was provided in the final report of an earlier project [1],

and in earlier qua_'terlyreports for the current project. In order to operate the model, however, a

User's Manual also is required, which is the task currently at hand.

As described in previous quarterly reports, the IECM utilizes the Demos software system

developed at Carnegie Mellon University. User documentation for the IECM assumes a working

knowledge of the Demos environment via a separate user's manual accompanying the software

[2]. The user's manual now being developed for the IECM provides a step-by-step description

of how the IECM operates and how each of it's modules are run. Appendix A is a draft of the

text that has been completed to date. The remaining chapters, still in preparation, will deal

more extensively with each of the environmental control technologies currently included in the



integrated model. The documentation is designed for operation of the IECM on either an Apple

(Macintosh II) or Sun (3/52) computer workstation. However, the Macintosh II version is

emphasized as this is the configuration to be delivered to DOE/PETC as part of this project.

3 Model Applications

Part of our work during the past quarter involved additional testing and case studies

employing the IECM. Appendix B is a technical paper presented at the September 1989

Pittsburgh Coal Conference in which the model was used to compare an innovative clean coal

technology for combined SO2/NOx removal (the fluidized-bed copper oxide process) to a

"conventional" plant design employing separate processes for SO2 and NOx removal (flue gas

desulfurization and selective catalytic reduction). This paper illustrates how the IECM can be

used to evaluate the potential risks, benefits and markets of new technology for environmental

control of coal-fired power plants.

4 An Advanced User Interface

Anothe" significant accomplishment of the past quarter was the design of a prototype system

to allow the IECM to be used more easily, without the need to learn the Demos control

language. This prototype takes advantage of recent advances in menu-driven computer

software for the Macintosh systems. A series of interactive computer screens was formulated

through which the user can configure a power plant, run the model, and obtain output results in

tabular or graphical form simply by clicking on the computer "mouse," or by entering numerical

data in a "user-friendly" format. Substantial flexibility in model operation is retained in this

advanced software system, in contrast to earlier generations of PC-based menus which were

relatively simple and inflexible.

Appendix C displays examples of the prototype screens that have been developed. A

demonstration of the IECM framework employing these screens was presented at the August

1989 DOE Contractors' Meeting, and was well received. The full-scale implementation of an

advanced user interface of this type is not within the scope of the current project, however, but it

could readily be implemented as part of a follow-on activity. This would allow the model to be

used more widely since it would eliminate the need for the computer expertise now required to

run any computer-based modeling system.



5 Future Activities

Activities for the coming quarterwillcontinue to focus on modeldocumentationand transfer.

Delivery of the currentversion of the model to DOE/PETC is planned for late October 1989, to

be followedby deliveryof the completeduser'smanual. The developmentof new performance

and economicmodels for selected advancedcoal cleaning processesalso will get underway in

the comingquarter.

6 Relerences
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Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, May 1986.

2. Henrion, M. and N. Wishbow. Demos User's Manua# Version Three. Carnegie Mellon
University, Department of Engineering and Public Policy, Pittsburgh, PA, August 1987.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Model Overview
For the past several years, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has been supporting the

development of the Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM) for analyzing integrated
environmental control system designs for new coal-fired power plants. It emphasizes the role of
advanced technologies for pre-combustion, combustion, and post-combustion control of air
pollutant emissions, and the systematic comparison of conventional and advanced integrated
system designs based on site-specific plant characteristics. It also facilitates the explicit
characterization and analysis of technical and economic uncertainties in model parameters and
results.

The IECM currently simulates the performance of 16 pre-combustion, combustion, and post-
combustion processes (Figure 1-1), and allows integrated systems to be configured by combining
any desired combinations of these options. Each of the boxes in Figure 1-1 represents a module
in the IECM model. The technologies above the dashed line represent conventional designs,
while the technologies below the dashed line represent advanced designs. The conventional
technologies include various levels of coal preparation for pre-combustion, low NO x burners for
combustion modifications, and a variety of post-combustion control measures for the control of -
particulates, sulfur dioxide, and NO x. Advanced physical coal cleaning processes include high
gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), coal-pyrite flotation and various heavy media separation
processes. Other advanced processes that have been modeled to date are furnace sorbent
injection, electron beam, NOXSO, and the copper oxide process.

A unique feature of this model is that it was written in the Demos language recently developed
by Hertrion and his co-workers [1] to facilitate the testing of alternative models and the analysis
of uncertainty. Demos is run on computers using the Unix operating system. A more recent
version is designed to operate on the Apple Macintosh computer line. Unlike conventional
programming languages such as Fortran, Demos employs a nonprocedural format which allows
model relationships to be specified or altered quite easily. Thus, modules for individual
components can be developed and easily linked to test alternative system configurations. In
addition to producing point estimates (deterministic values) of system performance and costs for
a particular set of assumptions, the model also can produce probabilistic results based on an
explicit characterization of the uncertainty in model parameters.

Figure 1-2 shows some of the ways in which this uncertainty may be quantified. The cu_es
shown are Probability Distribution Functions (PDF). Which show the probability of a parameter
having a specified value. A normal (Gaussian) distribution reflects a symmetric (but varying)
probability of a parameter value being above or below the mean value (Figure 1-2a). A
characteristic of this distribution is the standard deviation, ct. The properties of a Gaussian
distribution are such that there is an 68% probability that a value lies within one standard
deviation of the mean, and a 95% probability that a value lies within 2ct of the mean. na contrast,
for a uniform distribution (Figure 1-2h) there is an equal likelihood of a value lying anywhere
within a specified range. A lognormal distribution, on the other hand, is skewed (Figure 1-2c).
This distribution is used when the lower bound is more certain than the upper bond. A user-
specified distribution also may be employed by assigning probabilities to various fractiles across
a range or to discreet point (Figure 1-2d).
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Figure 1-1: Selected airpollution control options for pulverized coal-fired boilers
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Figure 1-2: Some ways of expressing uncertainty
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Givena specifiedsetofuncertaintiesinmodelpararn!_ters,a formofMonte Carl9 simulation
usingLatinHypercubesamplingisusedtoobtaina probabilisticdescriptionofoutp_ttresultsby
randomlysamplingfromthespecifieddistributions.Thus,a rangeofoutputresults[isachieved
whichdescribesstatisticallythepossibleeffectsofsimultaneousvariationsinmany parameters.
A cumulativefrequencydistributionthencanbegeneratedwhichcharacterizesthep11obabilityof
some result(e.g.,cost)exceedinga specifiedvalue,orlyingwithinsome specifiedr_mge.Such
resultsarcmuch merc comprehensivethanthedeterministicresultsofmostmodelingstudies.
As a way of characterizinguncertainty,italsooffersan advantageoverscnsitiviltyanalysis,
whichtypicallytreatsvariationsinonlyone ortwo parametersata time,orcstabli_;hcsbounds
on some resultwithnoinformationastoitslikelihood.

1.2 Computer Hardware Options
Demos is capable of running on any Sun 3 computer running the Unix operating system or any

lVlaeintosh computer running system 6.0, which will be described in more detail below. At
Carnegie Mellon University, Demos is currently being used on MaclIcx and Sun 3/52
workstations. These work:,tatJc,rl have large, high resolution graphic monitors, 70 megabyte disk
drives or larger, and window managing software. A window manager allows the screen to be
divided into different sections, which act as individual graphic screens. The Sun 3/52 uses the
Andrew window manager, which is being developed and tested at CMU l_0rIBM. A workstation
configuration allows Demos to produce high resolution graphics on the screen and a!lows
multiple programs to be run simultaneously. With a 70 Megabyte disk drive on the Sun 3, only
about 10 to 15 Megabytes of space is left once ali the software is on the disk. So an additional
70 Megabyte disk or one 140 Megabyte disk is recommended.

Demos can also be run from a regular terminal that is connected to the Sun 3 workstations;
however, only alphanumeric graphs are shown on the terminal. If an IBM PC with a graphics
card and color monitor is available, then color graphs can be displayed on its screen.

There are a number of ways to print the graphs produced by Demos on the Sun 3/52. Demcs
has some built in commands which create fles which can be printed on any Postscript printer,
such as the Apple Laserwriter. The Andrew window manager can take a snapshot of the screen,
which can be printed out to any Postscript or IBM 3812/3820 printers. If an IBM PC is used
then, the print screen key can be used to print out the graphs to any dot matrix printer connected
to the IBM PC.

For the Macintosh, only two floppy drives and one and half megabytes of RAM memory is
required to run Demos for simple models; however, eight megabytes of memory and an 80
megabyte disk drive are recommended. Demos can take advantage of the color monitors
connected to a Macintosh. Also, it can print out directly to any Apple printer, or with the proper
software and hardware Demos can print to most printers. Two major differences between the
Unix version of Demos and the Macintosh version, are that most of the Demos cormrtands and
functions are accessible in pull-down menus. Demos will put up a little window whenever it
needs information in the Macintosh version.

i ,



1.3 Scope and Organization of this Manual
This manual is intended to allow anyone.with a basic understanding of Unix or the Macintosh

operation system to use the IECM. Chapter 2 provides a tutorial for beginners and a basic
description of the IECM structure. Further details about the Demos language can be found in
Reference[I].ItisassumedherethattheIECM userhasreviewedtheDemos User'sManual
andhas_tleastsome familiaritywiththestructur;ofDemos variablesandcommands. People
who havea good understandingofDemos canskiptheTutorialchapter.Chapter-3providcsa
detaileddescriptionoftheIECM hierarchy,includinginputs,outputs,and variousintermediate
parameters.AnalyticaldocumentationfortheIECM canbefoundinRubinct.al.[2].The latest
analyticaldocumentationfortheCopperOxideprocesscanbe foundinFrey[3].Chapter16
containsdocumentationon theconventionalcoalcleaningandHGMS preprocessors.

i



2. Tutorial
This chapter is a tutorial on how to use the IECM. It shows how to use the Demos language

for a typical analysis, and discusses many common errors that may be encountered. This tutorial
provides hints on how to use the Andrew window manager and Macintosh operating systems, but
it assumes that the user already is familiar with the operating systems and knows how to use a
mouse. Where specific differences occur between operating systems, they will be distinguished.
The following will be demonstrated in this tutorial:

• Loadh,,g a specific configuration into the IECM
J

• Analyzing the hierarchy of the IECM structure

• Specifying input parameters and variables

* Specifying vectors and tables

• Basic Demos commands

• Probabilistic analysis and graphing

• Changing coals and coal cleaning

• Redefiningvariables

•Exitingandsavingthecurrentconfiguration

A typicalconfigurationoftheIECM containsabout900 objects.Objectscanbe commands,
functions,models,orvariables,Commands can be dividedintofourgroups:inspection,file,
graphical_and miscellaneous.Inspectioncommands arc usedto_fisplayand analyzeother
objects.Filecommands areusedtocreateandmanipulatefiles.Graphingcommands areused
tocreateandmodifygraphs.Miscellaneouscommands includingquitting,help,etc.The names
ofobjectsarclimitedtotwelvecharacters.

Variables A genericmodelparameter,whichmay be representedintermasofother
objectsviaalgebraicrelationships.For example,HRcycle = HRstcarr_/
Boilercff.

m

Models Objects which group other objects for organization and structure. For
example the model Wetscresp contains the models Allinputs, Plant, Esp,
Weffgd, Solwaste, Scr, Economics, Iecmfunctions.

Functions Objects which are similiar to functions in other languages, that is they are
algorithms which can have parameters pass into them and return a value.
There are two classes of functiot,'s, system functions and user-defined
functions. For example, Quadcqn(A,B,C) = (-b - sqrtCo^2 - 4 * a * c)) / (2 *
a), returns a root of a quadratic equation with the coefficients A, B, C.

The value of function and variables can be scalars, character strings, arrays, or probabilistic.
Any of these values can bc entered as an input parameter or calculated by Demos. In addition, it
is very easy to convert between scalars, arrays, and probabilistic values. A brief description is
given below:

Sca!ar A scalar is a single number. For example, Mwg = 500.

Character string A character string is a list of characters. For example, Disposal = 'landfill'.
The single quotes arc used to enter character strings.
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Arrays Arrays can be single or multi dimensional and consist either of scalars or
character strings. Most functions and commands in Demos operate on
numeric arrays as easily as on scalars. This allows changing the value of a
variable to an array, without changing the definitions of any variable that
depend upon it, which is very useful for parametric analy_ds. Single

, dimensional arrays arc called vectors, while multi dimensional arrays are
called tables. An example of a vector of character strings is gascomp =
['N2','O2','H20','CO2','CO','SO2','SO3','NO','NO2']. The square
brackets are used to define arrays. An example of a table which contains the
coal characteristics is CoalChar_table = table(Coalindex,Fuelchar_index)
(lO 194..5695.0370.0719.0436.0112.1438.1230)

Probabilistic A probabilistic value is an array of scalars generate by either Latin
Hypercube or Monte Carlo sampling. The size of the array is controlled by
the system variable, samplesize, Probabilistic values are generated when one
or more probability density functions (normal, lognormal, uniform, fractile,
and chance) are used in the definitions of variables. Demos has a number of
commands for analyzing and graphing probabilistic values. Some of these
commands are described in section 2.6.

Variables are the basic building blocks of any model and do not have any restrictions on their
type of value. In other words variables can be scalars, character strings, arrays, or probabilistic.
However many times it is useful to constrain the value of input parameter. Demos has five
special classes of variable which have restrictions on their value. Of these five, the IECM uses
the following three:

Constant A variable that has a scalar value, such as the universal gas constant, gasR =
1545 ft-lbf/lb mole R.

Decision A variable that is used to make a choice, such as Furnacetype = ',_vall'. The
only restriction on these vafihbles is that they can not be probabilistic.

Index A variable which must be a single dimensional array. For example, the
variable with the labels for the coal composition table, Fuelchar index =
['HHV', 'Carbon', 'Hydrogen', 'Oxygen', 'Sulfur', 'Nitrogen', 'Ash',

: 'Moisture'].

The following conventions will be usexl in this example. Anythhlg that has to be typed by the
user will appear in bold. A "Return" key has to be pressed to enter a command; however, it will
not be explicitly shown in the example for clarity. Many times Demos will prompt the user with
questions, which have a default answer in brackets. The user can either enter an answer or type a
"return" for the default. For the Unix version, it is important to enter the proper case for the
letters in a file name since Unix is case sensitive. Useful hints will appear in italics on the right
side. Finally, this example does not show all the commands, shortcuts, or hints possible, but it is
enough to start using the IECM productively. For more detail see the Demos User's Manual [1].

2.1 Loading the IECM Model
If you are on a Macintosh skip to the next paragraph. The starting point for the Unix version

for this example is that the user, John Salmento, is logged on to a Sun 3 workstation, with a large
graphic monitor, and has started the Andrew window manager. The screen should look similar



to Figure 2-1. Everything that occurs in the tutorial will appear in the long blank window on the
left. Whenever a command causes a new window to appear, a figure of the entire screen will be
shown. To start Demos, type Demos at the prompt.

js04 >Demos
Initializing...

Welcome to Demos (version V -- Andrew/Unix, April, 1988)
Copyright (C) 1983 C-MU.

Do you want to start a New Model? [Yes] :
Name of Project? [Test] : Example

Declaring Model Example

Description : ExampleouhowtousetheIECM
Author : John Smmento

There is no new News

Type "Help" if needed.

Example> •

The starting point for the Macintosh version for this example is that the Macintosh is turned
on, and the user has opened up the Demos folder on the Applications volume. The screen looks
like Figure 2-2. To start Demos, double click on the icon (picture) which is l_ibeled Demos.
Demos will create a window when it is started, as shown in Figure 2-3. The biggest difference
between the Macintosh version and the Andrew versions is that the Macintosh version will

display a little wh-tdow whenever Demos needs some information. For example, in Figure 2-3,
Demos is asking if you want to start a new model. Move the mouse pointer to the "yes" button
and click the button on the mouse once. Then Demos will open another window requesting the
name of the project. Just type in Example. Figure 2-4 shows the result after typing in Example.
Finally, Demos displays a window requesting a description and author for the project. Just type
in the information that appears above for these two windows. Figure 2-5 shows the screen when
Demos is ready to read in a new model.

The first step is to specify the power plant configuration to be analyzed. While the focus of the
IECM is on air pollution control systems, the performance and cost for a complete power plant
are estimated since the effects of coal cleaning (if used) can only be properly accounted for by
looking at its net effect on power production costs. Thus, the elements of the IECM power plant
design which must be specified are:

• Base power plant

• Particulate control system

• SO2 cor_u'ol system

• NO x system

• Solid waste disposal system

In addition, various economic and financial parameters must be specified, as well as coal
properties, plant design and engineering parameters, and environmental regulatory constraints.

The structure of the IECM uses a series of files _o organize information about individual plant



Figure 2-1: Hcture of the Screen before Starting Demos



Figure 2-2: Picture of Macintosh Screen before Starting Demos
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Figure 2-3: Picture of Macintosh Screen after Starting Demos
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Figu_re 2-4: Picture of Macintosh Screen When Demos Needs the Name of the Project
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components and other necessary data. To configure and analyze a plant, the appropriate series of

files is read and loaded into the model (details on each of these files appears later). These files
contain various models arranged in a hierarchy, which allows a user to easy examine and find

variables. For example, the file "wetfgd.mod" models the performance of a wet scrubber and
consist of the main model weffgd. The model wetfgd consists of three models, wetfgdlink,

wetmodelinput, and wetperf. The economic algorithms for the wet scrubber are located in the
Frc "wetfgd.petc." Many times the term, module, is used with the name of a particular device,
such as "wetfgd module." This term refers to ali the variables, models, and flies which describe

the performance and economics of that device. So "wetfgd module" refers to both "weffgd.mod"

and "weffgd.petc."

The IECM also has several files which make it easy to load standard plant configurations
involving different combinations of control technology. These flies simply contain a series of

Demos commands calling the various plant components. For example, the contents of
"loadscrwet.mod" is shown below.

Model wetscresp Gives a name to the top model in the hierarchy.
Description: Configuration with an ESP, wet FGD, and SCR.
ve rb :2 Prevents extremely verbose variable checking.

"srccom/" is one directory with some of the IECM source code.
On the Macintosh the .,,:.'ornl" would be a 'files:srccom:"

read srccom/initiecm.mod
read srccom/plant .mod
read srccom/esp.mod
read srccom/wetfgd,mod
read srccom/solwaste .mod

"srcpetc/" is another directory with adch'tionalsource code.
On the Macintosh the "srccom/" would be a ".files:srcpetc:"

read srcpetc/initiecm,petc
read srcpetc/plant,petc
read srcpetc/scr.petc /
read srcpetc/esp.petc
read srcpetc/wetfgd.petc
read srcpetc/solwaste,petc
read srcpetc/economics,petc
Close wetscresp The following commands are optional.
heapsize : 10M Sets the amount of memory that Demos can use; not applicable on

the Macintosh
tabwidth :2 0 Width of columns in tables, can have a value between 1 and 20.
numberwidth : 5 Width of numbers printed to the screen.

A list of the files specifying common plant configurations is given below, while a complete
description is provided in Chapter 3. These flies are located in the "loadf'tles" directory.

• loadcuo.mod

• loadebeam.mod

• loaddry.mod

• loadnoxso.mod

• loadscrwet.mod

• loadscrdry.mod

• loadwet.mod ..
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For this example, an analysis of a coal-fired power plant with a wet FGD, a cold-side ESP, and

a SCR device will be demonstrated, so the fde "loadserwet.mod" (which specifies the elements
for this configuration) needs to be loaded. Each hash mark represent 10 lines of source code.

Example>read Ioadfiles/loadscrweLmod
On the Macintosh, use the Read Model command in the File menu,
or _pe read _:i_:loadfiles:loadscrwetanod

Reading from loadwet.mod
OntheMacm_sh,thecharacte_"_ccom1"wouldbereplacew_h
'fi_s:_c:_ccom:".

Reading from srccom/initiecm.mod
###################################################

Reading from srccom/plant.mod
########################################################################
###############

Reading from srccom/esp.mod
###############

Reading from srccom/wetfgd.mod
############################################

Reading from srccom/solwaste.m0d
#########

OntheMacmmsh,thecharacters"ffcpetd"wouldbereplacewith
'fi_s:_c:_cpetc:".

Reading from srcpetc/initiecm.petc
################################

Reading from srcpetc/plant.petc
##############################

Reading from srcpetc/scr.petc /
###########################################

Reading from srcpetc/esp.petc
#############

Reading from srcpetc/wetfgd.petc
####################

Reading from srcpetc/solwaste.petc
####

Reading from srcpetc/economics.petc
#########################################
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>

2.2 Analyzing the IECM Hierarchy
At this point the basic configuration for a wet FGD, with a cold ESP and SCR device has been

loaded into Demos, and the user is ready to begin the analysis. The upper four levels of the
hierarchy for this configuration are shown in Figure 2-6. Ali of the models shown in Figure 2-6

contain variables or other models. As can be seen the top model is Example, which contains the
model Wetscresp. Wetscresp contains a model for ali the devices in this configuration (Plant,

Esp, Wetfgd, Solwaste, and Ser) and three other models, Allinputs, Initiecm, and Economics.
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For now we are only interested in the Allinputs model, which contains ali the input models for
this configuration. These input models contain the input variables needed for their respective
models. A complete list of input parameters can be found in the source code or in Appendix A.

Demos has two basic con unands whici: are useful examining the hierarchy of models, Show
and Isin. The Show commar;d displays the description and content of any object. When used on
a model it displays the description, its contents, the author, date created, and what other objects it
needs. The Isin command displays the model which contains the current object. For example,
Allinputs is inside of the model Wetscresp. The example below demonstrates the results of ....
using the Show and lsin commands.

Example>show example
Model Example
Description: Example on how to use the IECM

Contains: [Model Wetscresp]
Author : John Salmento

Date: Thu May ii 11:27:01
Savedate: Thu May ii ii:27:01

Needs : [Model Wetscresp] This attribute indicates that this model needs
some objects in model Wetscresp.

Example>show wetscresp
Model Wetscresp
Description: Configuration with an ESP, wet FGD, and SCR

Contains: [Model Initiecra, Model Allinputs, Model Plant, .Model Esp, _
Model Wetfgd, Model Solwaste, Model Scf, Model Economics]
Author: js04

Needs: [Model Initiecm, Model Allinputs, Model Plal,t, Model Esp, Model
Wetfgd, Mc,del Solwaste, Model Scf, Model Economics]

Example>show allillptlts
Model Allinputs

Description: contains all the input models for all the submodels "
Contains: [Model Basecontrols, Model Coalinputs, Model Basepltinput,

Model Airemissions, Model Espmodelinpu, Model Wetmodelinpu, Model ..
Swdmodelinpu, Model Reagents, Model Scrmodelinpu, Model Econmodelinp]
Author: js04 ..I.._
Date: Tue Jan 21

Needs: [Model Basecontrols, Model Coalinputs, Model Basepltinput,

Model Airemissions, Model Espmodelinpu, Model Wetmodelinpu, Model
Swdmodelinpu, Model Reagents, Model Scrmodelinpu, Model Econmodelinp]

Example>_iB aUinputS
Wetscresp

Example>show basepltinput
Model Basepltinput

Description: input parameters for base power plant
Contains: [Variable Mwg, Variable Hrsteam, Variable Cf, Variable

Exair boiler, Variable Exair airhea, Variable Orgtemp furn, Variable
Orgtem-p_econ, Variable Orgtemp_fgap, Variable Xpulver[zers, Variable
Xsteampumps, Variable Xfans, Variable Xtowers, Variable Xmisc,
Variable Unacc loss, Index Pltinputlabe, Index Pltvalue, Variable

Plantinputs, Model Unc_.plant, Variable Icfbp, Variable Oplaborrate,
Variable Lc ]

Author: js04

Needs: [Model Tempfluegas, Model Unc plant]

Example> "



Figure 2-6: FIierarchyfor the IECM Configured with a Wet FGD, ESP, and SCR.



2.3 Displaying and Specifying Input, Control Parameters and Variables
To display any inputparameter,variable, vector, or table,just type its name. If the variable

does not depend on any arrays,the value will be displayed;however, if it does depend on arrays
then the array dependency will be displayed. For these variables, the Mid command is used to
display the value. Note that each module, (i.e., wetfgd, ser, etc.) has its own input parameters,
whose names can be found in the source code, in Appendix A, or by using the Show command
as displayed above. The default values of some input parameters and variables are shown below.
To set up a new run the user simply specifies new veauesfor any model parameter.

Example>mwg

Mwg: Gross Electrical Output (MW) = 540

Examp le >exair_airheater
Exair_airhea: Leakage in Air Preheater (fraction) = 0.19

Example>exair...airboiler Response when a variable is incorrectly typed.
?
UndefJ ned name

i
q

Example>exair_boiler
Exair boiler: Excess Air at Boiler (fraction) = 0.2

Example>hrsteam
Hrsteam : Steam Cycle Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) = 7800

Example>cf

Cf : Capacity factor (fraction) = 0.65

Example>show airemissions
Model Airemissions

Description: model containing the input parameters for the ambient air,-
emission constraints, and emission factors for furnace

Contains: [Variable Tai air, Variable Pai_air, Variable Humdt, Variable
Noxef, Variable Fao, Variable So2ashret, Variable Fso, Variable Fracco,
Variable Cinrefuse, Variable Fracc, Variable Fracso2, Variable Fracno,
Variable Emiscon_so2, Variable Emisconsnox, Variable Fxnisconsash, Index

Air emislabe, Index Airvalue, Variable Airemisinput]
Author: js04

Example>humdt

Humdt : Specific Humidity Ratio (fraction) = 0.018

Example>emMcons_2
Emisconsso2 : h/,zission Constraint SO2 (ib/MBtu) = 0.855

Example>coalchar_table Input table with coal characteristics, which is in the model,
Coalinputs. Since Coalchar tab depends upon the arrays,
Coalindex and Fuelchar ind, those arrays are displayed, whenm

its name is typed. To get its value type mid coalchar tab.
Coalchar tab: Input Coal Characteristics =

Table (Coalindex, Fuelchar_ind)

Example>mid coalchar_tab This shows the ultimate analysis o/the coal.
Fuelchar_ind HHV, Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sulfur,

Nitrogen, Ash, Moisture
Coalindex

1 [ 10.2K, 0.57, 0.037, 0.072, 0.044,
0.011, 0.144, 0.123 ] Demos uses surf'tr,es to denote scientific

.. notation.For example, thesulf'rxK
stands for 103.
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Examp le>raw_co__cst
Raw_coal_est : raw coal cost (S/wet ton) - Table (Cost_yr)

Example>mid raw_coa|_cst
Cost__yr 1988

[ 26.1]

Example>ctrans

Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) - Table(Cost_yr)

Example>mid cWans
Cost_yr 1988

[ 5.9]

Changing the value of input parameters is easy. The example below shows how to change the
gross capacity to 600 MWg, the steam cycle heat rate to 8,000 BaulcWh, and the capacity factor

to 75%. The IECM uses the range checking feature built into Demos for all input parameters

and some intermediate variables. This allows the IECM to catch many typographical errors and
other mistakes. The example below shows the result of entering 6000 instead of 600 for the

variable, Mwg. Note that Demos does not issue warning until either the value of the variable is
requested or Demos evaluates a variable which depends upon Mwg.

Example>mwg:6000 -The fact that Demos did not complain about the value
entered does not mean that the value is okay. lt
just indicates that the syntax for the definition is okay.

Tiffs shows the type of warning Demos issues for range check
errors. For the question, below just hit a return. Notice that Demos,
prints out the variable and its attributes.

Example>mwg

Mwg : Gross electrical output (MW)
? Warning :

,'

Variable Mwg fails to satisfy Check : ((100<-Mwg) AND (Mwg<= 1000))
Would you like to stop to try and fix the problem? [Yes]:
Variable Mwg
Title: Gross electrical output
Units : MW

Description: gross electrical output of generator not including ~
auxiliary power requirements.

Definition: 6000

Check: I00 <_ mwg and mwg <= I000

The line above is the source code that checks that Mwg is between
100 and 1000 MW. Any variable can have a Check attribute.

Example>mwg:600

Example>hrsteam:8000

Example>cf:0.75

Changing the equation for variables is a little more complicated. It is demonstrated in Section
2.8; however, it should only be done after a person has a good understanding of the IECM
structure and Demos.

There are several variables in the IECM which describe the technologies which are used for
SO 2, NO x, TSP, and coal cleaning. These are So2config, Noxeonfig, Tspconfig, and Ccconfig,
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and are in the model Configuration. By typing: their names, it is possible to see which
technologies have been loaded into the I.ECM. The value of these parameters should not be

changed by the user, since they arc used by the other models to set options.

Example>so2config
So2config : SO2 Control Technology - Wet FGD

Examp le>noxconfig
Noxconfig : NOx Control Technology - SCR

Example>tSpeonng
Tspconfig : Tsp Control Technology - ESP

Example>ccconng
Ccconfig : Coal Cleaning Technology - No Coal Cl

Therearcalsoseveraldecisionvariableswhich usecharacterstrings.They areused tocontrol

the typeof firinghl thefurnace,Furnacectl;the typeof waste disposal,Disposal;whether the
flyashis mixed with the FGD sludge,Mixedctl;and to controlthe probabilitydistribution
functions,Cfl_global.These variablesarc found in the model, Basecontrols.The indiv!idual

technologiesmay alsouse.theirown decisionvariablestosettechnologyspecificoptions.For

example,themodel Wetfgd usesthevariable,Bpsopt(ByPaSs OPTions),tocontrolthebypass
ai'bundtheFGD. To determinethevalidoptions forthesevariablesuse theShow command.

Alsonotethatcharacterstringsarccasesensitive.A completelistingappearsinAppendix A.

Examp le> fm'nacectl
Furnacectl : Fu_'nace Firing Type - tangential

Examp le>d_posa|

Disposal : Disposal Option Chosen - landfill

Example>showdisposal
Decision Disposal

Title: Disposal Option Chosen

Description: Waste Disposal control variable, valid values are 'pending' ~
or 'landfill'

Definition: 'landfill'

Check: if so2config - 'Wet FDG' or so2config - 'No SC2 Technology' then ~
(disposal - 'pending' or disposal = 'landfill') else ~
(disposal - 'landfill')

Example>mtxedcfl

Mixedctl : Flyash Mixing Control - yes

Examp I e>cfi_global
Ctl_global : Uncertainty Control Parameter - all off

Examp le>bpsop!

Bpsopt : Bypass Option Chosen - no bypass

Fumacetype has _re_ validsettings,'wall','tangential',and 'cyclone'.Disposalhas two

settings:'landfill'and 'pending';however,itshouldbe setto 'htndfd/)u_css So2Config _[uals
'base' or 'wetfgd.' In these cases, it can be set to either value. Mixedctl can either equal 'yes' or

'no'. Cd_global has three possible settings: 'ali off', 'ali on', and 'on'. 'all off' makes the
analysis deterministics by setting all the uncertainty variables equal to 1. 'ali on' makes the
analysis probabilistic by setting ali the unce_ty variables equal to their probabilistic

distributions. 'on' allows the user to control the uncertainty variables by module. This witl be
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explained more in Section 3.3.8. Bpsopt controls has two possible values 'bypass' and 'no
bypass'.

2.4 Specifying Vectors and Tables
One of Demos's unique features are vectors and tables. This feature allows related data to be

organized as one variable and for tables to be create to display results. There are several key
vectors and tables in the IECM and ali of them are listed in Appendix A. The most important
vectors are described below.

Coalchar_table is the input table which contains the ultimate analysis data for the coal being
used. It is created with two vectors, Coalindex and Fuelchar index. Fuelchar index can be
visualized to be the labels of the columns in Coalchar_table, while Coalindex are the labels for
the rows. Fuelchar_index is a vector of character strings, which corresponds to the ultimate
analysis. Fuelchar_index equals ['HHV', 'Carbon', 'Hydrogen', 'Oxygen', 'Sulfur', 'Nitrogen',
'Ash', 'Moisture']. The def'mition of Fuelehar_index should not be changed since many
variables depend upon its current definition. Coalindex is a sequence of numbers from 1 to the
number of rows in Coalchar_table. If there is one row in Coalchar_table, then Coalindex equals
[1]. If there are two rows in Coalchar_table, then Coalindex equals [1 2]. When Coalchar_table
has more than one row, it indicates that the coal has been washed with the Fortran coal cleaning
program. The first row is alv_ays the raw coal, while the other rows contain the characteristics of
the coal washed to various levels. The variable, Coals, is used to chose the set of data for
analysis from Coalchar_table, by setting it equal to the row that you want. Currently Coals
equals 1.

Any coal can be specified by the user by entering the ultimate analysis data into
Coalchar_table; however, several coals are provided in f'des in the directory "coalftles." The coal
files have the extension "coal." More details about Coalchar_table and how to use coal cleaning
are in Section 2.7 and Chapter 16.

Examp le >show coaUndex
Index Coalindex

Description: Index for the table coalchar tab. Defined by Fortran coal ~
cleaning model if the conventional-coal cleaning model is used.

Definition: [i]

Example>show Fuelchar indexm

Index Fuelchar index

Desc'ription: Index of fuel characteristics table

,Sulfur • ,Nitrogen • ~•Carbon' t 'Oxygen' , , ,Definition: ['HHV', 'Hydrogen •,
'Ash' ,'Moisture • ]

'Carbon' 'Hydrogen' ~check: Fuelchar index - array(Fuelchar index, ['HHV', , ,
•Nitrogen • 'Ash' 'Moisture'])'Oxygen 7, 'Sulfur' t , ,

Example>show coalchar table
Variable Coalchar table

Description: Table containing all the coal characteristics to be used
Definition: table(Coalindex, fuelchar index) (
10194..5695 .0370 .0719 .0436 .0115 o1438 .1230)

Example>coats
Coals : Coals chosen - 1

The vector, Cost._yr, is used to set the year in which costs are reported, lt can vary between



[1977] and [1989]. Since economic algorithms were developed from sources which assumed

different year dollars, Cost_yr is used to scale costs for each module to a consistent mid-year
using the Chemical Engineering cost indices. Changing Cost._yr to another year causes ali of the

economic costs to be scaled accordingly. Cost_yr is not restricted to integer values. If Cost_yr
equaled 1987.5, it would be equivalent to December 1987 or January 1988 dollars. It also should

be noted that almost ali of the economic variables depend on Cost..yr. '

Example>cos[Jr
Cost_yr : Years Dollars Reported =

r 198 8 ] Commet_t: 1988 is the current default year
" for repoi'-ting costs.

Example>tdescr
Tdcscr : 3or Total Direct Cost (M 3) = Table(Cost__yr)

Example>mid tdeser

Co st_yr 1988
[ 13.28]

Example>cost/r: [t989] Changes Cost_yr to 1989. The "[]" are important.

Example>mid tdcscr
Cost_yr 1989

[ 13.95]

Each module has two or more summary tables. Tables which have the suffix, "inputs," after the

module name show the input assumptions for that module. Tables which have the suffix, "char,"
show the important performance characteristics that are calculated by the mc del. Those tables
which have the suffix, "econchar," show the economic variables which are calculated. A

complete Hst of these tables can be found in Appendix A. These tables ;ire used for display
purposes only and depend upon other variables in the model. Partial listings of three tables for
the plant module are shown below for illustration. For these tables, the Mid command is needed

to display them.

Example>mid plantinputs Partial list of input values for power plant module.
Cost_yr 1989
Pltinputlabe
Gross Capacity, MW [ 600]
Steam HR, Btu/kWh [ 8000]

Capacity Factor, % [ 75]
Excess Air Boiler, % [ 20]
Inlet Air Leakage, % [ 19]

Furnace Temp, R [ 2960]
Economizer Temp, R [ 1160]

Air Heater Temp, R [ 300]
Pulverizer Elect, % [ 0.6]
Steam Pump Elect, % [ 0.65]

Fan Elect, % [ 1.5]

Cooling Elect, % [ 1.8]
Misc. Elect, % [ 1.3]

Misc Loss Boiler, % [ 0.5]

Plant Indir Charge % [ 50]
Labor Rate, S/man-ht [ 21.8]

Land Cost, S/acre [ 7189]
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Examp le >mid plantchar Partial list of performance parameters for power plant module.
Plant param Value
Plant index

Boiler Efficiency, % [ 88.3]
Cycle HR, Btu/kWh [ 9060]

Fuel Usage, tons/hr [ 266.6]

Coal Credit, ton/hr [ 0]
Energy Credit, MW [ 0_

Adj. Gross Cap, MW [ 564.9]
Net Capacity, MW [ 533.1]
Net HR, Btu/kWh [ 10.2K]

Annual Oper Hours [ 6575]

Net Elec Gen, MWh/yr [ 1 3.5M] I

The sununary of plant economic characteristics shown below represents results of an analysis
in which many other model parameters not shown here also have been set. In particular, this
analysis reports all costs in constant dollars from which effects of inflation are removed. (Had
we used levelized costs in nominal dollars many of the numbers would be much higher.)

Example>mid planteconchar Partiallist of economicparametersfor basepowerplantmodule,
excludingpollutioncontrolsystems

Cost__yr -- 1989
Bpecon_param Value -

Bp_econ_ind
Coal Credit, M$/yr [ 0]

Energy Ct, O&M M$/yr [ 0]
Total Base Plant O&M [ 79.44]

Base Plt Dir Cost M$ [ 388.3]
Energy Cr Dir Cst M$ [ 0]
Ttl Base Plt Dir Cst[ 388.3]
Total Capital Cst M$ [ 582.5]
Normal Capital, S/kW [ 1093]

RevReq w/oUtil M$/yr [ 139.7] /
Electric Cost, $/MWh [ 37.6]
Utility Income M$/yr [ -7.87]
Total Rev Req, M$/yr [ 131.8]
Total Rev Req, $/MWh [ 37.6]

Final_cost is the main table used for deterministic analyses. Each row represents a different
process. The columns represent the the total capital cost (TCC) in MS, the non-utility O&M cost
(O&M) in MS/yr, the utility cost (UTIL) in MS/yr, the total revenue requirement (TRR) in
SM/yr, the total revenue requirement (ELECT)in $/MWh, and finally the the total capital cost
(TCC) in S/net kW for all the processes.

Example>tabwidth:7 Sets the character width of columns for tables, so that Final cost
fits on the screen neatly.

Example>mid f'mal_cost Tiffs is the main sunmuzry table for the economics.
Cost_yr - 1989

Costs TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR, TRR, TCC
Process

Units [ SM, $M/yr, SM/yr, $M/yr, $/MWh, S/kW]
Base P1 [ 582.5, 79.44, -7o87, 131.8, 37.6, 1093]

SCR [ 39°46, 7.966, 1.234, 13.28, 3.789, 74.03]
ESP [ 25.13, 0°083, 0.353, 3.034, 0.866, 47.15]

Wet FGD [ 112.7, 14.51, 6.285, 32.45, 9.258, 211o4]

Solid W [ 32.2, 3.34, .0, 6°669, 1.903, 60.41]
Total [ 792., 105.3, 0, 187.2, 53.42, 1486]



2.5 Typical Demos Comrnands
_he examples so far showed some of the basic input and output operations of IECM. To fully

w:ilize the model, however, user experience with Demos commands is required. (In future model
developments we hope to implement a menu-based system that will minimize the need for
Demos expertise; but for now it's necessary.) Some of the most common Demos commands
needed to get ,and display results axe described and demonstrated below. They are described in
more detail in the Demos Manual [1], along with other useful commands the user should become
familiar with.

Bye Used to exit Demos. This command will be demonstrated at the end of the
tutorial.

Clock Gives curre_: time, date, and memory usage. The maximum heapsize
depends on the available memory, and can be set with the system variable
heapsize. On wo_tations with a 16 Megabyte swap space, the maximum
that the heapsize should be set to is 12 Megabytes. As the memory usage
approaches this limit, Demos will print out warnings. In the Macintosh
version, the heapsize variable is set at startup by Demos and it cannot be
changed while running Demos. Also, on the Macintosh version the amount
of memory available is also displayed.

Help For on-line Help about Demos.

Mid Display the deterministic value of a variable regardless of the verbosity
setting. This is useful for displaying tables, and has already been
demonstrated.

Photo Records everything displayed on the screen (except graphs) to a file. See the
next section on graphing for creating Files of graphs. Endphoto stops a photo
session, while pausephoto and resumephoto are used to pause and continue
photo sessions. /

Quit Used to exit Demos. Only available on the Macintosh version.

Save Saves the local variables in the current model into a file.

Show Display all the attributes of a variable.

Update Allows variable definitions to be overwritten when flies are being read. This
mode is turned off with the command Endupdate. The commands, Update
and Endupdate, are used at the beginning and end of all source code flies, lt
lets the new models redefine variables that have already been loaded by
previous files. If Update was not used, an error would occur for every
variable in the file, stating the variables are already defined. Demos would
then asks for a new name for each variable.

Verbosity Used to control the amount of feedback that Demos prints to the screen. The
most common verbosity settings are 1, 2, and 3. When verbosity equals 1 it,
prints various messages about the status of variables after files are read and
when variables are being evaluated. This can be very useful for tracking
down errors in files, but it is tedious for large models like the IECM.
Another feature of verbosity equal to 1 is that the numeric value of variables
is always displayed. When verbosity equals 2 (the default), Demos prompts
for undeclared variables when variables are created in Demos, and array
dependencies are displayed instead of numeric values. Setting verbosity to
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3, cause the combined effects of I and 2. This was set to 2 in the "loading"
Fries to prevent Demos from printing the status of every variable in the IECM
to the screen. In general, it is recommended that verbosity be set to 2.

Why Display the variable definition, its inputs, and the values of the inputs. If
verbosity equals 1, the numeric values of the definitions will be displayed. If
verbosity equals 2, the array dependencies are displayed.

Example>clock The following appears on the Unix version. Heapused should
Mon May 11 15 :49 :36 be lessthanmaxheap.

cpu totalcpu walltime totalwalltime heapused maxheap
32.8660 32.8660 5:49:36 5:49:36 1.6000M 6.7000M

The following appears on the Macintosh version. Free Memory is
the amount of memory available and should be greater than 2OK.

Mon, May Ii, 1989 3:49 PM
Heap Used Max Heap Free Mem
i. 073M 6. 5000M 5.573M

Example>help
HELP :

The help text is organized hierarchically with Topics, subtopics, etc,
corresponding to the Chapters, Sections and Subsections in the Users'

Manual. After asking for Help on a Topic, it will print a list of its "'
subtopics° From these you can choose one, none, all or any unlisted
topic. Words that are capitalized (e.g. Kind, Topic, Session) in this
text are Topics (or subtopics) with Help available for them.

Help prints this text on how to get help.
Help ? prints a list of the main Help Topics.
Help t prints help text for the Topic t or lists its subtopics.

Help Topics Describes the main Help Topics°
Help Intro prints some introductory information for new users
List k lists all the existing Objects of the given Kind k

MoreHelp ccntinues printing Help text where it last left off.

Example>help ?
CONTENTS :

Help Topics and some subtopics:

Introduction Basics Prompts Objects Names
Numbers Sessions Special Chars Commands Save
Bye Variables Dependencies Attributes Files

Photo Functions Distributions Plotting CDF
F raming Arrays Indexes Sens it ivity Ve rs ions
System_Variabls Syntax Statements Expressions Arithmetic

There is Help on (almost) every system-defined Object, Command, Kind,
Function, Attribute, SystemVar.

Example>photo The files example.pho will have a record of tlu's tutorial from this
point on, except for any graphs.

Please enter name [example .pho] : R,_turnkey acceptsdefaultfilename.
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Example>save Each % tnark represents ten lines of code.
Please enter name [example.rood] : Return key accepts default value.

saving ...

Opening example, mod

Since only one variable, Model Wetscresp, is currently in Model
Example, Demos only writes a short file stating that it contains the
model Wetscresp. Figure 2-7 shows the contents of the
file Example.rood.

Closing example .mod
done

Example>show coallnpu_ Results of using the Show command on a model.
Model Coalinputs
Description: contains all the variables needed to be defined when the ~

coal is changed

Contains: [Decisxon Coals, Variable Coalchar_tab, Variable Raw_coal_cst,
Variable Ctrans, Variable Clean_cost, Variable Minerbpcost]
Author: js04
Needs : [Model Indices]

Example>show emisconsso2 Results o/using the Show command on a variable.
Variable Emisconsso2
Units: ib/MBtu

Description: sulfur dioxide emission constraint; ~ J

describes the Rev. NSPS (1978) emission constraints

Definition: if potemso2 < 2 then 0.3 * potemso2 ~
else if potemso2 >= 2 AND potemso2 < 6 then 0.6 ~
else if potemso2 >=6 AND potemso2 < 12 then 0.i * potemso2 ~
else i.2

Check: 0 <= emisconsso2 and emisconsso2 <= 15

Now let's demonstrate the effect of verbosity. We' li use
the Why command to see how a variable depends upon

Example>verbosi_ other variables.

Verbosity : = 2

Example>why cd

Cd : cost of as-fired coal (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_.yr)
Description: cost of delivered coal on a wet ton basis. The term ~

multiplying raw_coal_cst is used to keep the cost per dry ton of coal ~
constant, since coal cleaning is likely to change the moisture content

Cd = Raw_coal cst*(l-h2ofrac) / ~

(l-coalchar_table[coalindex=l,fuelchar_index = 'Moisture']) + CTrans +~
Clean cost + MinerPBcost

Coalindex : = [ 1]

Fuelcha r_ind : = [ HHV,
Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sulfur, Nitrogen, Ash, Moisture]

Coalchar tab: Input coal Characteristics =
Table(Coalindex, Fuelchar ind)

H2ofrac : Moisture Conten_ (ib h2o/Ib ) = 0.123

Raw_coal_cst: raw coal cost (S/wet ton) _ Table(Cost yr)
Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) = Table(Cost_yr)
Clean_cost : Coal Cleaning Cost (S/wet ton) = 0
_i_,_._rpbcost : Miner Benefit Cost (S/wet ton) = 2

Example>verb: I With verbosity equai'to 1 we gel the results rather than the
general relationships.
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Figure 2.'7:ConChs of_e File,Exa_:ple.mod

{ From Demos User js04 , Demos Project EXAMPLE at Fri Apt 14 15 :19 :43 }

{ System Variables with noln-default values:}

Model Example
Description: Example on how to use the IECM
Contains: Model Wetscresp
Author: John Salmento

Date: Fri Apt 14 11:02:28
Savedate: Fri Apt 14 15:19:38

Close Example



Example>whycd
Cd : cost of as-fired coal (S/wet ton) -

Cost_yr 1989
[ 35.64]

Description: cost of delivered coal on a wet ton basis. The term ~

multiplying raw coal cst is used to keep the cost per dry ton of coal ~-- m

constant, since coal cleaning is likely to change the moisture content
Cd m Raw coal cst*(1-h2ofrac) / ~

(1-coalchar table[coalindex-l,fuelchar index - 'Moisture']) + CTrans +~
Clean cost + MinerPBcost

Coalindex : - [ I]
Fuelchar_ind: - [ HHV,

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sulfur, Nitrogen, Ash, Moisture]
Coalchar tab: Input coal Characteristics =

Table(Coalindex, Fuelchar ind)

H2ofrac : Moisture Conten_ (ib h2o/ib ) = 0o123
Raw coal cst: raw coal cost (S/wet ton) =

Cost_yr 1989
[ 27.43]

Ctrans : Transportation Cost (S/wet ton) =

Cost_yr 1989
[ 6.201]

-.

Clean cost : Coal Cleaning Cost (S/wet ton) = 0
Minerpbcost : Miner Benefit Cost (S/wet ton) = 2

Example>¥erb:2
Verbosity is OK

2.6 Graphing and Probabilistic Analysis
Graphs and probabilistic analysis are perhaps the most important features of Demos.:' Using the

Andrew windowing environment or the Macintosh allows high resolution graphs to be displayed
on the screen easily. The probabilistic features of Demos and the IECM are discussed more in
Chapter 3. There are six basic command to understand, which are described below.

Graph Plots the deterministic values of one variable against another.

Ctl_global This is an IECM decision variable which mms on or off the uncertainty
functions in the IECM. It's default value is 'ali off', which only allows the
medi_, value of ali variables to be evaluated. Setting it to 'ali on' mms on
ali the uncertainties. This variable is describe in more detail in Section 3.3.8.

Samplesize Number of points used to estimate the pdf and cdf's. Larger samplesizes
produces more accurate results, but requires longer computation time and
uses more memory. For development work, values around 50 are typically
used.

Pdf Plots the probability distribution function of a variable. Also affected by the
sample size.

Cdf Plots the cumulative function of a variable. The accuracy of this plot is
directly related to the variable, Samplesize.

Cdfnum This is a function that is defined in the IECM. It prints a table which
produces the numeric values bf a cdf at 0%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
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50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100%. This function produces a table
for those variables which are depended upon vectors.

Cdfperf This does the same thing as Cdfnum; however, it produces a table for those
variables which do not depend upon vectors.

The graph, cdf, and pdf commands produce their graphs in a separate window on the right s,.'de
of the screen if the Andrew window manager is used. Figures 2-8, 2-10, and 2-12 show the
picture of the screen after each command shown in the example below. The Andrew window
manager automatically sizes the windows to take up any available space. The default number of
graphs that are displayed on the right side is two. Demos overwrites the oldest graph if more that
two graphs are requested. In the Unix version, do not choose Zap as a menu selection in a graph
window. This will cause the Demos program to crash.

On the Macintosh version, a separate, window pops up, which overlaps the current window.
These windows can be moved to any piace on the screen, or can be resized to any rectangular
shape. Figures 2-9, 2-11, and 2-13 show the Macintosh screen after each of the commands
below° After each window pops up, move it to a different part of the screen, so that they don't
overlap. To close a graph window, click the little box in the upper left hand comer of the
window. To get back to the Demos window, click on the Demos window and it will ce,"te to the
foreground.

Let's do some simple parametric analysis to determine the affects
of the plant size on pollution control costs. We' ve just changed
the plant size from a scalar to a scalar.

Example>mwg:[250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600]

The variable, Elecpc shows the total revenue requirement in
millslkWh for ali the pollution control equipment exclu&'ng the
effects of coal cleaning O'it is used. The text strings enclosed ,
single quotes on the next line produce labels for the Y and X ads,
respectively. More details about graphs can be found in reference
Hl.

Example>graph elecpc mwg 'Pollution Control Cost (Constant 19895) '~
Continue : 'Gross Electrical Output (MW)'

Each graph produces a separate window. For the following three
graphs, the fuil page screen pictures are shown on the following
pages.
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Pollution Control Cost (Constan119895)
20 _

18 _

16 ....

, r, ,_

)t i

200 300 400 500 600 , TO0
fl ,

Groaa_Electr_4il Output (MW) _

, . i ,r

I

Example>mwg:600

Example>ctl_globah'all on' Turns on the probability fuactions. Selected parameter
_certainties have been assigned as part of the data inputs for
this example. Details are discussed later in this report.

Example>samplesize
Samplesize : = 20

Example>samplesize:50 Tiffs changes the sample size to 50. /
,,

Example>pdf elecpc

Probability density
0.3

1 '
0.2

0.1

0 , ,

12 14 16 18 20 22

(mills/kWh)
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Figure 2-8: Picture of Screen after Graph Elecpc Mwg Command



Figure 2-11: Picture of Screen alter Pdf Elecpc Command on the Macintosh
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Example>cdfelecpc

Cumulative probability
1.5

1

0.5

0
1 ! ! ! -I

12 14 16 18 20 22

(mllh_/kWh)

Example>cdfnum(eleepc) Since this is a probabilistic analysis, the exact values may not
Cost_yr 19 8 9 appear when you run the this tutorial.
Cipct

0% [ 12.74]

5% [ 13.15]
10% [ 13.82]
20% [ 14.35]

30% [ 14.9]
40% [ 15.17]
50% [ 16.04]

60% [ 16.45]
70% ,,[ 17.03]
80% [ 17.45]
90% [ 17.88]

95% [ 18.4]
100% [ 19. I]

Example>cdfperf(wetcap) Cdfperf or cdfnum do not have to follow a cd/command.
Cdf_.par,am Value
Cipct

0% [ 36.09]
5% [ 37.04]

10% [ 37.36]
20% [ 37.77]
3O% [ 38.06]
40% [ 38.3]
50% [ 38.54]

60% [ 38.79]
70% [ 39.04]
80% [ 39.31]

90% [ 39.75]
95% [ 40° 07 ]

100% [ 40,96]

Example>ctl_globah'all off' This turns off all the'_probabilistic functions.
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Figure 2-12: Picture of Screen after Cdf Elecpc Command
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Figure 2-13: Picture of Screen after Cdf Elecpc Command on the Macintosh Version.
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2.7 Changing Coals and Coal Cleaning
To change coals, six variables have to be redef'med: Raw._coal_cst, Ctrans, Coalchar_table,

Ce_table, Coals, and Coalindex. These are described below.

Raw_coal_est Cost of raw coal in current dollars per wet ton. The actual numeric value can
be in any year's dollars as long as the definition also multiplies it by
costindex and divides it by the appropriate index for that year.

Ctrans Transportation cost in current dollars per wet ton. lt is also scaled by the
cost index relative to the year initially specified.

CoalChar_table The coal characteristics table, lt requires at least one row of values. The
default configuration is to have the first row represent a raw coal, and the
other rows represent various levels of coal cleaning. (The coal cleaning
module is described in more detail in Chapter 16.) Each column represents
different coal characteristic: higher heating value (Btu/lb), carbon fraction,
hydrogen fraction, oxygen fraction, sulfur fraction, nitrogen fraction, ash
fraction, and moisture fraction.

Cc_table The coal cleaning plant performance table, lt contains information about the
coal cleaning level, mass yield of the plant excluding the thermal driers,
thermal drier yield, the fraction of cleaned coal dried, the amount of moisture
evaporated, the moisture content of the refuse coal, the fraction of coal that
was cleaned with froth flotation, and the retention time in the flotation cells.
lt has to have as many rows as CoalChar table. The ftr,strow is for the rawm

coal, so all the values are zero, except for the mass yield of the plant and
thermal drier.

Coals This variable choses the coal characteristics from the table Coalchar table
for the current run. The vaiues of the elements can not exceed thetotal
number of rows in coalindex. Usually this value is set to 1, (ie., the raw
coal).

Coalindex The index used in construction of the table Coalchar table, lt has to be a
vector from [1] to the number of rows in Coalchar table. For example, if
Coalchar_table has five rows, then Coalindex would"be defined as [1, 2, 3, 4,
5].

There are several ways of changing these characteristics (see the the Demos Manual [1.]). The
easiest way is to create a file with ali the changes in it and load it with the read command. The
file "epri.coal" in the coalffles directory can be used as an example. This fifle can be loaded at
any time; the new output results can be displayed by just retyping variable names.

Example>pausephoto If a file is read into Demos while photo is on the contents
of the f'de appears in the photo file, so it is better to pause photo.

V.xamp le>read coalllles/eprLcoal On the Macintosh use either the Read Model

# # command in thefile menu or type read files:iec:coalfiles:epri.coal.
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>resumephoto

Example>eoail-dex

Coalindex : - [ I]



Example>show coalchar table
Variable Coalchar tab

Title: Input Coal Characteristics
Description: Illinois No 6. from Epri "Technical Assessment Guide"
Definition: Table(Coalindex, Fuelchar index) (N

10100. .575 .037 .058 .04 .009 .16 .12

)

Example>mid raw coal cst
Cost_yr _989-

[ 24.88]

Example>mid ctrans

Cost_yr 1989
[ 6.201]

Example>coals:2 An example of the error when Coals is set incorrectly.

Example>hhv Hhv is the variable which extracts the higher heating value for
the coal chosen by Coals out of Coalchar_tab.

Hhv : Higher Heating Value (btu/ib)

? Warning : This first warning is telling you that coals is incorrectly defined.
Type a return or yes for the question below.

-.

Decision Coals fails to satisfy Check: ((l<-Coals) AND (Coals<-
Max (Coalindex)) )

Would you like to stop to try and fix the problem? [Yes]:
Decision Coals

Title: Coals chosen

Description: Coal being used by model
Definition: 2

Check: 1 <- coals and coals <- max(coalindex)

This error occurs since Demos is still trying to evaluate Hhv. ,/
Argument number 1 of SysFunction Subscript must be a number or an array.
Error during evaluation of Hhv

Definition of Hhv is: if CCconfig - 'conventional' OR CCconfig - 'none' ~
then coalchar[Fuelchar index- 'HHV'] ~

else if CCconfig - 'hgms' then Hhv_hgms ~
else if CCconfig -'coal pyrite' then HHVclean ~
else -i

Since tkis problem is caused by coals being incorrectly defined,
type no to ali the questions that ask O'you want to redefine
c,ther variables. This error can be ftxed by redefining Coals to I.
On the Macintosh version the questions that Demos asks below
appear in little windows. Just click on the no button.

Do you want to (re)define it? [Yes]: no
? Warning :
Attribute unusable

Example>coa_:1

An important point to remember is that the photo session will
turn off after this type of error, so it is important to check it.
The following warning indicates that photo has stopped. Since we

are about to read in another file, we are not going to restart photo.
V.xamp le>pausephoto
? Warning: Photo not on.
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Changing coals or coal cleaning module characteristics is similar as far as Demos is concerned.
Both steps require defining the same six variables listed above; however, coal cleaning also
requires working with the Fortran coal cleaning model and the Demos coal cleaning module.
Because of some of the limitations of Demos, only the economic part of the coal cleaning model
is written in Demos. The performance part of the coal cleaning model is in Fortran and is
described in more detail in Chapter 16. The economic module is in the file,,
"srcpetc/coalclean.pctc." It can be loaded at any time, as any other module. It has its own input
parameters and summary tables; however, ali the input parameters are entered from a data file
created by the Fortran model.

Running the coal cleaning module is thus a three step operation. First, the Fortran model is
run, which creates a data file with ali the input parameters for the economic module in Demos.
Then the file created by the Fortran model is loaded into Demos. Finally, the coal cleaning
economy module is loaded. Once the module is loaded various levels of coal cleaning are
selected by setting the vector Coals to a new value. All the effects of cleaning the coal are
correctly passed on to the rest of the IECM.

Washed coal data f'des from the Fortran module identical to other coal characteristic files

except that they contain another input table, Ce_table. Ce_table contains the coal cleaning
plant's performance information, which is needed by the Demos coal cleaning module to
calculate washed coal prices. Thei'e is one row in Cc_table for every row in coalchar_table.
Each row represents a different washed coal. For the example, it is assumed that the Foru'an
model was run to create the file "iec.coal". The contents of the file are shown in Figure 2-14.
The text in itaKcs on the fight side of the page explains each variable or command. A more
detailed explanation of the variables and their definitions is described in Chapter 16. The next
steps axe as follows:

Example>read coalfiles/iec.coal On the Macintosh use either the Read Model
# # command in thefile menu or type read files:iec:eoalfiles:iee.coai.
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OX

On the Macintosh use either the Read Model command in
the file menu or type read files:iec:srcpetc:coalclean.eoai.

Example>read srcpetdcoalclean.petc Loads ehe coal cleaning module.
#################################################
The definitions of all Variables and Functions are OK

Example>photo Let's restart photo. Type no to the first question and yes to the
second question.

example.pho: File already exists. Do _'ou wish to replace it?
[Type Y or N]: .o

File already exists. Do you wish to append to it? [Type Y or NI: yes

Example>coals:2 This picks the 2hd row of coal characteristics which corresponds to
a 10% sulfur reduction by washing.

Example>tabwidth:20



Figure 2-14: Contents of iec.coal File Created by the Fortran Coal Cleaning Program.

Update This is to allow the variables defined in this file to overwrite
the same variables currently loaded into Demos.

Model Ieccoal This defines the model name.

The line below is the cost of raw coal adjusted by the cost_index
Raw coal cst: 26.1000 * Cost Index / 342.5

Cea 1 s : 1 This redefines coals to 1, to prevent potential _rrors from
occuring, since coals could have equaled a valu,_,greater than 13 before
this file was read.

This indicates that there are 12 chfferent washed coals to consider,
plus the unwashed coal.

CoalIndex: Sequence(l, 13)

Coalchar table: Table (Coalindex, Fuelchar index) ( These are the properties ofthe
10194. _5695 . 0370 . 0719 . 0436 . 0112 . 1"4"38 . 123 l'aw coal and 12 washed levels.
10354. .5784 .0383 .0766 .0398 .0114 .1241 .1314
10130. .5659 .0375 .0750 .0390 .0112 .1246 .1469
10293. .5750 .0388 .0798 .0352 .0113 .1045 .1553
10565. .5902 .0406 .0857 .0316 .0116 .0839 .1564
10385. .5802 .0384 .0768 .0400 .0114 .1281 .1250
10539. .5888 .0397 .0817 .0_3.61 .0116 .1081 ,1340
10838 .6055 .0416 .0879 .0324 .0119 .0868 .1338
11181. .6247 .0438 .0947 .0287 .0123 .0620 .1339
10352. .5783 .0383 .0766 .0398 .0114 .1276 .1280
10614. .5929 .0400 .0823 .0363 .0117 .1088 .1280
10914. .6097 .0419 .0885 .0327 .0120 .0871 .1280
11267. .6294 .0441 .0954 .0289 .0124 .0618 .1280

)

CC table : Table (Coalindex, CC Index) ( The 12 w,z._hedcoals
0 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 correspond to sever:al sulfur
2 0.9634 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1380 0.0000 0.000 reduction levels for each of
3 0.9699 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1880 0.0000 0.000 four prep plant configurations.
3 0.9320 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1694 0.0000 0.000
3 0.8751 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1558 0.0000 0.000
4 0.9703 0.9822 0.4124 0.1007 0.2031 0.0000 0.000
4 0.9338 0.9826 0.4093 0.1014 0.1816 0.0000 0.000
4 0.8856 0.9826 0.4316 0.1014 0.1638 0.0000 0.000
4 0.6943 0.9828 0.4126 0.1045 0.1654 0.0000 0.000
5 0.9722 0.9931 1.0000 0.0379 0.2008 0.0608 2.000
5 0.9357 0.9912 1.0000 0.0495 0.1805 0.0608 2.000
5 0.8882 0.9912 1.0000 0.0512 0.1645 0.0608 1.500
5 0.6996 0.9917 1.0000 0.0500 0.1669 0.0608 1.071
)

Va r i ab 1 e MI BC MIB C usage for frolh flotation circuit.
Units: ib/ton
Definition: 0.15

Variable Oi12 #2 oil usage for froth flotation circuit.
Units: ib/ton
Definition: 0.15
Close ieccoal

end,apdate
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Example>mid fuelsummary Fuelsummary is a command which creates a table of the fuel
characteristics being used. For example, since Coals equals 2 the
second row from Coalchar table is chosen. The thfference
between Coalchar table tuCtdFuelsummary is that Coalchar table
contains the infort_tion for ali the washed coals, while -
Fuelsummary contains only the information chosen with Coals.

Cos ipa ramet e Va lue
Fuelchar ind

HHV [ 10o 4K]
Carbon [ 57.84]

Hydrogen [ 3.83]
Oxygen [ 7.66]
Sulfur [ 3.98]

Nitrogen [ 1.14]
Ash [ 12.41]

Moisture [ 13.14]

Example>mid ccsummary Ccsummary ix similar to fuelsummary, except that it contains the
performance information of the coal cleaning plant/or the coal
chosen. The difference between Cc table and Ccsummary is that
Cc table contains the information _r all the washed coals, while
Cc_tmmary contains only the information chosen by Coals.

Ccparameter Value
Cc index

Cleaning Plant Level [ 2]
Washer Mass Yield [ 0.963]

Thermal Drier Yield [ I]
Coal Frac. to Drier [ 0]
Moisture Evaporated [ 0]
Moisture in Refuse [ 0.138]

Coal Frac. to Flotat [ 0]
Time in Flot. Cells [ 0]

Examp le>tabwidth:6 /

Now let's determine which coal cleaning levels produce the lowest
pollution control cost for a given % sulfur, reduction. First, select
ali the coals from Coalchar table.

Example>eoallndex The variable Coals can hav'i more than one value. Coalindex
shows ali the valid values for the Coals.

Coalindex : =

[ i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, i0, ii, 12, 13]

Example>coals:sequence(I,13) This choses every washed coal for
analysis, and changes Coals from a
scalar to a vector.

Example>round(sulfur red) This variable shows the sulfur reduction on an energy basis
achieved by the coal cleaning plant for the washed coals.
The function round is used to make to output nester.
There are duplicate levels of sulfur reductions because dtfferent
coal cleaning plant configurations were used to wash the coal.
The data are not formatted as in the tables above, though this
could easily be done with other Demos commands.

Coals i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
i0, ii, 12, 13

[ 0, i0, i0, 20, 30, I0, 20, 30, 40,
I0, 20, 30, 40]



Example>mid clean_cost This shows the coal c, caning cost in dollars per wet ton for each
Co st_y r 1989 coal selected.
Coals

1 [ 0]
2 [ 3.051]
3 [ 3. 399]
4 [ 4.709]

5 [ 6. 902]
6 [ 4. 847]
7 [ 6. 109]
8 [ 8. 011]

9 [ 17.88]
i0 [ 4. 687]
ii [ 6.128]

12 [ 7. 973]
13 [ 17.6]

Example>mid elecpcc Now let's see which value of coal produces the lowest pollution
control cost. Elecpccc is similiar to Elecpc, except that it includes the
effects of coal cleaning. The only requirement is that the variable
Coals be a vector which includes I. As can be seen, the raw coal
has the lowest Cost. Results for this case show that pollution
control cost savings at the power plant are not sufficient to offset
the higher cost of cleaned coal, so that the unwashed coal -
is most economical for this situation.

Wetscresp>mid elecpcc
Cost_yr 1989
Coals

1 [ 15.82]
2 [ 16.49]
3 [ 16.96]
4 [ 16.74]
5 [ 16.81]
6 [ 17.4]

7 [ 17.17]
8 [ 17.02]
9 [ 20.38]

i0 [ 17.35]
ii [ 17.09]

12 [ 16.92 ]
13 [ 20. ii]

2.8 Redefining Variables
Redefining variables is fairly easy to do; it is similar to changing the value of input parameters.

These changes do not get saved to a file until the model is saved. Since Demos is non

procedural, the new definitions' values will be propagated through the IECM correctly. The
example below shows how to redefine variables using two different methods. The first method

uses a command called "Whatif," which does not change the definition of a variable. The second

method show: how to redefine a variable. It also shows some common problems with summary

tables when variables are redef'med. Remember that none of these metl.xks will change the
source files until the model is saved.

Example>coals:2

Example>show rwet
Variable Xwet "

Title: Wet FGD Energy Penalty



Units: fraction

Description: Energy penalty for steam and electricity usage

Definition: (fgd_reheat*iK/hrsteam + fgdm * uffgdm)/Mwg
uffgdm is an uncertainty variable, lt is
described in section 33.8.

Example>xwet Displays the value of Xwet
Xwet : Wet FGD Energy Penalty (fraction ) = 0.041

Example>verb: 1

Example>whatif xwet:O.02 Ttn's only changes Xwet temporary (to see the effect of
reducing the energy use).

Examine the effect on which Variable? [Xwet] fms] cost
Final cost : "-

Cost_.yr - 1989
Costs TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR, TRR, TCC
Process

Units [ SM, SM/yr, $M/yr, $M/yr, $/MWh, S/kW]
Base Plant [ 582.5, 83.38, -7.88, 135.7, 38.67, 1091]

SCR [ 39.53, 7.968, 1o261, 13o32, 3.794, 74.04]
ESP [ 24.52, 0.08, 0.353, 2.968, 0.846, 45.93]

Wet FGD [ 111.9, 13.8, 6.265, 31.63, 9.01, 209.5]

Solid Wast [ 29.67, 3.182, 0, 6.249, 1.78, 5.5.57]
Total [ 788ol, 108.4, 8e-16, 189.9, 54.1, 1476]

Xwet is OK

would be changed to
Cost - 1989

Costs TCC, O&M, UTIL, TRR, TRR, TCC
Process

Units [ SM, $M/yr, $M/yr, $M/yr, $/MWh, S/kW]
Base [582.5, 83.38, -4.66, 138o9, 38.67, 1066]

SCR [ 39.53, 7.968, I..261, 13.32, 3.706, 72.33]
ESP [ 24.52, 0.08, 0.353, 2.968, 0.826, 44.8_]

Wet F [ 111.9, 13.8, 3.051, 28.41, 7.907, 204.7]
Solid [ 29.67, 3.182, 0, 6.249, 1.739, 54.28]
Total [ 788.1, 108.4, 0, 189.9, 52.84, 1442]

Xwet is OK

Example>mb_4dth:20

Example>xwet:[0.03 0.07] Now let's change Xwet to a vector o/constants
This is one way o/performing traditional sensitivity analysis.

Example>mid trrwet Shows the total revenue requirement of the scrubber as
a function of the energy penalty.

Cost_yr 1989
Xwet

0°03 [ 29.94]
0.07 [ 36.04]

It is OK



Weteconchar is a output tableof economic characteristics.tor
the wet FGD module, lt depends upon the vectors
wetecon..param and wet econ ind. Since we created a new
vector, Xwet, Demos wilrprini-out a table for each value of Xwet.

Example>mid weteconchar
Xwet = 0.03

, Cost_yr = 1989
Wet e con_.pa ra Va lue
Wet econ ind

Material Handling M$ [ 9.56]
Train Cost, M$ [ 51.29]

Direct Capital, M$ [ 60.85]
Engineering Cost, MS [ 4.26]

Architect Cost, MS [ 1.217]
Construction Cost MS [ 9.74]

Contractors Fees, MS [ 3.043]
Contingencies, M$ [ 7_911]

Total Plant Cost, MS [ 87°02]
Interest, MS (curr) [ 8.228]
Total Plant Inv, MS [ 95.24]

Startup Cost, MS [ 13.39]
Royalties, MS [ 0]

Working Capital, MS [ 3.225]

Total Capital, MS [ iii.9]
Indirect Cost Faotor [ 0.838]
Total Capital, S/kW [ 206.9]
Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.55]

Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 10.25]

Total O&M Cost M$/yr [ 13.8]
Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 25.36]

Utilities, M$/yr [ 4. 576]
Total Revenue, M$/yr [ 29.94]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ 8. 424]

Xwet = 0.07 :

Cost yr = 1989
Wetecon__pa ra Value
Wet econ ind

q

Material Handling MS [ 9.56]

Train Cost, M$ [ 51.29]
Direct Capital, M$ [ 60.85]

Engineering Cost, MS [ 4.26]
Architect Cost, M$ [ 1.217]

Construction Cost M$ [ 9.74]
Contractors Fees, M$ [ 3.043]

Contingencies, M$ [ 7. 911]

Total Plant Cost, MS [ 87.02]
Interest, MS (curr) [ 8.228]
Total Plant Inv, M$ [ 95.24]

Startup Cost, M$ [ 13.39]
Royalties, M$ [ 0]

Working Capital, M$ [ 3.225]
Total Capital, M$ [ Iii.9]

Indirect Cost Factor [ 0.838]
Total Capital, S/kW [ 216.5]

Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.55]
Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 10.25]
Total O&M Cost M$/yr [ 13.8]

Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 25.36]
Utilities, M$/yr [ I0.68]

Total Revenue, M$/yr [ .. 36.04]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ i0.61]

It is OK
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lt ix possible to get Demos to print out the values of Xwet beside
each other. We'll use the Reform command to rearrange the order
the Demos prints out the arrays° First, let's find out what arrays
weteconchar depends upon by set Verbosity to 2 and typing its name.

Example>verb:2

Example>weteconchar
Weteconchar : (M $) -

Table(Xwet, Cost_yr, Wet_econ ind, Wetecon__para)

The Reform command needs the names of the variables after the
word, table, in the line above. The Reform command is illustrated
below, notice that the variables enclosed in parenthesis are
rearranged. The Reform command tells Demos the order in which
to print out the arrays of tables. The last item in the list is
corresponds to the column labels, while the second to tl_ last
column corresponds to the row labels.

Examp le >reform(weteconchar,[cost..yr,wetecou,param,wetecon_ind,xwet])
Cost__yr - 1989

Wetecon_para - Value
Xwet 0.03, 0.07
Wet econ ind

Material Handling M$ [ 9.56, 9.56]
Train Cost, MS [ 51.29, 51.29]

Direct Capital, M$ [ 60.85, 60.85]
Engineering Cost, M$ [ 4.26, 4.26]

Architect Cost, M$ [ 1.217, 1.217]

Construction Cost M$ [ 9.74, 9.74]
Contractors Fees, MS [ 3°043, 3.043]

Contingencies, MS [ 7. 911, 7. 911]
Total Plant Cost, MS [ 87.02, 87.02]
Interest, MS (curt) [ 8.228, 8.228]

Total Plant Inv, M$ [ 95.24, 95.24]
Startup Cost, MS [ 13.39, 13.39]

Royalties, M$ [ 0, 0]

Working Capital, M$ [ 3.225, 3.225]
Total Capital, MS [ Iii.9, 111.9]

Indirect Cost Factor [ 0.838, 0.838]
Total Capital, S/kW [ 206.9, 216.5]
Reagent Cost, M$/yr [ 3.55, 3.55]

Fixed Operate, M$/yr [ 10.25, 10.25]
Total O&M Cost M$/yr [ 13.8, 13.8]
Revenue wo Uti M$/yr [ 25.36, 25.36]

Utilities, M$/yr [ 4.576, I0.68]
Total Revenue, M$/yr [ 29°94, 36.04]
Total Rev, mills/kWh [ 8.424, 10.61]

Now let's change Xwet back to the original definition.
Example>xwet:(fgd_reheat*lK/hrsteam + fgdm * uffgdm)/Mwg

Examp 1e >endphoto Stopping photo now.

2.9 Exiting and Saving the Model
This section shows how to save and exit Demos. The commands are save and bye. Save save

the whole model into a f'fle. Bye, f'n'st ask if you want to save this model, and then exits. These
are shown below.



Example>bye
Incorporate the changes that you have made
in this session into the current Model? [yes] :no

Would you like to save the changes that you have made
in a version file ? [Yes]: uo

Model Example not saved.

Goodbye js04

J
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3. Initialization and IECM Structure
This chapter describes the structure, hierarchy and initialization files for the IECM. Their are

two initialization fries "initiecm.mod" and "initiecm.petc." "Initiecm.mod" initializes the
hierarchy and several performance variables which are needed for the model to run properly.
"Initiecm.petc" initializes several economic variables and functions. Many times the term
"module" is used with the name of a particular device, such as "wetfgd module." This term
refers to all the variables, models, and fries which describe the performance and economics of
that device. So "wetfgd module" refers to both "wetfgd.mod" and "wetfgd.petc."

The _CM is written in the Demos language, which is described in the "Demos User's
Manual" [1]. Demos is a nonprocedural language, which treats arrays, vectors, and matrices as if
they were single value variables. The f'wst feature means that variables can be defined in any
order, while the second feature allows arithmetic operations to be performed upon arrays just like
scalars. The, IECM has been design to take advmtage of these features. The IECM is designed
around input and summary tables, with character strings and other input parameters being used to
choose configurations. The main input table is Coalchar_table, which contains the as-f'tred coal
characteristics. The main summary table is Final_cos/, which contains the main costs for each of
the processes in the configuration loaded.

. i
, i

The IECM is composed of many modules which are separated into files. These fries are shown
below and have been group by technology type. The fries Withthe ".mod" extension are located
in the "srccom" (abbreviation for SouRce Code, COMmon) directory and contain source code
which is used by the IECM and other models under development at CMU. These files contain
the main performance algorithms which determine the major mass flows in the power plant. The
fries with the ".pete" extension are located in the "srcpetc" (SouRce Code, PETC) directory and
contain ali the source code for the models specifically developed for DOEfPETC. This
arrangement allows us to simplify the maintenance of the models developed in Demos.

Main Files Ali these fries are required for the proper execution of the IECM.

initiecm.mod Initializes many variables, functions, indices, constant, and models which are
used by the other modules; therefore, it has to be the f'trst file loaded into
Demos. This file also makes it easy for someone to examine the
performance of an individual technology without loading the power plant
module. To examine a single technology, such as an ESP, the user would
load "initiecm.mod" and "esp.mod." Demos would prompt the user for ali
the parameters which have to be del'meal for the ESP module to execute
properly. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

plant.rood Creams an uncontrolled coal-f'u-e.dpower plant, lt contains information and
algorithms of the coal characteristics, the basic power plant, and emissions
constraints. The boiler efficiency and flow rates for the coal flue gas, bottom
ash and ash entrained in the flue gas are calculated. This file contains the
main input table, Coalchar table.

initiccm.pctc This f'flcdefines the Chemical Engineeringcost index, the AFUDC function,
and initializes many economic variables which arc nccdcd by the
"economics.pete" file. This file has to be loaded before any other ".pctc"
fries. If a user wishes to examine the economics of an individualtechnology,
they would have to load "inifiecm.mod,""initiccm.pctc," and the economics
model of the technology. If the user wants to calculate the f'Lxcdcharge and



levelization factor they would load "economics.pete."

plant.pete Contains algorithms for the economics of the base power plant, cost of all
reagents, and a few performance algorithms specific to the IECM model.
The cost of delivered coal, capital cost, O&M cost of the basic power plant
are defined in this file.

economics.pete Contains the economic algorithms for the entire plant. It calculates the fixed
charged factor and levelization factor based upon the EPRI TAG guidelines
[4, 5]. The main summary tables, Final cost and Final_yryr, are defined in

this f'Lie, and it defines functions for doing a year-by-year analysis as
specified in the EPRI TAG.

Pre-combustion

Technologies The following pre-combustion technologies are optional. Only one of these
modules may be loaded at a time. Ali of them can be loaded anytime after
the plant module. Ali of these files can be used with any of the Combustion,
Particulate, Post-Combustion SO2/NOx, or Solid Waste modules.

coalclean.petc Ccntalns the economic "algorithms for a conventional coal cleaning plant.
There are four levels of coal cl_ning to chose from: 2, 3, 4, and
conventional froth flotation. This has to be used in conjuction with the
FORTRAN .coal cleaning model described in Chapter 16.

hgms.petc Contains the performance and economic algorithms for the High Gradient
Magnetic Separation (I-IGMS) process. This has to be used in conjuction
with the FORTRAN HGMS model describe in Chapter 17.

_r_-,,_.pc_c Contains the algorithms for the Coal-Pyrite Hotation process.

,/

Post-Combustion
Particulate

Technologies These modules are required by other desulfurization or NO x removal
modules. They are mutually exclusive.

esp.mod Contains performance algorithms for a cold side electrostatic precipitator.

esp.petc Contains the economic algorithms for a cold side electrostatic precipitator. It
must be loaded after esp.mod.

fabfil.mod Contains performance algorithms for a fabric fdter. It requires one of the
following flies: fgaphotofabfil.mod, fgptltofabf'li.mod, fgpt2tofabfil.mod, or
fgpt3tofabfil.mod. These files are used to piace the fabric f'flter in the correc!
location relative to the other technologies being used. Fgaphotofabfil.mod is
required if a fabric filter is used with a wet scrubber, or copper oxide
Fgpt2tofabfil.mod is required if a fabric filter is used with a spray dryer o_
NOXSO. Fgpt3tofabf'd.mod is required if a fabric filter is used with th_:
Electron Beam.

fabfil.petc Contains economic algorithms for a fabric filter. It must be loaded _t:
' fabfil.mod.

Post-Combustion o-

S02/NO x
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Technologies These technologies are mutually exclusive except that SCR can be used with
either weffgd or dryfgd modules and the dryfgd module is required for the
Electron Beam module.

ser.pete Contains the economic and performance algorithms, for the Selective
Catalytic Reduction process. It can be used with either the wet.fgd or dryfgd
module.

wetfgd.mod Contains the performance algorithms for a wet lime or limestone scrubber.
There two choices for oxidation, forced or natural. It can be used with and
without bypass. It can be loaded with either the ESP for fabric filter
modules.

wetfgd.petc Contains the economic algorithms for the wet scrubber. It must be loaded
after wetfgd.mod.

dryfgd.mod Contains the performance algorithms for a spray dryer. There are three
choices for bypass: no bypass, bypass based on maximum scrubber
efficiency, or bypass based on exit temperature. It needs the fabric filter
module.

dryfgd.petc Contains the economic algorithms for a spray dryer. It must be loaded after
dryfgd.mo6

noxso.pete . Contains the performance and economic algorithms for the NOXSO process.
This also needs a fabric f'flter.

cuo.pete Contains the performance and economic algorithms for the Copper Oxide
Process and requires the fabric f'flter module.

ebeam.petc Contains the algorithms for the Electron Beam Process, which requires the
spray dryer and fabric filter module.

t
,

Solid Waste
Disposal

Technologies This module have to be loaded if any of the post-combustion particulate or
SO2/NO x control technologies are loaded.

solwaste.mod Contains the algorithms for the solid waste disposal system used by the flue
gas desulfurization and particulate control devices. It calculates the total
sludge flow rate going to either a landfill or pond.

solwatte.petc Contains the economic algorithms for the solid waste disposal. This must be
loaded after "solwaste.mod." It can calculate the capital and O&M costs for
ponding or landfill.

To make loading a configuration easier, there are several f'des which automatically load the
f'des required for certain common configurations. They contain the same commands that would
be typed inside of Demos. The fhst command names the project for the specific configuration.
The first file read is the "initiecm.mod" f'de, followed by all the other modules needed. Finally,
the "economics.pete" f'de is loaded. A description of these f'des is given below. To reconfigure
the IECM, that is to change the post-combustion technology loaded into Demos, it is best to quit
Demos. Start it up and read in a new configuration. In the future, it should be possible to change
the configuration of a model without being require to re-start Demos.
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loadcuo.mod Used to load the default Copper Oxide system, lt loads the copper oxide,
fabric filter, and solid waste modules. The highest model in the hierarchy is
"cuoff."

loaddry.mod Used to load the default spray dryer system, lt loads the spray dryer, fabric
filter, and solid waste modules. The highest model in the hierarchy is
"dryff."

loadebeam.mod Used to load the electron beam system (Research-Cottrell Configuration). lt
loads the spray dryer, fabric filter, electron beam, and solid waste modifies.
The highest model in the hierarchy is "dryebeamff."

loadnoxso.mod Used to load the default NOXSO system, lt loads the NOXSO, fabric filter,
and solid waste modules. The highest model in the hierarchy is "noxsoff."

loadscrdry.mod Used to load the spray dryer system with SCR. lt loads all the files in
"loaddry.mod" plus the SCR module. The highest model in the hierarchy is
"dryscrff."

loadscrwet.mod Used to load the wet FGD system with the ESP and SCR modules. It loads
all the files in loadwet.mod plus the SCR module. The highest model in the
hierarchy is "wetscresp."

loadwet.mod Used to load the default wet FGD system. This loads the ESP, wet scrubber,
and solid waste modules. The highest model in the hierarchy is "wetesp."

3.1 Summary Tables and Conventions
The IECM has some conventions for naming certain variable_, tables and models, which

makes it easier to use the IECM interactively. These conventions arc not absolute rules that have
to be followed when modifying the model, but they will make ,.'teasier to find specific items.
The first convention that is followed is that ali abatement technology modules have three
submodels" input, performance and economic. In addition they may have three other submodels:
link, uncertainty, and functions. An abatement technology may define additional submodels, but
these six submodels have a specific function. Each of the following models has a specific suffix
(except for uncertainty), which is attached to the abbreviation of the abatement technology. The
suffices for these models are Functions, Inputs, Link, Perf, and Econ. The uncertainty model
uses the prefix "Unc_." For example, the wet FGD module creates the following models'
Wetmodelinputs, Weflinks, Wetperf, Wetecon, and Unc_wet. This will be explained in more
detail in the Model Hierarchy Section, 3.2.

Ali the abatement modules have three summary tables: input, performance, and economic.
The input table contains the values for ali the input parameters for a given technology. For
example, the basic power plant model has a table PlantInputs. Ali the abatement technology
modules use the name of the module and add the suffix "Inputs" for the name of the input table.
The performance table contains the main performance parameters of the abatement module. For
example, the barge power plant model has a table PlantChar. The name for this table is the name
of the abatement module with the suffix "Char." The economic table contains the values for the

economic parameters and uses the suffix "EconChar." For example, the basic power plant
module has a table, PlantEconChar.

Every abatemgat module has the following variables listed below and they ali have the



following format. The format is a generic variable name plus the name of the module. An
example of the format appears below in parenthesis after each generic variable description. The
eeonomic and uncertainty variables are described in more detail in Chapter 5 and Section 3.3.8,
respectively.

Ct_ Uncertainty control variable which turns on the probabilistic variables for
this module. (Ctl wet)

Unctest Uncertainty test variable. 0,Vetunctest)

X Energy penalty expressed as a fraction of the gross plant capacity. (Xwet)

ICF Indirect charge factor of the capital cost. (1CFwet)

TDC Direct capital cost of the abatement technology in millions of dollars.
(TIX_wet)

TCC Total capital cost of the abatement technology in millions of dollars.
(TCCwet)

TCCout Total capital cost of the abatement technology in dollars per kilowatt.
(TCCwetout)

TOandM Total annual operating and maintenance cost of the abatement technology in
millions of dollars per year. (TOandMwet)

TRRWOUtil Total revenue requirement without utilities in millions of dollars per year.
(TRRwetWOUtil)

UTIL Cost of electricity and steam utility consumption in millions of dollars per
year. O,JTILwet)

TRR Total revenue requirement including utilities in millions of dollars per year.
(TRRwet) t

ELEC Total revenue requirement including utilities in miUs per kilowatt hour.
(ELECwet)

3.2 Model Hierarchy and Layout of IECM
As mentioned earlier in the tutorial, the IECM is arranged as a hierarchy of models. This

hierarchy organizes _he IECM so that input and output tables and variables are located easily.
The file "initiecm.mod" sets up the basic hierarchy which is shown in Figure 3-1. As other files
are loaded they move their input models into Allinputs and create other models on the same level
as Allinputs, Plant, and Initiecm. Figure 2-6 shows the upper four levels of the hierarchy after
the wet fgd, SCR, ESP, and solid waste modules are loaded into Demos.

The input model contains ali the variables which are input parameters for the abatement
technologyc This model is placed into the Allinputs model as it is being loaded into Demos.
This allows a user to find all the input parameters by using the show command on the AUinputs
model. The input model of an abatement technology may also contain an uncertainty model.
This model has the prefix "Unc_" attached to the abbreviation of the abatement technology. For
example the wet FGD module creates the model, Unc_wet. The uncertainty model contains
input uncertainty distributions which are being used in this module.

The link module is used to link the input ariel exiting flue gas variables of the abatement



Figure 3-1: Hierarchy Setup by Initiecm.mod
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technologies with the main plant module. For example, ali the abatement technology have a
variable for the flue gas flow rate enteringand exiting the process. These variables are redefined
by the link module to correspond with the proper flue gas variables defined in the "plant.rood"
file. The performance model contains ali the performance variables, while the economic model
contains the economic variables.

Figure 3-2 shows the variables which describe the flue gas at different points in the power
plant. Ali these variables are defined in the model, Fluegas, in "plant.mod." These are the
variables that the link models uses to connect the abatement technologies to the power plant. For
example, the wet fgd module gets the composition of the flue gas entering the scrubber from
Gasfgl and redefines Gasfg2 as the gas exiting the scrubber. So the wet scrubber fits in between
Gasfgl and Gasfg2. Figure 3-3 shows the placement of SCR, ESP, and wet fgd modules.
Figures 3-4 - 3-7 show the placement of the different technologies available in the IECM. The
nomenclature used in naming these variables is defined below.

gas Variable Which contains the composition of the flue gas. The units are lb-
mole/ht if the suffix " coal" is not present. The variables without the suffixm

"_coal" are used by the abatement technologies to get the composition of the
flue gas entering the plant.

temp_ Variable which contains the temperature of the flue gas in degrees Rankine.

ash Variable which contains the composition of solid material entrained in the
flue gas in units of tons/hr.

_coal Variable which contains the composition of the flue gas in units of lb-
mole/lb of fuel. These variables are used to determine the furnace efficiency
for an uncontrolled power plant.

fdfan Entering the forced draft fan

leak Leaking across the air preheater

apho Exiting the air preheater
furn After combustion

econo Exiting the economizer

fgaphi Entering the air preheater on the flue gas side

fgapho Exiting the air preheater on the flue gas side

fg 1 First point down stream of the air preheater

fg2 Second point down stream of the air preheater

fg3 Third point down stream of the air preheater

stack Gas entering the stack

3.3 Initiecm.mod File

The main purpose of this file is to initialize the hierarchy and define indices, functions,
constants, and other variables which are used by the other modules in the IECM. This file does
not define the highest level models, since that is usually def'med by the loadf'fles or by the user
why they first start Demos, The models and variables will be described in the order of that
appears in the file, except for the models Allinputs and Plant. These models are described below



Figure 3-2: Flue Gas Schematic Defined by Plant.mod
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Figure3-4:FlueGas Schemat/cfora SprayDryerandSCR Configuration
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Figure 3-5: Flue Gas Schematicforthe CopperOxideConfiguration
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Figure 3-6: FlueGas Schematicfor the NOXSOConfiguration



Figure3.7: FlueGasSchematicfor the ElectronBeamConfiguration



since they are just initialized in "initiecm.mod."

This file has to be the flu'stfile loaded into Demos. lt contains many objects which are used by
the other modules. These objects have been placed in a separate file, so that a single technology
can be loaded into Demos. For example, if only the ESP performance model needs to be
examined, then only the "initiecm.mod" and "esp.mod" tides have to be loaded into Demos.
Demos will automatically prompt the user for all the input variables which need to be defined for
the model to execute properly. If the economics of the ESP is needed, then the files
"initiecm.petc" and "esp.petc" need to be loaded. Demos will prompt the user for the additional
input variables. If the algorithms for the fixed charge, levelization factor or a year by year
analysis are desired, then the file "economics.pete" needs to be loaded. This has the advantage

of reducing the number of objects in Demos which, save memory and increases the execution "
time.

Allinputs This model serves as a place to hold ali the input models for every abatement
technology model: lt is defined after Initiecm, but initially it does not
contain anything. Input models from other files are placed in Allinputs by
the open command. A user can then find any input model for a technology
by typing, show Allinputs, which will list all the input models. Then the
user can use. the show command on these models to find any desired
variable.

Plant This model is defined to initialize the hierarchy of the power plant. The
submodels initially are empty and are later filled with variables from the
plant module. The submodels for Plant will be described in more detail in
Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Initiecm Model /
This model contains the models Indices, Configuration, Iecmfunction, Iecmconstant, and

Nodevices. It is used to organize the other initialization models. These models will be describe
below in the order that they are created in "Initiecm.mod."

3.3.2 Indices Model
The Indices model contain ali the main indices used by the IECM. lt is important to remember

that character string values are case sensitive. If any index is incorrectly defined Demos will
respond with an error message that a variable failed its check or that it is not defined correctly.
The file "init/ecm.petc" will open this model to add other indices which are used for the
economics. These indices will be described in Section 3.4.

Coalindex Row index for the tables coalchar_table, and ce_table. This variable is a
vector which has a minimum value of [1], and each row in coalchar tablem

must have a entry in coalindex. If two rows are in coalchar_table then its
value would be [1, 2]. If the FORTRAN coal cleaning model is used then
this variable is redefined by the output file from the FORTRAN coal
cleaning model.

Fuelchar index Index which labels the columns for the "as-received" fuel characteristics
table, fuelcha. The labels _ the higher heating value, carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, ash, and moisture.



Cc_indcx Index which labels the columns for the coal cleaning performance table,
cc char. The labels are the coal cleaning plant level, mass yield for the
washing equipment, mass yield of the thermal drier, mass fraction of coal
entering the thermal dryer, mass fraction of moisture evaporated, moisture
content of the refuse stream, mass fraction of coal entering the froth flotation
vessels, and the residence time of the coal in the froth flotation vessels.

Gascomp Index which labels any air or flue gas variable. The labels are nitrogen,
oxygen, water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, sulfur
trioxide, nitrogen oxide, and nitrogen dioxide.

SolidsLabel Index which labels any ash or FGD solid waste variable. The labels are ash
from coal, calcium oxide, calcium carbonate, hydrated calcium sulfite,

' hydrated calcium sulfate, calcium sulfate, miscellaneous compounds, and
water.

3.3.3 Configuration Model
This model contains variables which describe the current configuration that has been loaded.

It is used primarily by the solid waste module and the Final_cost variable to pick the appropriate
variables or algorithms. These variables are redefined by the abatement technology modules, so
they should not be defined by the user. The table, configtable, creates a nice table of the current
configuration.

So2Config Variable with the name of the sulfur dioxide control technology being used.
The valid entries presently are 'No SO2 Technology', 'Wet FGD', 'Spray
Dryer', 'NOXSO', 'Copper Oxide', and 'Electron Beam'.

NOxConfig Variable with the name of the nitrogen oxide control technology being used.
The valid entries are 'No NOx Technology', ' ', and 'SCR.' If a combined
SO2/NO x technology is usedthen this variable is set to' '.

TspConfig Variable with the name of the particulate control technology being used.
The valid entries are 'No TSP Technology', 'ESP', and 'Fabric Filter'.

CCConfig Variable with the name of the coal cleaning technology being used. The
valid entries presently are 'No Coal Cleaning', 'Conv. Coal Cleaning',
'HGMS', 'Coal Pyrite'.

Control_index Row index for the configuration table, configtable. This is just an array of
spaces, so that the configuration table can be created.

Parametervalue Column index for configtable. This is just a single dimensional array with
the string, value, so that the configuration table can be created. In order for
the configuration table to print properly, parametervalue must follow
control index.

Configtable Table which displays the values for all the configuration variables listed
above.

3.3.4 lecmfunction Model

This model contains five models of user-defined functions, which are Miscfunctions,
Gasfunctions, Ashfunctions, Uncertfunctions, an_ Enthalpy. Miscfunctions contains functions
for the saturation pressure and temperature of steam, and for converting values from lbs/hr to



lbs/Mbtu of fuel. Gasfunctions contain functions and variables pertaining to the flue gas.
Ashfunctions contains functions and variables pertaining to any ash or FGD waste stream.
UncertFunc contains user-defined uncertainty distribution functions and other functions for
manipulating probabilistic variables. Enthalpy contains functions for determining the enthalpy
of difference species. The Iecmfunction model will contain the model Econfunctions after
"initiecm.petc" is loaded. The content of the model is described in Section 3.4 and Chapter 5.

3.3.5 Miscfunction Model
This model contains functions for the saturation pressure and temperature of steam, and for

converting values from lbs/hr to lbs/Mbtu of fuel.

Satpressteam(pres:numeric)
Function which determines the saturation pressure of steam in lbs/in 2 given a
temperature in degrees Fahrenheit between 60 and 190. From the ASHRAE
Handbook, 1981 Fundamentals.

Sattempsteam(temp:numeric)
Function which determines the saturation temperature of steam in degrees
Fahrenheit given a pressure in lbs/in 2 between 0.25635 and 9.3495. From
the ASHRAE Handbook, 1981 Fundamentals.

Quadeqn(a,b,c:numeric)
Function which determines the "positive" root of a quadratic equation of the
form ax2+ bx + c.

Quadeqnneg(a,b,c:numeric)
Function which determines the "negative" root of a quadratic equation of the
form ax2 + bx + c.

Mbtu(input: numeric) '
Function which divides the input value by the energy flow rate of the fuel in
millions of Btu per hour. This function is useful to convert molar or mass
flow rates of pollutrtnts into per lbs per million Btu or to get the heat rate
given the electrical energy out.

3.3.6 Gasfunctions Model

This model contains functions and variables which are used to analyze and modify any gas
stream index by Gascomp. The term Gascomp stream is used to indicate that a variable is
indexed by Gascomp. Ali Gascomp variables have units of lbmole/hr or lbmole/lb-fuel. It
contains Remwatergas, Surngas, Surnsox, Sumnox, Avgmolewgt, acfm, Gasent, Energy,
Energydiff, Cpgas, Btuf, Wgt_water, Fraccomp, Gas._param, and Gastable. For Gasent, Energy,
Energydiff, Cpgas, and Btuf, the enthalpy is set to zero at 77 degrees F. The maximum
temperature for which the correlations are valid is 3240 degrees Rankine. This is corresponds to
the highest valid temperature for sulfur dioxide.

Rewatergas This variable removes the water vapor fraction of a Gascomp stream. Ali
values are 1.0, except for the third element which is zero. Therefore, if this
variable is multiplied by any Gascomp stream, the result is a stream except
whose water composition is zero. This is useful to get the dry composition
of a gas stream.
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Sumgas(gas:arraytype)
Sums the components of a Gascomp stream.

Sumsox(gas:arraytype)
Sums the SO2 and SO3components of a Gascomp stream.

Sumnox(gas:arraytype)
Sums the NO and NO2 components of a Gascomp stream.

Avgmolewgt(gas:arraytype)
Determines the average molecular weight of a Gascomp stream.

Acfm (gas:arraytype;temperature,pressure:numeric)
Calculates the actual volumetric flow- rate in cubic feet per minute of a
Gascomp stream given the temperature in degrees Rankine, and the gauge
pressure in inches of water, lt is based on the ideal gas law.

Gasent(tmpf:numeric)
Determines the enthalpy in Btu/lbmole of the components in a Gascomp
stream given a temperature in degrees Rankine. Algorithms based on the
polynomial correlations for specific heat taken from Barin et al. [6, 711 (Our
June 1988 Quarterly Report to PETC discusses the integration and unit
conversion of the polynomial correlations.)

Energy(gas:arraytype;temp 1:numeric)
Determines the total energy flow rate in Btu per hour of a Gascomp stream
given a temperature in degrees Rankine.

Energydiff(gas: arraytype;temp 1,temp2:numeric)
Determines the change in the energy flow r'atein Btu per hour of a Gascomp
stream between two temperatures in degrees Rankine.

CpGas(gas:arraytype;temp 1,temp2:numeric) _
Determines the average specific heat in Btu/(lbmole F) of a Gascomp stream
between two temperatures in degrees Rankine.

Btuf(gas:arraytype; temp1,temp2:numeric)
Determines the average energy absorbed or rejected per degree Rankine
given a Gascomp stream between two temperatures in degrees Rankine.

Wgt_water(gas:arraytype)
Determines the mass fraction of water in a Gasc0mp stream in units of pound
of water per pound of dry gas.

FracComp(gas:arraytype;comp)
Determines the molar fraction of the gas component, comp. Comp has to be
either 'N2', 'O2', 'H20', 'CO2', 'CO', 'SO2', 'SO3', 'NO', or 'NO2'. The
single quotes are significant.

Gas_param Index used by the Gastable function.

Gastable(gas:arraytype)
Creates a table of a Gascomp stream. The rows will be index by Gascomp.
This table may not work correctly if new variables or exiting variables which
were scalar have been defined to be arrays. The reform command can be
used if this function does not produces the desired result.
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3.3.7 Solidsfunctions Model
This model contains functions and variables which are used to analyze and modify any solids

stream index by SolidsLabel. The term "SolidsLaber' stream is used to indicate that a variable is
indexed by Solidscomp. All SolidsLabel variables have units of tons/hr. It contains Onlyash,
Remwatersolids, Onlywaterinsolids, Sumsolids, Solids_param, and Solidstable.

Onlyash This variable re-normalizes a stream by removing everything but the coal ash
from an SolidsLabel stream. It contains all zeros, except for the first element
which is a one. Therefore, if this variable is multiplied by any SolidsLabel
stream, the result contains only the ash component.

Rewatersolids This variable removes the water component of an SolidsLabel stream. It
contains all ones, except for the laste element which is a zero. Therefore, if
this variable is multiplied by any Solt,idsLabel stream, then the result is
normalized so that the water component is zero. This is useful to get the dry
composition of a SolidsLabel stream.

Onlywaterinsolids This variable gives the water component of an SolidsLabel stream. It
contains all zeros, except for the last element which is a one. Therefore, if
this variable is multiplied by any SolidsLabel stream, the result only contains
the water component.

Sumsolids(Solids:arraytype) -
Determines the total mass flow rate of the SolidsLabel stream.

Solids_pm'am Index used by the Solidstable function.

Solidstable(Solids :-zrraytyp¢)
Creates a table of a SolidsLabel stream. The rows will be indexed by
SolidsLabel. This table may not work correctly if new variables or exiting
variables which were scalar have been defined to be arrays. The reform
command can be used if this function does hOltproduces the desired result.

3.3.8 Uncertfunctions Model

Uncertfunctions contains user-def'med uncertainty distributior, functions and other functions
for manipulating probabilistic variables. The IECM defines five probability distribution
functions which are useful in probability analysis: Half, normal, NegHalf_normal, Bernoulli,
Wedge, and Triangular. This model also contains Cipct, Probcuts, Cdfnum, Cdf_param,
Cdfperf, Changemean, and Changestdev. These are defined as follows.

Half_normal(mean,sd)
Calculates the positive half nom_al distribution given the mean and standard
deviation, lt returns the mean when evaluated deterministically.

NegHalf_ normal (mean ,sd)
Calculates the negative half normal distribution given the mean and standard
deviation, lt returns the mean when evaluated deterministically.

Bemoulli(p:determ)
CaJculates the discrete binary distribution, used by the Tfiang function, lt
returns zero if p is less than or equal to 0.5 and 1 if p is greater than 0.5 when
it is evaluated deterministicaUy.

Wedge(a,b:prob) Calculates a wedge shaped density function increasing from a to b. lt returns
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the median when evaluated deterministically.

Triang(a,b,c: scalar)
Calculates a triangular distribution bound by a and c with a mode at b.
Currently, when this function is evaluated determinisfically it returns the a
vector with the same number of values as Samplesize. This will be fixed in
future versions of Demos.

Cipct Index which labels the probability cut points of Probcuts. This index is
indirectly used by Cd/hum and Cd/perf.

Probcuts Index used by Cdfnum and Cdfpeff, which contains the percentiles to be
extracted from a probabilistic variable.

Cdfnum(Pvariable:prob)
Creates a table of the percentile values specified in Probcuts for variables
which are index by any other variables. This is typically used with variables
index by Costyr.

Cdf_param Index used by the Cdfperf function.

Cdfperf(Pvariable:prob)
Creates a table of the percentiles values specified in Probcuts for variables
which are not indexed by any other variables.

Changemean(mean,stdev:numeric)
Calculates the geometric mean (median) given the mean and the standard
deviation of a lognormal distribution.

Changestdev(mean,stdev:numeric)
Calulates the geometric standard deviation given mean and the standard
deviation of a lognormal distribution.

All the uncertainty variables used in a particular module are grouped into a model which has
the prefex "Unc_" attached to the abbreviation of the module. The model has been designed so
that the.uncertainty variables can be activated ali at once or by individual technologies. This is
accomplished with a global control variable, Ctl_Global, and the uncertainty control and test
variables of each module. The uncertainty control variables have names beginning with "Ct/_"
attached to the module abbreviation. For example, the control uncertainty variable for the wet
FGD module is Ctl_Wetfgd. To activate ali the uncertainty variables, set Cfl_Global to 'all on'
(Note: These values are case sensitive and the single quote mark is significant.). To deactivate
ali of them, set Ct/_Global to 'all off.' To only use uncertainty variables for certain abatement
modules, set Cfl_Global to 'on,' and the uncertainty control variable of the specific abatement
module to 'on.' The uncertainty test variable has the suffix, "unctest." This variable has the
value of 1 for probabilistic analysis and a value of 0 for deterministic analysis. The uncertainty
test variable makes it easier to write the def'mitionof the uncertainty variables.

Every variable with a dimensional probability distribution has an uncertainty variable with the
same name plus a prefix, "Uf." For example, the variable, xwet, has an uncertainty variable
called ufxwet. When Ctl Global = 'al/on,' (or Ctl_Glogal = 'on,' and Ctl_wetfgd = 'on'), then
ufxwet has a normal distribution with a mean of one and a default standard deviation of 10%;
otherwise, it has a ,.,alue of one. The clef'tuitionof ufxwet, Wetunctest, xwet are shown below.

Variable Xwet -- .

Title: Wet FGD Energy penalty
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Units: fraction

D,_scription: Energy penalty for steam and electricity usage

Definition: (fgd_reheat + xfgdm) * ufxwet

Variable Wetunctest

Definition: if Ctl_global = _all on' OR (Ctl_global - 'on' AND
Ctl wet = 'on') then 1 else 0m

Variable ufxwet

Definition: if wetunctest then normal(l, .i) else 1

A variable can also have a non-dimensional uncertainty distribution which completely replaces
the deterministic value. For this case, a separate uncertainty variable is not defined; instead, the
uncertainty distribution is defined inside the definition for the variable. The uncertainty control
variables will still work if they are defined as shown in the example below. The example below
shows the definition for Xwet for a non dimensional uniform distribution. In this example, the
probabilistic value is specified by a uniform distribution and is not affected by the performance
of the wet FGD.

Variable Xwet

Title: Wet FGD Energy penalty
Units: fraction

Description: Energy penalty for steam and electricity usage

Definition: if wetunctest then uniform(.01,.02) else (f_d_reheat + xfgdm)

Tb.e variables which have default uncertainties in this version of the IECM are not the only
variables which can be uncertain, nor are they required to be uncertain. Almost any variable in
the IECM can be uncertain. Ali one has to due is create a new dimensional uncertainty
distribution and multiply it by the variable to be uncertain. Or, a non-dimensional uncertainty
distribution can be added to any variable that currently exits. It is recommended that the user
follow the conventions described above. It is also possible to delete the uncertainty di'stributions
currently defined in the IECM by deleting the uncertainty variables from the source code flies.

3.3.9 Enthalpy Model

This model contains the enthalpy functions for the following compounds: CH 4, CO, CO 2,

COS, Cu, CuO, CuSO4, H2, H20 , H2S , N2, NH3, NO, NO2, 0 2, S2, SO2, SO 3, and AI20 3. The
names of the enthalpy function for a specific compound is just the compound name with the
pref'Lx,H. Ali functions require the input temperature to be in degrees Fahrenheit and return the
enthalpy in units of Btu/Ibmole, except for Ha12o3 which returns Btu/lb. Algorithms based on
the polynomial correlations for specific heat are taken from Barin ct al. [6, 7]. Our June 1988
Quarterly Report to PETC discusses the integration and unit conversion of the polynomial
correlations. Ali enthalpies are set to zero at 77 degrees Fahrenheit. The maximum temperature
in degrees Fahrenheit for the correlation for the compounds listed above are 3140, 4040, 4040,
2780, 1983, 1986, 1480, 4940, 4040, 2780, 4040, 31 40, 4940, 4940, 4940, 3140, 2780, 3140, and
2780, respectively.

3.3.10 Iecmconstants Model

This model contains two variables which are used by other modules in the IECM. These are
Incheswtopsi and Mole_wgt_gas. Incheswtopsi is a constant which converts pressure from
inches of water to pounds per square inch. Mole_wgt_gas is an array of constants which are the
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molecular weights of the compounds in Gascomp. This array converts the molar flow rate of
Gascomp streams into mass flow rates when multiplied by a Gascomp stream.

3.3.11NodevicesModel

Thismodeldefinesaszeromany ofthevariablesneededby otherabatementmodules.These
variablesthenareredefinedby theabatementmodulesiftheyareloadedintotheIECM. The
primarypurposeofthismodel istopreventDemos fromcomplainingthatcertainvariablesare
notdefinedwhen a module isnotloaded.Forexamplethevariable,Mwnet, must have the
energypenaltyvariablesforallabatementtechnologiesdefinedinordertoevaluateproperly.
Thismodelgroupsallvariablesby thetechnologythatwoulddefinethosevariablesiftheywcrc
loadedintoDemos. The prefix"No" isattachedto theabbreviationof each abatement

technology.Forcxarnple,themodelNocsp containsthevariableswhichwouldbe definedby
theESP moduleifitwereloaded.The file"initiecm.pctc"openssome ofthemodelscreatedin
Nodevicestoaddothervariableswhichareneededbytheeconomicsmodel.Theseothermodels
willbcdiscussedinthenextsection.

3.4 Initiecm.petc File
The main purpose of this frc is to define the cost scaling variables and to initialize variables

which are used by the economics module. This fde has to be loaded into Demos before any
other ".pete" fries. With "initiecm.mod" plus this fde, the economics of a single technology can
be examined without loading "plant.rood" or "plant.pete." Demos will prompt the user for the
additional input variables needed for the model to execute properly. If the algorithms for the
fixed charge factor, levelization factor, or year-by-year analysis are desired, the file
"economics.pete" needs to be loaded. As mentioned previously, this has the advantage of
reducing the number of objects in Demos, which saves memory and decreases the execution
time. The hierarchy, shown in Figure 3-8, changes slightly when "Initiecm.petc" is loaded since
it creates the model, Econfunctions, inside of Iecmfunctions, and also creates four models
(Nocuo, Noebeam, Nonoxso, Noscr) inside of Nodevices.

3.4.1 Indices Model

This section describes the variables which axe defined to scale the capital and operating costs
to different year's dollars using the mid-year Chemical Engineering Plant index. New years can
be addedby addinga new valuetothearraysinEng_indicesand Plantindicesand increasing
theYearsarraybynurnbcrofvaluesadded.

Years IndexwiththerangefortheChemicalEngineeringCostindices.Currently
settoanarrayfrom1977to1989.

Cost..yr Vectorusedtoselecttheyearinwhichdollarsarereported.The default
valueis[1988].Itmustbe a vector,butitdoesnothavetobe an integer
value.Ifa non-integervalueisused,Ppcostindexand Cost indexwill
interpolatebetweentheclosesttwo integers.Thisestimates-theend or
beginningofyearvaluesfortheChemicalEngineeringCostindex.

Eng_indiccs ValuesoftheChemicalEngineeringcostindexfortheyearsspecifiedinthe
index,Years.Number ofeotriesinthisindexmustmatch thenumber of
yearsintheindex,Years.Thisindexisusedinbyalltheeconomicmodels,
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Figure3-8:HierarchySetupby Initiecm.modandInitiecm.petc
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except for the capital cost of power plants before 1984.

Plant_indices Values of the Handy-Whitman electric utility cost index for the years
specified in the index, Years. Number of entries in this index must match
the number of years in the index, Years. This index is used to scale the
power plant capital costs.

Ppcost_index Scalar with the Handy-Whitman cost index for the year specified by Cost_yr.

Cost_index Scalar with the standard Chemical Engineering cost index for the year
specified by Cost..yr.

3.4.2 Econfunctions Model
This model contains various economic functions and is located in the Iecmfunction model.

These functions are created in this file so that the AFUDC function can be defined, which is used
by ali the abatement technologies to calculate the AFUDC cost. Other functions are loaded into
this model via the "econornics.petc" file.

afudc(year,interrate,infla)
Calculates the Allowance for Funds Used During Construction, (AFUDC),
based on the length of the project in years, the interest rate, and the inflation
rate° The length of the project must be an integer number of years, between
1 and 10. The algorithm assumes that the money is spent uniformly at
discrete mid-year intervals.

3.4.3 Nodevices Model and Plant Model
This opens the Nodevices model and several submodels to define several variables which are

needed by the economics module. It also creates several new models for selected environmental
control technologies. These are Copper Oxide, Electron Beam, NOXSO, and SCIL The plant
model is also open to define several economic variables which are needed by the economics
module.



4. Basic Power Plant Module , =
ThischapterdescribestheSties,models,and variablesforthebasicplantmodule. The

analyticaldocumentationcanbefoundin"ModellingandAssessmentofAdvancedProcessesfor
IntegratedEnvironmentalControlofCoal-FiredPower Plants,"by Rubin,et.al.[2].Many of
thevariablesdescribedbelowhavea onetoonecorrespondencewiththenomenclatureusedthe
analytical documentation. Where this is the case, the nomenclature and chapter number appear
in the description of the variable, surround by parenthesis.

The basic power plant module consists of two Sties, "plant.rood" and "plant.pete." "Plant:.mod"
creates an uncontrolled coal-f'tred power plant. "Plant.pete" contains the economics for the
uncontrolled coal-f'tred power plant and modifies some of the plant performance parameters.
Each file is described in the following sections.

Every input parameter in the IECM is checked to see that it falls within a specified range. The
IECM use the check attribute in Demos for input and other variables to ensure that their values
are within a specified range. If the value of a variable is outside its range, Demos will issue a
message stating that the variable failed to satisfy its check, and let the user decided to ignore or
correct the problem. An example of this was shown in the Tutorial Chapter. Many times the
IECM also uses the range as a method to caW.h typographical errors. For example, the steam
cycle heat rate could theoretically be lower than 6000; however, it is not likely. So the value
6000 is used to ensure that a typographical error has not occurred. The values of the range are
not constants and can be changed by the user.

4.1 Plant.Mod File
As mentioned previously, "plant.rood" creates an uncontrolled coal-Stred power plant. The

main parameters that "plant.rood" calculates axe the heat rates, net capacity, furnace ;efficiency,
mass flow rate of coal, air into the furnace, flue gas exiting the furnace, bottomash, flyash, and
the unregulated emissions of SO2, NOx, and TSP. It creates four input parameters models
(Basecontrols, Coal_inputs, Basepltinputs, and Airemissions) which are put into Allinputs.
Finally, it defines variables for the models in Plantperf, which was created in "Initiecm.mod."
Figure 4-1 shows the hierarchy when just the "initiecm.mod" and "plant.rood" f'des have been
loaded into Demos. The models and variables defined in "plant.mod" are defined in the order
they appear in the f'fle.

4.1.1 Basecontrols Model

This model contains decision variables which take character strings as values. They are used
to change some of the options in a power plant, such as the furnace Swing method, how the FGD
sludge is disposed, or whether the fly ash is mixed with the FGD sludge or sent to the bottom ash
pond. The variable, Basecflinputs, creates a table of the values of these variables. This model
contains Furnacecfl, Disposal, Mixedcfl, Ctl_global, Basectllabels, Basect_.param, and
Basectlinputs.

Furnacecfl Determines the String method for the furnace. The valid options are
'cyclone', 'tangential', and 'wall.' The default is 'tangential.'

Disposal Control parameter used to select the waste disposal methed. The valid
options are 'ponding' and 'l'mdfill'. The default is 'landfill.' Disposal



Figure 4-1: Hierarchy of IECM created by Plant.mod after Initiecm.mod has
loaded into Demos
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should only be ponding if So2config ='NO SO2 Technology' or 'Wet FGD.'

Mixedctl Controls if the flyash is mixed with the FGD waste. For a Spray Dryer, and
Electron Beam this variable should equal 'yes,' since the FGD wste and
flyash are collected together in the particulate device. The default is 'yes.'

Ctl_Global The global uncertainty control variable. Setting to 'ali on' turns on ali
uncertainty variables, to 'ali off' turns off ali uncertainty variables to 'on'
turns on only those uncertainty variables, whose module control variable is
turned on. The default is 'ali off.'

Basectllabels Row labels for Basectlinputs.

Basect__param Column label for Basectlinputs. This has to follow Basectllabels in order for
Basectlinputs to print out correctly.

Basectlinputs Summary table of the decision variables defined in this model.

4.1.2 CoalInputs Model
This model contains ali contains the main variables related to the coal. The model contains the

main input table, Coalchar_table, and the variable used to access the data in this table, Coals. It
also serves as an interface between the different coal cleaning technologies and the rest of the
IECM. For conventional coal cle:_ning, the FORTRAN coal cleaning program creates a file with
the variables described below and other variables described in Section 4.2.1. The HGMS and

Coal Pyrite Flotation modules redefine Coalchar_table to bean equation which creates a table of
the raw and cleaned coal characteristics. New variables for the raw coal characteristics are
created in the HGSM and Coal Pyrite Flotation modules. This will be described in more detail in
Chapters 17 and 18. Other variables are put into this model by the file "plant.pete." These are
described in Section 4.2.1.

Coals Variable used to select the coal or coals from Coalchar table. Must have a

value between 1 and the maximum value of coalindex. It is possible to
change Coals into a vector of values so that the results of multiple cleaning
levels can be easily seen. For example, Coals can equal [1 2 3]. The default
is 1, with a valid range of 1 to the maximum value in Coalindex.

Coalchar_table This is the input table which contains the characteristics of the coal being
used in the IECM. Each row contains the "as-received" composition of the
input coal cleaned to different levels. The first column is the higher
heatering value in Btu/lb, the second column is the carbon content, the third
column is the hydrogen content, the fourth is the oxygen content, the fifth is
the sulfur content, the sixth is the nitrogen content, the seventh is the ash
content, and the last column is the moisture content. This table is redefined
if the HGMS or Coal Pyrite Flotation module are used. The default is
table(Coalindex,fuelchar_index)( 10194..5695 .0370 .0719 .0436 .0112
.1438.1230), which is a representative Illinois #6 coal. The range checks for
the coal composition occurs in Fuel char.m
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4.1.3 Basepltinputs Model
The Basepltinputs model has the input parameters for the base power plant. It contains Mwg,

Hrsteam, Cf, Exalt_boiler, Exair_airheater, Orgtemp_furn, Orgtemp_econo, Orgtemp_fgapho,
Xpulverizers, Xsteampumps, Xfans, xtowers, Xmise, Unacc_loss, Pltinputlabel, pltvalue, and
Plantinputs.

Mwg Gross electrical capacity in MW at the generator. The default is 540 MW
with a valid range between 100 and 1000. (MW2, 6)

Hrsteam Steam cycle heat rate in Btu/kWh. The default is 7880, with a valid range
between 6000 and 10000. (CF, 6)

Cf Capacity factor as a fraction of the power plant. The default is 0.65 with a
valid range between 0.15 and 1.00. (CF, 6)

Exair boiler Excess air as a fraction of the stoichiometric air used for combustion. The
default is 0.15 for cyclone firing and 0.2 for wall or tangential firing. It has a
valid range between 0.1 and 0.3.

Exair_airheater Air that leaks at the air preheater as a fraction of the stoichiometric air used
for combustion. The default is 0.19 with a valid range between 0 and 0.4.

Orgtemp_furn - Flue gas temperature in degree Fahrenheit in the furnace. The default is 2500
with a valid range between 1600 and 3600.

Orgtemp_econo Flue gas temperature in degree Fahrenheit after the economizer. The default
is 700 with a valid range between 600 and 800.

Orgtemp_fgapho Flue gas temperature in degree Fahrenheit after the air preheater. The
default is 300 with a valid range between 250 and 400.

Xpulverizers Energy penalty for the pulverizers as a fraction of the gross electrical
capacity. The default is 0.006 with valid range between 0.001 and 0.01.

Xsteampumps Energy penalty for the pumps in the steam cycle as a fraction of the gross
electrical capacity. The default is 0.0065 with valid range between 0.005
and 0.007.

Xfans Energy penalty for the forced draft and primary air fans as a fraction of the
gross electrical capacity. The default is 0.015 with valid range between
0.007 and 0.04.

Xtowers Energy penalty for the cooling system as a fraction of the gross electrical
capacity. The default is 0.018 with valid range between 0.004 and 0.02.

Xmisc Energy penalty for miscellaneous equipment as a fraction of the gross
electrical capacity. The default is 0.013 with valid range between 0 and
0.02.

Xunacc_loss Unaccounted for losses in the furnace as a fraction of the energy entering the
furnace in the fuel. The default is 0.005 with a valid range between 0 and
0.01.

Pltinputlabel Row labels for the Plantinputs table.

Pltvalue Column label for the Plantinputs table, which must follow Plt aapuflabel.

Plantinputs Summary table of the input parameters defined in this model.



4.1.3.1 Unc_plant Model
This model contains the dimensional uncertainty distributions for the Plantinputs model, lt

contains Cfl__plant,Pltunctest, Ufcf, Ufhr, Ufexair_boiler, and Ufexair_airheater.

Ctl..plant Uncertainty control variable for the uncertain variables in plant.inputs. The
default value is 'on,' but it can also be 'off.'

Pltunctest Uncertainty test variable which determines whether the uncertain variables in
this model are probabilistic or deterministic. This is an equation so it should
not be changed.

Ufcf Dimensionsal uncertainty variable for the capacity factor. The default is a
normalwithmean ofIandastandarddeviationof0.07.

uflar Dimensionsaluncertaintyvariableforthesteamcycleheatrate.The default
isanegativehalfnormalwithmode ofIandastandarddeviationof0.018.

Ufexair_boiler Dimensionsal uncertainty variable for the excess air in the boiler. The
default is a normal with mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.025.

Ufexair_airheater Dimensionsal uncertainty variable for the leakage across the air preheater.
The default is a normal with mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.025.

f'

4.1.4 Airemissions Model

This model has the input parameters for the ambient air conditions, emission constraints, and
emissions factors for the power plant. It contains Tai_air, Pai_air, Humdt, Noxef, Fao,
So2ashret, Fso, Fraeco, Cinrefuse, Fracc, Fraeso2, Fracno, Emisconsso2, Emisconsnox,
Emisconsash, Air emislabels, Airvalue, and Airemisinputs.

Tai_air Ambient air temperature in degree Fahrenheit. The default is 80 with a valid
range of 0 to 110. ,

Pai_air Ambient air pressure in pounds per square inch. The default is 141696 with a
valid range of 12 to 15.

Humdt Specific humidity of the ambient air in pounds of water per pound of dry air.
The default is 0.018 with a valid range of 0 to 0.03. (co,6)

Noxef Nitrogen oxide emission factor in pounds equivalent NO2 per ton of coal.
This factor is used to determine the amount of nitrogen oxides that are
formed in the boiler. For bituminous or subbituminous coal the default is 37
for cyclone-fired, 21 for waU-flred, and 15 for tangential-fired furnaces. For
lignite, it is 17 for cyclone-fired, 12 for waU-f'ired, and 8 for tangential-fired.

The valid range is of 5 to 40. (NOxa, 6)
Fao Fraction of ash entering the flue gas stream; the rest is bottom ash. The

default is 0.25 for cyclones. For the other firing methods, it is 0.75 for
bituminous, 0.7 for subbituminous, and 0.65 for lignite. The valid range is
0.2 to 0.8.

So2AshRet Fraction of sulfur in the bottom ash. The default is 0.025 for bituminous,
0.125 for subbituminous, and 0.25 for lignite. The valid range is 0 to 0.5

Fso Fraction of sulfur entering the flue gas. The default is 1 minus So2ashret
with a valid range of 0.5 to 1 ..

Fracco Fraction of carbon in coal which is converted to carbon monoxide. The
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default is 0 with a valid range of 0 to 0.05.

Cinrefuse Fraction of unburned carbon in bottom and fly ash. The default is 0 with a
valid range of 0 to 0.01.

FracC Total fraction of unburned carbon. The default is an equation based on the
unburned carbon the the ash, the ash and carbon content of the coal. The
default is 0 with a valid range of 0 to 0.05.

FracSo2 Fraction of sulfur in the flue gas which forms SO 2. The default is 0.97 with

a valid range of 0.95 to 1. (f_g6)
Fracno Fraction of total nitrogen oxides which form NO. The default is 0.95, witha

valid range of 0.95 to 1.

Emisconsso2 Sulfur dioxide emission constraint defined by the 1979 RNSPS in pounds per
million Btu. This depends on the potential emissions of the raw coal not
including any sulfur retention effects. The valid range is of 0 to 15. (ECs, 6)

Emisconsnox NO x emission constraint in pounds per million Btu. The default is 0.08;
however, an algorithm for the current standard is in the description. The
valid range is of 0 to 1. (EC n, 6)

Emisconsash Total suspended particulate (TSP) standard in pounds per million Btu. The .
default is 0.03 with a valid range of 0 to 1. (EC a, 6)

Airemislabels Row labels for Airemisinputs.

Airvalue Column label for Airemisinputs, which must follow Air_emislabels in order
for Airemisinputs to print out correctly.

Airemisinputs Summary table of the input parameters defined in this model.

'

4.1.5 Plant Model

This model sets up an uncontrolled coal fired power plant. The file "plant.mod" contains just
the performance models for the base power plant. Additional models are entered by the file
"plant.pete."

4.1.6 Plantperf Model

This model determines the coal consumption, net heat rate, and net capacity. It contains
Hrcycle, Mfuel, Hr, Mwwopce, Mwnet, Hrnet, Hoursannual, Mwhannual, Plant index,
Plant_param, Plantchar. It also contains following models Fuel_char, Efficiency, AhTheater,
Fluegas, Tempfluegas, Ashfluegas, Fgsummary, and Emissions. These models calculate the
flow rates of coal, bottom ash, fly ash, combustion air, and flue gas, and determine the
performance of the furnace, air preheater, and overall plant.

Hrcycle Gross cycle heat rate in Btu/kWh. This includes the boiler efficiency.

Mfuel Coal consumption in tons per hour at a 100 percent capacity factor.

Hr Net heat rate in Btu/kWh for an uncontrolled eoal-f'tred power plant. This
does not include the energy penalties from environmental control equipment.

Mwwopce Net electrical capacity in M3N for an uncontrolled coal-f'tred power plant.
This includes the internal energy penalties for the pulverizers, steam pumps,



forced draft fans, primary air fans, cooling system, and miscellaneous
equipment but it does not include the energy penalties for abatement
technologies..

Mwnet Net electrical capacity in MW for the controlled power plant. This does
include the energy penalties for the environmental control equipment.

Hmet Net heat rate in Btu_Wh for the controlled power plant. This does include
the energy penalties for the environmental control equipment.

Hoursannual Annual hours of operation.i

Mwhannual Net megawatt hours of the controlled power plant.
Plant Index Row index for PlantChar.

Plant_param Column index for Plantchar, which must be defined after Plant_index for
Plantehar to print properly.

PlantChar Summary table for the variables defined in this model.

4.1.7 Fuel char Model
This model extracts the coal characteristics from Coalchar table for the coal chosen and

determines the rank of that coal. It contains Fuelchar,'Fuelparameter, Fuelsummary, Hhv, Cf'i'ac,
t-Ifrac, Ofrac, Sfrac, Ashfrac, H2ofrac, H2ofR, Hhvrnmf, and Coalrank.

Fuelchar Array which extracts the coal characteristics from Coalchar table for the
coal chosen by the variable Coals. If Coals = 1, then Fuelchar contains the
ftr,st row of Coalchar table. If Coals = [1 2], then Fuelchar contains the fh'st
and second rows. This array is index by Fuelchar_index.

Fuelpararneter Column label for Fuelsummary.

Fuelsummary Table of the coal characteristics in Fuelchar.

Hhv Higher beating of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 5000 to
15000.

Cfrac Carbon fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.3 to 0.8.

Hfrac Hydrogen fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.01 to
0.05.

Ofrac Oxygen fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.01 to 0.12.

Sfrac Sulfur fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.001 to 0.05.

Nfrac Nitrogen fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.001 to
0.02.

Ashfrac Ash fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid rmage of 0.04 to 0.20.

H2ofrac Moisture fraction of the coal being burned, with a valid range of 0.04 to 0.4.

Hhvmmf Higher heating value of the raw coal on a mineral and moisture-free basis. It
is used to calculate the rank of the coal based on the Parr formula [8].

CoalRank Rank of the coal based on the ASTM criteria [8]. Bituminous equals 1,

subbituminous equals 2, and lignite equals 3.



4.1,8 Efficiency Model
This model determines the furnace efficiency based on the algorithms from Babcock and

Wilcox [8]. This model determines the dry flue gas, moisture, carbon, and radiation losses to
calculate the furnace efficiency. It uses the functions in the model Gasfunctions. The flue gas
variables which are used in this model are in units of lbmole/lb of coal. This allows the

efficiency to be calculated without knowing the amount of coal entering the furnace. It contains
Dryflue_loss, H2o_loss, Carbon_loss, Radiation loss, Boiler_efr, Boilerlabels, Boilervalue, and
Boilerchar.

Dryflue_'loss Energy loss from the dry flue gas exiting the air preheater based on the
uncorrected flue gas temperature, which is calculated in the Airheater model.

H2o_loss Energy loss from the moisture in the air and coal and the hydrogen in the
fuel, assuming a latent heat of evaporation of 1040 Btu/lb.

Carbon_loss Energy loss due to incomplete combustion, assuming a carbon higher heating
value of 14,100 Btu/lb and an energy loss from carbon monoxide of 9755
Btu/lb.

Radiation_loss Energy lossdue to radiation from the boiler, based upon a curve fit of Figure
5, Page 6-9 in Combustion Engineering [9].

Boilereff The efficiency of the boiler (furnace) which is 1.0 minus ali the losses
defined above plus the unaccounted for losses defined in the AirEmissions
Model.

Boiler labels Row labels for Boilerchar.

Boilervalue Column labels for Boilerchar, which must follow Boiler labels f,_r
Boilerchar to print correctly.

Boilerchar Summary table of the variables defined in this model, plus other variables
which are necessary to calculate the boiler efficiency. "

4.1.9 Airhcat.er Model

The Airheater model is main purpose is to calculate the uncorrected flue gas temperature and
the size of the air preheater. The uncorrected lgmperature is based on the specified exit
temperature of the flue gas, the ambient air temperature, and the leakage across the air preheater.
The model uses the "_coal" flue gas variables so that the performance for the uncontrolled power
plant can be determined. This allows comparisons to be made with abatement technology that is
upstream of the air preheater. This model divides the heat transfer and leakage across the air
preheater into two parts (see Figure 4-2). The heat transfer occurs in a counter flow heat
exchanger, while the leakage occurs downstream of the air preheater. This model contains
Taph_uncorrected, Q_Air_orig, Orgtemp apho, Ua_orig_air, Aph_index, Aphorig._param,
Aphorigchar.

Taph_uncorrected Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit of the flue gas before the leakage air is
mixed with the flue gas for the original or uncontrolled power plant. This
equals the reciprocal of the energy released per degree for the flue gas
entering the air preheater times the energy absorbed by the leakage air plus
the exit temperature of the flue gas.

Q_air_orig Energy flow rate in Btu/ht-across the air preheater for the uncontrolled
power plant. This equals the energy Of the flue gas and air entering the air



Figure 4-2: Schematic Diagram o1:the Air Preheater
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preheater minus the energy of the total flue grs exiting the air preheater.

Orgtemp_apho Furnace air inlet temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. This equals the
reciprocal of the energy absorbed per degree for the air entering the furnace
time the energy transfer across the air preheater plus the inlet air
temperature.

Ua_orig_aJr Overall heat transfer coefficient times the area. This eqg_s the energy
transfer across the air preheater divided by the log mean temperature
difference

Aph_index Row labels for Aphorigchar

Aphorig_.param Column label for Aphorigchar, which must follow Aphorig_param so that
Aphorigchar prints out correctly.

Aphorigchar Surmnary table of the variables in this model and other variables which
affect the performance of the air preheater.

4.1.10 Fluegas Model
This model determines the flow rates for the combustion air, leakage across the air preheater,

and the flue gas. This model assumes that the composition of dry air is 21% oxygen and 79%
nitrogen. The composition of the flue gas is based upon the emissions factors specified in the
Airemissions Model The variables with the suffix" coal" are in units of lbmole/lb-fuel and are

u

reserved for calculating the performance of the boiler efficiency and air preheater. The
definition of these variables should not be changed by the other modules. The variables without
the suffix are in units of lbmole/hr and can be redefined by other modules. Figure 3-2 shows the
locations in the duetwork that correspond to the variables in this model. Ali the variables in this
model, except O2fraeair and O2needect, are arrays which are index by Gascomp. This model
contains O2fracair, O2needed, Aircompgas, Gasapho_fuel, Gasapho, Gasfurn_fuel, Gasfurn,
Gasecono_fuel, Gasecono, Gasfgaphi_fuel, Gasfgaphi, Gasleak_fuel, Gasleak, Gasfdfan_fuel,
Gasfdfan, Gasfgapho_fuel, Gasfgapho, Gasfgl_fuel, Gasfgl, Gasfg2_fuel, Gasfg2, Gasfg3_fuel,
Gasfg3, Gasstack_fuel, and Gasstack.

This model also keeps track of the changes in the flue gas at different points in the plant as
other modules are loaded. These modules may redefine the flue gas variables in Ibmole/hr, (ie
the variables without the suffix "coal." For example, the wet FGD module gets the flue gas
composition entering the scrubber from Gasfg 1 arid redefines Gasfg2 and Gasfg3, which can be
seen in Figure 3-3. However, these variables stay in the Fluegas model, so a user can trace how
the composition of the flue gas changes as in passes through the plant.

O2fracair Oxygen content as a fraction of moist air, based on a dry oxygen content of
2 I% and the moisture content of the ambient air, Humdt.

O2needed Atmospheric oxygen in lbmole/lb-fuel requirea for stoichiometric
combustion of the carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur minus the oxygen in the fuel.

Aircompgas Composition of combustion air as a fraction, based on O2fracair, a dry
nitrogen content of 79%, and the moisture content of the ambient air, Humdt.
The significant difference between this variable and O2fracair is that this is
an array index by Gascomp.

B.

Gasapho_fuel Combustion air into the ftunace in units of lbmole/lb-fuel. The composition



of' air, Aircompgas, multiplied by the total amount of air, (1 + Exair_boiler)
* O2needed / O2fracair, gives the total flow rate of nitrogen, oxygen, and
water D. the air.

Gasapho Combustion air in lbmole/hr, which equals Gasapho_fuel times the coal flow
rate.

Gasfurn_fuel Flue ges after complete combustion of the coal in units of lbmole/lb-fuel.
This is equals the combustion air into the furnace, Gasfurn_fuel, plus the
result of burning the coal.

Gasfurn Flue gas after complete combustion of the coal in units of lbmole/hr, which
equals Gasfurn..fuel times the coal flow rate.

Gasecono fuel Flue gas exiting the economizer in lbmole/lb-fuel, which equals
- Gasfurn_fuel.

Gasecono Flue gas exiting the economizer in lbmole/hr, which equals Gasfurn.

Gasfgaphi_fuel Flue gas entering the air preheater in lbmole/lb-fuel, which equals
Gasecono fuel.

m

Gasfgaphi Flue gas entering the air preheater in Ibmole/hr, which equals Gasecono.

Gasleak_fuel Air leaking across the air preheater in lbmole/lb-fuel, which is the air
composition multiplied by the total air leaking, Exair_airheater * O2needed /
O2fracair.

Gasleak Air leaking across .'he air preheater in Ibmolelhr, which equals Gasleak_fuel
tirnes the coal flow rate.

Gasfdfan_fuel Air entering the forced draft and primary air fans in lbmole/lb-fuel, which
equals Gasleak_fuel plus Gasapho_fuel.

Gasfdfan Air entering the forced draft and primary air fans in lbmole/hr, which equals
Gasleak plus Gasapho.

Gasfgapho fuel Flue gas exiting the air pteheater in lbmole/lb-fuel, which equals
Gasfgaphi_fuel plus Gasleak_fuel.

Gasfgapho Flue gas exiting the air preheater in lbmole/hr, which equals Gasfgal:hi plus
Gasleak.

Gasfgl_fuel Flue gas at point 1 in ductwork in lbmole/lb-fuel, which equals
Gasfgapho_fuel.

Gasfg 1 Flue gas at point 1 in ductwork in lbmole/hr, which equals Gasfgapho.

Gasfg2_fuel Flue gas at point 2 in ductwork in lbmol,'/lb-fuel, which equals Gas l_fuel.

Gasfg2 Flue gas at point 2 in ductwork in lbmole/hr, which equals Gas 1.

Gasfg3_fuel Flue gas at point 3 in ductwork in Ibmole/Ib-fuel, which equals Gas2_fuel.

Gasfg3 Flue gasat point 3 in ductwork in Ibmole/hr, which equals Gas2.

Gasstack_fuel Flue gas entering stack in lbmole/lb-fuel, which equals Gas3_.fuel.

Gasstack Flue gas entering stack in lbmole/hr, which equals Gas3.
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4.1.11 Tempfluegas Model
This model keeps track of the flue gas temperature in degrees Rankine at different points in the

power plant. As other modules are loaded they may redefine these variables, but they remain in
the Tempfluegas model. There is a temperature variable for every flue gas variable in Fluegas.
This model contains Temp_fdfan, Temp_apho, Temp_furn, Temp._econo, Temp_fgaphi,
Temp_fgapho, Temp_gasleak, Temp_fg 1, Temp_fg2, Temp_fg3, and Temp_stack.

Temp_fclfan Combustion air temperature entering the forced draft and primary air fans in
degrees Rankine, which equals Tai_air + 460.

Temp_apho Combustion air temperatureexiting the air preheater in degrees Rankine,
which equals the Orgtemp_apho + 460.

Temp_furn Flue gas temperature in furnace ._n degrees Rankine, which equals
Orgtemp_furn + 460.

Temp_econo Flue gas temperature exiting the economizer in degrees Rankine, which
equals Orgtemp_econo + 460.

Temp_fgaphi Flue gas temperature entering the air preheater in degrees Rankine, which
equals Temp_econo ....

Temp_fgapho :Flue gas temperature exiting the air preheater in degrees Rankine, which -
equals Orgtemp_fgapho+460.

Temp_leak Average temperature of the air leaking across the air preheater, which equals
the sum of Temp_fdfan + Temp fgapho divided by 2,

Temp_fg 1 Flue gas temperature at point 1 in the ductwork in degrees Rankine, which
equals Tempfgapho.

Temp_fg2 Flue gas temperature at point 2 in the ductwork in degrees Rankine, which
equals Tempfg 1. <

Temp_fg3 Flue gas temperature at point 3 in the ductwork in degrees Rankine, which
equals Tempfg2.

Temp_stack Flue gas temperature entering the stack in degrees Rankine, which equals
Tempfg3.

4.1.12 Solidsfluegas Model
This model calculates the mass flow rates of the bottom ash and flyash, and tracks the

entrained solids in the fluegas as in passes through the ductwork in the power plant. All the
variables in the model are in units of tons/hr and indexed by Solidslabel. This allows the IECM
to distinguish between the ash from the coal, excess reagents, sulfur byproducts, moisture, and
miscellaneous compounds in the solids streams. This model contains Solidsfurn, Bottomash,
Solidsecono, Solidsfgaphi, Solidsfgapho, Solidsfg 1, Solidsfg2, Solidsfg3, and Solidsstack.

Solidsfurn Total solids in the furnace in tons/hr.

BottomAsh Bottom ash (and solids) exiting the bottom of the furnace in tons/hr, which
equals Solidsfurn times one miiaus the overhead ash fraction.

Solidsecono Entrained solids flow rate exiting the economizer in tons/Iu" which equals
Selidsfum times the overhead_ash fraction.

Solidsfgaphi Entrained solids flow rate entering the air preheater in tons/ht, which equals
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Solidsecono.

Solidsfgapho Entrained solids flow rate entering the air preheater in tons/hr, which equals
Solidsfgapho.

Solidsfgl Entrained solids flow rate at point 1 in the ductwork, which equals
Solidsfgapho.

F

Solidsfg2 Entrained solids flow rate at point 2 in the ductwork, which equals Solidsfg 1.

Solidsfg3 Entrained solids flow rate at point 3 in the ductwork, which equals Solidsfg2.

Solidsstack Entrained solids flow rate entering the stack, which equals Solidsfg3.
.o

4.1.13 Fgsummary Model
This model creates four summary tables of the flue gas as in passes through the power plant.

These tables show the flue gas composition, total molar flow rate, volumetric flow rate, the
temperature_ entrained solids composition, SO 2, and NOx. These tables allow the user to see how
the flue gas and its components cilange as it passes through the power plant. The vari_,bles
Fg__pointl, Fg__point2, and Fg_point3 are character strings which are used in the labels of the
summary tables in this model. In this model, their definitions are 'Flue Gas at 1', 'Hue Gas at

2', and 'Flue gas at 3,' but they are changed as other modules are loaded into Demos. These new
definitions are character strings which describe the location of the flue gas relative to the
equipment which have been loaded into Demos. For example, when the wet FGD module is
loaded into Demos it changes the definition of Fg._point2 and Fg..point3 to 'Exiting Scrubber'
and 'Exiting Reheater,' respectively. This model contains Fg_.pointl, Fg_.point2, Fg_.point3,
Fluegas_index, Fluegascomp, Gasarray, Temparray, Solidsarray, and Fluegaschar.

Fg_pointl Variable which describes the flue gas at point 1 relative to the other
abatement technologies, and used as a label in the summary tables in this
model.

Fg_point2 Variable which describes the flue gas at point 2 relative to the other
abatement technologies, and used as a label in the summary tables in this
model.

Fg...point3 Variable which describes the flue gas at point 3 relative to the other
abatement technologies, and used as a label in the summary tables in this
model.

Fluegas_index Row labels for the summary tables in this model, which use Fg._pointl,
Fg_point2, and Fg._point3.

Fluegascomp Column labels for the summary table Huegaschar, which must follow
Huegas_index so that Fluegaschar prints out properly.

Gasarray Summary table of the flue gas components in lbmole/hr.

Temparray Summary table of the flue gas temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

Solidsarray Summary table of the entrained solids in the flue gas in tons/hr.

Fluegaschar Summary table which conta_g the total flue gas flow rate in moles/ht, flue
gas volumetric flow rate in acfm, temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, total
mass flow rate of entrained sqlids in tons/hr, SO2 flow rate in lbs/MBtu, and
NOx flow rate in Ibs/MBtu in columns 1 through 6, respectively.
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4.1.14 Emissions Model
This model calculates the uncontrolled power plant emissions and removal efficiencies

required to meet the standards for SO2, NOx, and particulates. The default sulfur dioxide and
TSP standards are the NSPS values, while the NOx limit is assumed to be approximately an
order of magnitude more s.tringentthan the current standard so that NOx controls are required, lt
contains Potemso2, Erso2,*_,,rn0x, Ei_h, Fgdremeff, Noxremeff, Tspremeff, Emis index,
Emis_param, and Emischa_'/: ,! /

Poternso2 The potenti_il'*emissions of SO2 of the raw coal in pounds per million Btu.
This does not take into account any coal cleaning or sulfur retention in the
ash..

ErSO2 The emissions out of the boiler including the effects of coal cleaning and
sulfur retention in the ash. (PEs, 6)

Emox The equivalent NOx emissions out of the boiler in pounds per million Btu.

(PENoz, 6)
Erash The ash emissions out of the boiler in pounds per million Btu. (ECa, 6)
Fgdremeff The sulfur dioxide removal efficiency required by any flue gas

desulfurization device. (rlso 2)

NOxremeff The NOx removal efficiency required. 01NOx,6)
Tspremeff The TSP removal efficiency required. (rlTSP,6)
Emis index Row label for EmisChar.

Emis Pamm Column label for Emischar, which must follow Emis index for Emischar to
print out properly.

EmisChar Summary table of emission constraints and removal efficiencies. ,

4.2 Plant.pete File
This Filecontains all the economic variables for the base power plant, and modifes some of the

performace variables to account for other models developed for PETC. This file opens
Coalinputs, Basepltinputs, Uncplant, Fuel_char, and Plantperf. It also creates a new input
model, Reagents, which has the cost for various reagents used by the different abatement
technologies. Finally it creates the uncontrolled power plant economic model, PlantEcon. The
hierarchy of the IECM created by "Plant.pete" after "Initiecrmmod" and "Initiecm.petc" hayed
loaded into Demos is shown in Figure 4-3.

4.2.1 Coalinputs Model
This file opens the Coalinputs model to define the four variables needed to calcul;_te the

delivered cost of coal, Raw_coal cst, Ctrans, Clean cost, and MinerPBcost.

Raw coal_est Raw coal cost on a moist basis. The default value was estimated using the
EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value' of 1,.28$/MBtu for the mine-mouth cost of a high
sulfur midwest coal. This converts to 26.10 88S/ton for the default coal,
assuming no escalation. The valid range is 5 to 75 S/ton.

Ctrans Transportation cost on a wet'basis. The default value was estimated using
the EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value of 0.29 $/MBtu for the transportation cost of a



Figure 4-3: Hierarchy of IECM created by Plant.pett after Initiecm.mod and
Initiecm.petc has been Loaded into Demos
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midwest coal delivered to the ENC2 region. This converts to 5.90 88S/ton
for the default coal, assuming no escalation. The valid range is 0 to 30S/ton.

Clean__cost Coal cleaning cost on a wet basis. The default is zero but it is redefined by
the coal cleaning modules if they are used. The valid range is 0 to 40 S/ton.

MinerPBcost Miners' Pension and benefit fund cost. As estimated in "Economic
Evaluation of FGD Systems," [10] (page 13-13) this cost is $2/ton for
bituminous coal on a wet basis. The valid range is 0 to 5 S/ton.

4.2.2 Basepltinputs Model
This model contains the economic input parameters for the base power plant and redefines

Plantinputs to display these new variables. It contains Icfbp, Oplaborrate, and Lc.

Icfbp Indirect charge factor for the base power plant capital cost. The default is
0.5, with a valid range of 0.25 to 1.0.

Oplaborrate Operating labor cost for the entire power plant. This was estimated using the
EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value of $19.70/man-hour and scaling it to 1988 with
the Chemical Engineering Cost index. The default is $20.74/man-hour, with
a valid range of 10 to 30.

Lc Land cost in $ per aere. This was estimated using the EPRI TAG [4] 1985
value of $6,500/acre and scaling it to 1988 with the Chemical Engineering
Cost index. The default is $6,840/acre, with a valid range of 2,500 to
10,000.

PltInputLabel The column labels for Plantinputs is redefined to include Icfbp and
Oplaborrate.

Plantinputs The power plant input table is redefined to include Icfbp and Oplaborrate.

4.2.2.1 Unc..plant Model
An uncez_ainty variable for the land cost, Lc, is added to Unc._plant. It contains Uflc.

Uflc Uncertainty variable for the land cost. The default is a normal distribution
with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.15.

4.2.3 Reagents Model
This model contains ali the reagent costs used in the IECM. This ensures that the same costs

for reagents are used for different abatement technologies. Ali reagent costs are in 1988 dollars.
It contains Lime_cost, Limestone cost, Ammonia_cost, Oxygen_cost, Methane_cost, Oil6_cost,
Sulfacid..cost, Sulfur_cost, Co2_cost, Reagentindex, and Reagentinputs.

Lime_cost Lime cost, which was estimated from the EPRI TAG _J,] 1985 value, The
default is $65/ton, with a valid range of 40 to 90. This has not been
escalated since new data indicates that the cost has remained relatively
constant.

Limestone cost Limestone cost, which was estimated from the EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value.
This has not been escalated since new data indicates that the cost has

remained relatively constant. The default is $15/ton, with a valid range of 7
to 23.



Ammonia cost Ammonia cost, which was estimated from the EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value.
This has not been escalated since new data indicates that the cost has
remained relatively constant. The default is $150/ton, with a valid range of
100 to 25.

Oxygen_Cost Liquid oxygen cost, which was estimated from Economic Evaluation of FGD
Systems, Vol 1 [10]. This value has been scaled to 1988 dollars with the
Chemical Engineering cost index. The default is $115/ton, with a valid
range of 85 to 145.

Methane_cost Methane cost, which was estimated from the EPRI TAG [4] 1985 value.
This has not been escalated since new data indicates that the cost has
remained relatively constant. The default value is $4.5/mscf, with a valid
range of 3.5 to 5.5.

Oil6_cost Number 6 fuel oil cost, which was estimated from the EPRI TAG [4] 1985
value. This has not been escalated since new data indicates that the cost has
remained relatively constant. The default value is $4.5/MBtu, with a valid
range of 3.5 to 5.5.

Sulfacid_cost Sulfuric acid cost. The default value was estimated using the PETC Flue
Gas Cleanup Technologies By-Products report's [11] 1987 value of $55 per
metric ton. This' converts to 53 88S/ton using the Chemical Engineering
Index. The valid range is 25 to 75.

Sulfur_cost Sulfur cost. The default value was estimated using the PETC Flue Gas
Cleanup Technologies By-Products report's [11] 1987 value of $130 per
metric ton. This converts to 125 88S/ton using the Chemical Engineering
Index. The valid range is 100 to 200.

Co2_cost Carbon dioxide cost, whicb was estimated from EPRI Economic Evaluation
of FGD Systems [10] and sealed to 1988 with the Chemical Engineering
Cost Index, The default is $115/ton, with a valid range of 50 to 80.

Reagentindex Label index for Reagentinputs.

Reagent.inputs Summary table of all the input variables defined in this model. Since all the
variables are index by Cost__yr, the reform command is used to reformat the
table.

4.2.3.1 Unc_reagents
This model contains the uncertainty distributions for the reagents' cost defined in Reagents.

Unlike other uncertainty models, this model does not have an uncertainty control variable, since
these uncertainty distribution are defined and controlled by the abatement technologies when
they are loaded into Demos. The definitions for ali these variables is one, since other abatement
technologies will define these variables, l'his model contains Uflime_cost, Uflimestone_cost,
Ufammonia._cost, Ufoxygen, Ufmethane_cost, U.%il6_eost, Ufsulfacid_cost, Ufsulfur_cost, and
UfCo2 cost.

4.2.4 Fuel char Model

This model calculates the delivered cost of coal and creates and a table summarizing the result.
lt contains Cd, Coallabels, Cd_.param, and Cdchar:.
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Cd The cost of as-f'u_l coal at the power plant. It is the sum of Raw_coal_est,
Ctrans, Clean_cost, and MinerPBcost. Since cleaning coal changes the
moisture content of the coal, this model adjusts the raw coal cost for the
moisture content of the delivered coal, so that the cost per ton on a dry basis
is constant.

CoaUabels Row labels for Cdchar.

Cd_.param Column label for Cdchar, which must follow Coallabels so that Cdchar
prints out properly.

Cdchar Summary table which displays the components of the delivered cost of coal.

4.2.5 Plantperf Model
This model redefines the net capacity, Mwnet, and the summary table, Plantchar, to account

for the technologies developed for PETC. It also def'mes two new variables, Mwgnew and
Mwhgrossarmual, to account for the energy credit from the Copper Oxide and NOXSO
processes. How the IECM handles energy credits and penalties is defined in the the next

Subsection 4.2.6. This model contains Energycredit, Mwnet, Mcoalcredit, Mwgnew,
MwhgrossannuaI, Plant_index, and Plantchar.

Energycredit Additional electricity in MW generated from t_e heat added to the boiler or
the steam cycle from the abatement technologies. The default value is zero,
but it is redef'med if the copper oxide or NOXSO modules are loaded into
Demos. This variable accounts for the effiency of the boiler, the steam cycle
heat rate, and the internal electricity consumption of the uncontrolled _nower
plant.

Mwnet Net electrical capacity, MW, which is redefined to include process energy
penalties and Energycredit. Notice that ali the energy penalties are based on
the gross electrical capacity, Mwg, excluding any the energy credit.

Mcoalcredit Equivalent tons per hour of coal which would be required to produce the
capacity specified in Energycredit.

Mwgnew Electrical capacity, MW, including the capacity specified by Energycredit,
but not including the energy penalties of the abatement technologies.

Mwhgrossannual Electricity produced in a year in MWh including the capacity specified by
Energycredit, but not including the energy penalties of the abatement
technologies.

Plantindex Redef'mition of the row labels for Plantchar, to include the coal credit,
energy credit, new gross capacity, and electricity produced.

PlantChar Redefinition of the sununary to include the variables defined in this model.

4.2.6 Plm_tecon Model

This model determines the capital and operating cost of the uncontrolled power plant to
detezmine the cost of electricity, Electricity_cost, charged to the abatement technologies. The
IECM determines the cost of electricity by dividing the total revenue requirement of the
uncontrolled plant by the megawatt-hot:rs produced in a year. The total revenue requirement is
the sum of armualized capital, operating and maintenance costs including the value of any energy

-!



credit. The megawatt hours produced is equal to the gross capacity minus the int_,tnal energy
consumption, steam pumps, pulverizers, FD fans, primary fans, and miscellaneous, plus any
energy credit. The IECM handles energy credits by assuming that the uncontrolled plant builds
and operates a boiler, steam cycle, turbine, and generator that is larger by the increment,
EnergyCredit. Therefore, it incurs additional capital costs, Delttdcbp, and operating cost,
Delttoandmbp, for this larger system. The process which created the energy credit gets "credit,"
Coalcredit, for "selling" the energy to theplant.

The IECM handles energy penalties in a similar fashio-except that the abatement
technologies get charged for the electricity and steam they use, while the uncontrolled power
plant gets a credit for the sale of electricity. The net result of the accounting is that the cost of
electricity charged to the abatement technologies does not change with different configurations.
It depends only on the plant size, steam cycle heat rate, internal energy consumption, coal
characteristics, coal cost, levelized fixed charge factor, and levelization factor. A conceptual
model for this arrangement is that the uncontrolled power plant pays for the capital and operating
cost of producing electricity. It pays for the coal consumed and any energy it receives from the
abatement technologies, and gets paid by the abatement technologies for the electricity it
provides to them. The abatement technologies are responsible for building and operating the
equipment needed to clean the flue gas. PlantEcon contains Coalcredit, Deltoandmbp,
Toandmbp, Tdcbporig, Delttdcbp, Tdcbp, Tccbp, Tccbpout, Trrbpwoutil, Electricity cost,
Utilbp, Trrbp, Elecbp, Bp_econ_ind, and Planteconchar.

Coalcredit Monetary equivalent in M$/yr for the energy produced by an abatement
technology. This is the cost of the equivalent amount of coal needed to
produce the energy credit. It is charged to the uncontrolled power plant and

; credited to the abatement technology.

Delttoandmbp Non-fuel operating and maintenance cost in M$/yr of the energy produced
by the abatement technology. This is charged to the uncontrolled power
plant.

Toandmbp Operating and maintenance cost in M$/yr of power plant. It includes the
cost of coal usage, maintenance, and the operating and maintenance cost of
the energy credit.

Tdcbporig Direct capital cost for uncontrolled power plant in MS, which is scaled to the
net capacity ot the unzontrolled power plant, Mwwopce. This does not
include the capital cost for the energy credit.

Delttdcbp Direct capital cost for energy credit in M$ which equals the average
normalized capital cost times the energy credit. The average normalized
capital cost is just the direct capital cost determined by Tdcbp, divided by the
net uncontrolled power plant size, Mwwopce.

Tdcbp Total direct capital cost for uncontrolled power plant in MS, which is the
sum of Tdcbporig and Delttdcbp.

Tc, :bp Total capital cost for the power plant in MS, including the indirect capital
cosL

Tccbpout Normalized total capital cost for the power plant in S/kW.

Trrbpwoutil Total revenue requirement in M$/yr for the base plant not including the
income from providing electricity to the abatement technologies.
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Electricitycost Cost of electricity in mills/kWh charged to the abatement technologies. This
is how much it costs the uncontrolled power plant to produce electricity.
The user has the option of changing this value to an input parameter.

Utilbp Income in M$/yr to the uncontrolled power plant from the electricity sold to
the abatement technologies. This equals the negative of the sum of all the
utility costs for the abatement technologies. Its value is negative since
income can be viewed as a negative cost.

Trrbp Total revenue requirement for the base plant in M$/yr, including income
from the electricity sold to abatement technologies, Utilbp.

Elecbp Total revenue requirement for the base plant in mills/kWh. This equals the
total revenue requirement for the base plant, Trrbp, divided by the net
electricity sold to the public, Mwhannual. The difference between this
variable and Electricity_cost is that this variable explicitly accounts for the
electricity used by the abatement technologies° If Electricity_cost is not
changed to an input parameter, then this value should equal Electricity_cost,
regardless of the amount of power consumed or any energy produced by the
abatement technologies.

Bp econ index Row labels for Planteconchar.

Bpecon_.pa_'arii Column label for Planteconchar, which must follow Bp_econ_index in order
for Planteconchar prints out correctly.

Planteconchar Base plant summary economic table which displays ali the values for the
variables in this model.
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5. Economics Module
This chapter describes the economics module, which has three main functions. One is to

calculate the fixed charge factor and the variable cost levelization factor. The second is to
calculate the overall plant costs, Final_cost, including the abatement equipment. The third is to
perform a year by year analysis. The fixed charge factor and the variable cost levelization factor
can either be specified, or they can be calculated using the algorithm given in the EPRI
Technical Assessment Guide [4, 5].

5.1 Economic Overview
Before describing the variables in the economics module, an overview of the economic

methodology used in the IECM is given. The revenue requirement method is used to determine
the electricity cost. This method calculates the annual revenues needed to cover ali capital and
operating costs for a particular technolgoy. The method is described in detail in Reference [4].

In order to consider the effects of coal cleaning, the overall cost of power generation needs to
be estimated as well as environmental control costs. The net cost of electricity provided by the
controlled power plant is calculated by dividing the total revenue requirement for the entire plant
by the net kilowatt-hours produced in one year. The total revenue requirement is the total capital
cost times the fixed charge factor plus the total variable cost times the levelization factor. This
electricity cost is actually the marginal cost of electricity for the entire plant.

All abatement technologies have the following variables with the following format. The
format is a generic variable name plus the name of the module. For example, TDCwet refers to
the direct capital costs for a wet FGD system. Another important point is that total costs for the
entire plant equal the sum of ali the abatement technology costs plus the base plant cost.

TDC This is the total direct cost in millions of dollars as a function of performance
parameters. The total direct cost meludes equiprntnt and other costs
associated directly with equipment. It is adjusted to the current year with a
cost index. The base plant direct capital cost is adjusted by the Handy-
Whitman index. Ali the other abatement technologies are adjusted with the
Chemical Engineering index.

TCC This is the total capital cost in millions of dollars. This includes the total
direct capital costs plus the costs for interest during construction,
contingencies, initial catalyst and chemical charge, etc. For most modules
the total capital costs calculates the indirect capital costs and adds them to
the total direct costs. For these modules, the indirect charge factor is
calculated. In the base plant module, the total capital cost is calculated by
multiplying the total direct cost by an indirect charge factor, which is an
input parameter.

ICF The indirect charge factor for the total capital cost, expressed as a fraction of
the total direct cost. Only the base plant module has the indirect charge
factor as a single input parameter. Ali other modules determine the
components of the indirect charges to calculate the total effective indirect
charge factor.

TCCout The total capital cost expressed in dollars per kilowatt. This is obtained by
dividing the total capital cost by the net capacity of the power plant.



TOandM This is the total variable cost (except for utility costs) in millions of dollars
per year. It is adjusted to the current year by the Chemical Engineering
Index.

TRRwoUtil This is the total revenue requirement minus the costs for utilities in million
of dollars per year. It is the sum of the total variable cost times the
levelization factor plus the total capital cost dines the fixed charge factor.

Util This is the total utility cost in millions of dollars per year based on the
electricity cost for the base plant. For ali abatement technologies it is equal
to the energy usage times the electricity cost. For the entire plant, this is
zero, while for the base plant, it equals the negative of the sum of ali
abatement utility costs.

TRR This is the total revenue cost in million of dollars per year including utility
costs. For the entire pl_t, TRR and TRRwoUtil are equal since Util is zero.
For the base plant, TRRbp is less than TRRbpw0Util since Utilbp is
negative.

Elec This is the total revenue cost in mills per kilowatt hour based on the net
kilowatt hours of the power plant.

5.2 Economics.petc File
This file contains ali the models and variables in the economics module. It opens Econfuctions

to add several functions for performing year-by-year analysis, and two input parameters models,
Econmodelinputs and Unc_econ. Finally, it creates Economics, Fixcharge, Finalcostrnodel, and
Finalyryrmodel. The hierarchy created by "Economics.pete," after "Initiecm.mod" and
"Irtitiecm.pete" have been loaded into Demos, is shown in Figure 5-1.

5.2.1 Econfunctions Model

This model, which is located within the Iecmfunctions model, det_nes several functions used
for the year-by-year revenue analysis. These functions can be used for the entire plant or
individual abatement technologies. Econfunctions contains Summarycost, Tccyear, OandMyear,
Trryear, and Elecyear.

Summary cost(sumcostvar:numeric)
Creates a table of Baseplantcost, Noxcosts, Tspcosts, Fgdcosts, Swdcosts,
Pollutcosts, Totalcosts, and PoUutcostce when the variable Coals is a vector.
It requires one of the variables listed above as an input parameter.

Tccyear(capitalcost:numeric)
Creates a table of the capital charges in M$/yr over the booklife based on the
year-by-year analysis method from the EPRI TAG [4].

Oandmyear(oandm:numeric)
Creates a table of the operating and maintenance cost in M$/yr over the
booklife based on the year-by-year analysis method from the EPRI TAG [4].

Trryear(capitalcost, oandm:numeric)
Creates a table of the total revenue requirement cost in M$/yr over the
booklife based on the year-by-,year analysis method from the EPRI TAG [4].

Elecyear(capitalcost, oandm:numerie)



Figure 5-1: I-IierarchyCreated by Economics.pete after Initiccm.mod and
Initiecm.pctc have be_n Loaded into Demos
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Creates a table of the total revenue requirement cost in mills/kWh over the
booldife based on the year-by-year analysis method from the EPRI TAG [4].

5.2.2 Econmodelinputs Model

Inflat_ctl Inflation control variable, which controls whether to perform the economic
analysis in constant or current dollars. It can be either 'real constant' or 'real
CUlTCnt.'

Inflation Inflation rate over the expected life expressed as a fraction. The default is
6%; however, it equals zero if Inflat cost equals 'real constant.' The valido

range is 0 to 0.20.

Real_fuel_Escal Real escalation rate for variable costs over the expected life expressed as a
fraction. The default is 0.0, with a valid range of 0 to 0.10.

Real_Bnd_Cost Rate of return for bonds in constant dollars expressed as a fraction. The
default is 0.046, with a valid range of 0 to 0.15.

Real_Prcf_Stock Rate of return for preferred stock in constant dollars expressed as a fraction.
The default is 0.052, with a valid range of 0 to 0.20.

Real_Com_Stock Rate of return for common stock in constant dollars expressed as a fraction.
The default is 0.071, with a valid range of 0 to 0.25.

Fed_tax Federal tax rate expressed as a fraction. The default is 0.367, with a valid
range of 0.15 to 0.50.

State_tax State tax rate expressed as a fraction. The default is 0.02, with a valid range
of 0 to 0.10.

Advalorem ' Property tax rate expressed as a fraction. The default is 0.02, with a valid
range of 0 to 0.05

Itc In_'estment tax credit expressed as a fraction. The default is 0, with a valid
ra_.tgeof 0 to 0.20.

Pref__fraction Fraction of capital cost f'manced by preferred stock. The default is 0.15, with
a valid range of 0 to 1.

Debt_f,"action Fraction of the capital cost financed by bonds. The default is 0.50, with a
valid range of 0 to I.

Booklife Expected life of the plant for tax purposes in years. The default is 30, with a
valid range of 5 to 60.

Econlabels Row labels for Econinputs.

Econassu..param Column labels for Econinputs, which must follow Econlabels in order for
Econinputs to print out correctly.

..

Econinputs Table of the economic input parameters shown above.

Time Lifetime vector from one to booklife. The default is sequence(1,booklife).

Depreciation Depreciation schedule expressed as a vector which has a length of Booklife.
The default assumption is a twenty year accelerated depreciation schedule
over 15 years based on EPRI TAG [5]. The default is array(time,[.075.069
.064.059.055.051,047.045.045.045.045.045.045.045.045.044.044

.044.044.0440 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]).Thiscanbe changedtoa straightline
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depreciation over the booldife by defining it to be 1 / Booldife.

5.2.2.1 Unc econ Model

This model contains the dimensional uncertainty distributions for the Economics model. It
contains Ctl_econ, Econunctest, and Ufvlcf.

Ctl_econ Uncertair_ty c_mtrol variable for uncertain parameters in the Economic
model. _te default is 'off,' but it can also be 'on.'

Econunctest Uncertainty test variable which determines whether the uncertain variables in
this model are probabilistic or deterministic.

Uffcf Dimensional uncertainty variable for the fixed charged factor. The default is
a uniform distribution from 70% to 130% of the deterministic value.

Ufvclf Dimensional uncertainty variable for the variable cost levelization factor.
The default is a normal distribution with a mean of 1 and a standard
deviation of 0.03.

5.2.3 Economics Model

This model contains the models to calculate the fixed charged factor, levelization factor,
Final_cost table, and the Final.yryr table. The Final_.cost table breakdown the capital, operating,
and revenue requirement for the entire plant by abatement technologies. The Final_yryr table
displays a year-by-year total revenue analysis for the entire plant. This model contains
Fixcharge, Finalcostmodel, and Finalyryrmodel.

5.2.4 Fixcharge Model
This section describes the implementation of the algorithms in the EPRI Technical Assessment

Guide [4] which calculate the fixed charge factor and variable levelization factor. This model
allows the revenue requirement costs to be displayed in either current or constant dollars.
Constant dollars are obtained by setting the Inflatcost to 'real constant.'

Bond_Cost Rate of returnfor bonds expressed as a fraction in current dollars.

Prcf_stock Rate of return for preferred stocks expressed as a fraction in current dollars.

Com_stock Rate of return for common stocks expressed as a fraction in current dollars.

Equity_Cost Weighted rate of return for the preferred and common stock expressed as a
fraction.

Discount Discount rate, which is the weighted rate of return for debt and equity
expressed a fraction

Tax Composite tax rate of the federal and state taxes expressed as a fraction.

Book_depr Book depreciation rate net of the investment tax credit expressed as a
fraction.

Deferred_tax Deferred income tax over the booklife, expressed as a fraction over time.

Initial_Balance This is the remaining capital that has to be depreciated in the first year
expressed as a fraction.

Remain_bal Depreciated book value in each year net the deferred tax. It is expressed as a
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fraction.

Return_Debt Return on debt over the booklff¢ expressed as a fraction.

Return_Equity Return on common and preferred stock over the booldif¢ expressed as a
fraction.

Tax._.paid Taxes paid in each year expressed as a fraction.

Yr__Yr..Cc year-by-year carrying charge expressed as a fraction.

PV_factor Present value factor over the booklffe expressed as a fraction.

Annuity Annuity factor over the booklife expressed as a fraction.

Cum_pres_cc Cumulative present value of the carrying charges, expressed as a fraction.

Yr_Fcf Levelized carrying charge in each year.

Fcf Fixed charge factor for annua_izing capital costs. The default value is the
levelized carrying charge at the end of the book life, but it can also be
changed to a simple input parameter.

Fuel_Escal Apparent annual variable costs escalation rate.

Escal Factor Escalation factor used to calculate the levelizatio_- f_ctor.-. m

Vclf Variable cost levelization factor. This variable can be changed into a simple
input parameter.

Econ index Row labels for Econchar.

Econ_param Column labels for Econchar, which must follow Econ_parameter in order for
Econchar to print out properly.

Econchar Summary table for the rate of return for bonds, preferred stock, common
stock, equity, total equity and debt, the overall tax rate, book depreciation,
fixed charge factor, escalation rate, and levelization factor.

Year_labels 1 Column labels for Deprectaxtable.

Deprectaxtable Summary table for the depreciation schedule, deferred tax, remaining
balance, return of debt, remm on equi.ty, and taxes paid.

Year_labels2 Column labels for Carryingcharge.

Carryingcharge Summary table for the annuity factor, yearly carrying charge, cumulative
carrying charge, and the levelized carrying charge.

5.2.5 Finalcostmodel Model

The main purpose of this model is to create the Final cost table, which summarizes the cost form

ali abatment technologies and the overall plant.

Process The row index for the final cost summary table, Final_Cost.

Costs "l_aecolumn index for the final cost summary table, Final_Cost, which must
tc)HowProcess in order for Final cost to print out correctly.

Unitlabels Unit labels for the colurnns in Final cost.
m

Baseplantcost Summary array of the captial.cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the uncontrolled power plant.



Noxcost Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the NO x abatement technology included in the IECM.

Tspcost Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the particulate abatement technology loaded in this configuration.

Fgdcost Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the SO2 or combined SO2/NO x abatement technology loaded in this
configuration.

Swdcosts Surrurmry array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the solid waste disposal system for the FGD technologies.

PoUutcosts Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for ali abatement technologies.

Total._cost Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
for the entire power plant.

Final_Cost Main summary table for the IECM, which displays the capital, operating,
and. revenue requirement for the uncontrolled power plant, abatement
technologies, and entire power plant.

PoUutcostcc Summary array of the captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement
"for ali abatement technologies including coal cleaning. For this variable to
work correctly Coals must be an array with 1 as one of the elements. For
example, Coals can equal [1 2], or [ 1 5], but not [4 5].

Elecpc Total revenue requirement for ali abatement technologies not including coal
cleaning in mills/kWh.

Elecpcce Total revenue requirement for ali abatement technologies including coal
cleaning in mills/kWh. Coals must be an array with 1 as an element in order
for it to work correctly. See the description of Pollutcostcc for examples.

Tccoutpc Total capital cost for ali abatement technologies not including coal cleaning
in S/net kW.

Tccoutpccc Total capital cost for ali abatement technologies including coal cleaning in
S/net kW. Coals must be an array with 1 as an element in order for it to
work correctly. See the description of Pollutcostcc for examples.

5.2.6 Finalyryrmodel Model
The only purpose of this model is to create Final..yryr, which produces a summary table of the

captial cost, operating cost, and revenue requirement for the entire plant over its book life. This
table uses the year-by-year analysis functions defined at the beginning of this file.

Yryrlabel Column labels for Final_yryr

Yryrtable Summary table of the total captial cost, operating cost, and revenue
requirement for the entire plant over its book life. The rows are years
starting from the completion date, while the columns contain the costs.
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ABSTRACT

Performance and economic evaluations of innovative clean coal technologies are typically;
expressed as deterministic ("best guess") estimates that mask the uncertainties associated with
processes at an early stage of development. In this paper applications of a new probabilistic
engineering model developed for DOE's Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center (PETC) are
described. The example presented analyzes the PETC fluidized bed copper oxide process for
simultaneous SO2 and NOx reduction from eoal-ftred power plant flue gas. The copper oxide
process is in an early stage of development; however, flowsheets for a commercial scale unit have
been developed. The probabilistic modeling capability permits evaluation of the effects of
simultaneous variation in uncertain performance and cost parameters for a commercial-scale
design. The probabilistic engineering model is applied to: (1) identify the uncertain performance
and cost parameters that contribute most to the uncertainty in overall cost; (2) estimate process
contingency costs; (3) identify potential cost pay-offs of process improvements; and,.(4) compare
the advanced process with conventional technology to evaluate potential markets for advanced
processes. Results of the analysis indicate specific areas for process design improvements;
suggest appropriate contingency factors for the copper oxide process based on probabilistic
analysis; and indicate the sensitivity of potential cost savings to design conditions and the
availability of byproduct markets.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of research is to provide and improve information regarding the feasibility, promising
applications, optimal designs, uncertainties and risks associated with a new process. The
information generated from research can be used by process developers to ref'me a technology and
ultimately by potential process adopters to make a decision about whether, and under what
circumstances, to use a new technology. Of concern to a process developer is the priodtization of
research needs for a new technology. Which technologies are the most promising for further
process development? What conditions favor the selection of the new technology? What specific
_hnical areas require more research? What economic and cost uncertainties affect the economic
feasibility of the technology?

This paper presents an evaluation method that can be used to help answer these questions for clean
coal technology processes. The salient features of the method include:

• Development of engineering performance and cost models;
• A probabilistic modeling capabilitytoincorporateuncertainties;
• Judgments regarding uncertainties; and
• Exercising of the models to answer these questions:

• What uncertainties most affect the oyerall costs?
• What are the key process design trade-offs?
• What are the potential pay-offs and risks vis-a-vis conventional technology?



ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS

Currentfederal new source performancestandards(NSPS) applicable to coal-fired power plants
require up to 90 percent sulfur dioxide (SO2) removal, over 99 percent particulate matter (PM)
removal, and moderate (about 50 percent) reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions. A
conventional emission control system for a new coal-fired power plant typically consists of a wet
limestone flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system for SO2 control, an electrostatic precipitator
(ESP) for PM removal, and combustion controls for NOx reduction. The spent limestone reagent
used in the FGD system is disposed of with the power plant solid waste. These systems are ali
commericaUy available and well-demonstrated. However, recent commercial experience in Japan
and West Germany with selective catalytic reduction (SCR) indicates that 80 to 90 percent NOx
removal may be feasible, although SCR has not yet been applied with U.S. coals (Cichanowicz
and Often, 1987; Damon and Giovanni, 1987).

Alternatives to conventional pulverized coal (PC) combustion, such as integrated coal gasification
combined cycle flGCC) systems, are capable of NOx emissions below those of PC plants
equipped with SCR, as well as high (over 95 percent) levels of SO2 control (Cool Water, 1986).
Furthermore, political concern over acid rain (for which SO2 and NOx are precursors) may
accelerate the time table for more stringent emission regulations of conventional PC plants.

" Therefore, there is incentive to develop technology options to reliably achieve stringent emission
reductions at minimum cost in a timely fashion.

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

with the prospect of increasingly stringent emission control has evolved the concept of integrated
environmental control. The concept has several dimensions. One is to consider interactions
among control methods for air, water, and solid waste emissions control. Another is the integrated
use of pre-combustion, combustion, and post-combustion control methods (as distindt from one
approach alone). A third dimension is the development of new processes for combined pollutant
rem.gval in lieu of separate pi'ocesses for individual pollutants. Thus, integrated environmental
control represents good design practice and provides opportunities to minimize costs for a given set •
of emission reduction requirements (Carr, 1986).

The DOE Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center (PETC) has conducted research on a Iiumber of
innovative technologies that combine SO2 and NOx removal into a single reactor, and that reduce
the solid waste produced by air pollution control systems. One of these technologies, which is
used as a case study in this research, is the fluidized bed copper oxide process. Testing of the
copper oxide process began at PETC in 1975 and has progressed through several stages in three.
different test units (Demski et al, 1982; Yeh et al, 1984; Plantz et al, 1986; Williamson et al, 1987).
Key features of the copper oxide process are that, unlike a wet FGD/SCR system, (1) it combines
SO2 and NOx removal in a single reactor vessel, and (2) it is regenerative (i.e. the reagent is
reused rather than disposed of) and produces a saleable sulfur or sulfuric acid byproduct. The
solid waste from a copper oxide system consists only of the fly ash collected in a conventional
fabric f'tlter. Conceptual designs of commercial scale copper oxide systems have been developed
(e.g., SMC, 1983a). A simple schematic of a power plant with the copper oxide process is shown
in Figure 1.

In the copper oxide process, a copper impregnated sorbent, consisting of small diameter aluminum
spheres, circulates between a fluidized bed reactor, _,here SO2 in the flue gas is removed by
reaction with copper oxide in the sorbent, and a regenerator, in which SO2 is evolved in a reaction



of the sulfated sorbent with methane. The SO2-rich gas from the regenerator is sent to an
clemental sulfur or a sulfuric acid plant for byproduct recovery. The regenerated sorbent is
returned to the absorber for another cycle. NOx is removed from the fluc gas by reaction with
ammonia, which is injected into the flue gas upstream of the absorber. The absorber reactions am
exothermic, increasing the temperature of the flue gas. This energy can be recovered in the power
plant furnace through additional preheating of the furnace combustion air by the power plant air
preheater.

A PROBABILISTIC ENGINEERING MODEL

The copper oxide process is a technology in an early phase of development, for which limited test
data and no commercial design or operating experience are available. Uncertainties in system
performance at the commercial scale lead to uncertainties in the required size of process equipment
and the consumption of rr_aterials(e.g., sorben0 and parasitic power. These uncertainties result in
uncertainties in capital and operating costs, which are the ultimate measures of interest for
comparative analysis. Furthermore, even if process performance were known with certainty,
uncertainties regarding t2hecosts of equipment (particularly equipment not previously used in
commercial scale service) and reagents remain. To explicitly characterize these uncertainties, and
to evaluate the overall uncertainty in process costs, a probabilistic engineering model'ng framework
has been developed.

Analytic models for a conventional PC power plant, pre-combustion coal cleaning processes, and
the components of conventional and advanced post-combustion poiludon control systems are
available as part of the Integrated Environmental Control Model 0ECM), developed under contract
to PETC by Rubin ct al. (1986). Details of the copper oxide process model, plus models of the
power plant air preheater and a sulfuric acid recovery plant, are described elsewhere (Frey, 1987).
A number of more recent refinements have been made t0the copper oxide process model. These
include replacing a regression equation used to estimate the molar ratio of copper in the sorbent to
sulfur il_ the flue gas with a kinetics-based reaction model developed at PETC .(Yeh and
Drummond, 1986); development of a sulfur recovery plant model based on an enginetring study
done for PETC (SMC, 1983a); and refinements to some of the input parameters.

The analytic models are based on mass and energy balances for key process equipment. The cost ,
models are based on equipment cost estimates available in the literature, adjusted for plant size
using key process stream flow rates and exponential sealing factors. Indirect costs are calculated
based on the direct eqt'ipment costs. Variable and fixed operating costs are also calculated. The
IECM has a capability tc)report costs in either constant or current dollars. Constant 1985 dollars,
which are exclusive of inflation, are used in this analysis.

A unique feature of the IECM is that it is implemented in Demos, a non-procedural interactive
modeling environment develc,ped by Hen_don(Hem'ion, 1982; Henrion and Wishbow, 1987) for
performing probabilistic analysis. The key uncertainties in process parameters can therefore be
characterized using a variety of distribution functions a,,,ailable in Demos. The resulting
uncertainty distributions for model outputs are calculated using media._Latin hypercube sampling,
a variant of Monte Carlo simulation.

SPECIFICATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS
AND UNCERTAINTIES

An integrated emission control system consisting of the copper oxide process with integrated coal
cleaning, byproduct reco,_'ery, and energy recovery via the power plant air preheater, will be
compared with a conventional system consisting of wet FGD and SCR. Table 1 summarizes some
of the key parameters, including emission constraints, base plant design, and f'mancial parameters,



assumed for this analysis. Both deterministic values and probability distributions are indicated in
the table. Table 2 summarizes the different coals considered, including both unwashed and cleaned
(30 percent sulfur reduction on an energy basis) coals. Table 3 summarizes key input values and
distributions for the conventional wet FGD/SCR emission control system, which is taken as a
technological baseline in this analysis. The main emphasis of this research is on applying the
probabilistic evaluation method to the copper oxide process, assuming the FGD/SCR system as
benchmark. The key inputs and distributions assigned to the copper oxide emission control system
are summarized in Table 4. The probabilities assigned to key model inputs reflect judgments on
the part of model developers as well as judgments solicited from process developers (Rubin et al.,
1986; Frey_ 1987; Rubin, Salmento, and Frey, 1988).

IDENTIFICATION OF KEY UNCERTAINTIES

The primary advantage of probabilistic simulation over traditional sensitivity analysis is the
simultaneous incorporation of uncertainties in multiple model inputs. The resulting interactions
among uncertain variables results in uncertainties in total costs, which are the basis for comparative
analysis. The uncertainty in total costs provides information about the technical and economic risk
of the technology. Research can provide additional information about uncertain input variables.
This may result in changes in parameter values or their uncertainty (such as the standard deviation),
and thus affect the overall uncertainty of the technology. This can help focus research on key
parameters that reduce the uncertainties that contribute most to the risk of technology failure.

The key parameter uncertainties have been identified by estimating correlations bet,- .;en the
primary cost results, such as total revenue requirement or capital cost, and the copper oxide
process input;uncertainties included in Table 4. Correlations provide a measure of the linear
dependence of one distribution on another, however, there are some non-linear relationships in the
model, such as between sorbent flow rate and regeneration efficiency. Scatter plots can be used to
visually identify non-linear dependencies that may not be well-characterized by correlation
coefficients.

i
: ,:

The uncertainties which were found to contribute most to the levelized process cost Uncertainty
included sorbent attrition, regeneration efficiency, and the standard error of the copper-to-sulfur
molar ratio, with correlations of 0.55, -0.41, and 0.41, respectively. Scatter plots did not reveal ,
any strong non-linear dependencies. Uncertainties regarding sorbent cost and plant capacity factor
were also significant. Uncertainty in sorbent attrition is the largest factor affecting uncertainty in
total variable costs, while uncertainty in regeneration and the standard error of the copper-to-sulfur
mole ratio significantly affect both capital and operating cost uncertainties. Further research on the
copper oxide process should explicitly focus on improving understanding of sorbent attrition,
regeneration efficiency, and the variability in the copper-to-sulfur ratio required to achieve a given
SO2 removal efficiency.

ESTIMA, TING CONTINGENCY COSTS

Nearly ali capital cost estimates, whether for a new or existing technology or for a preliminary or
detailed cost estimate, include a contingency factor. The contingency is often the single largest
expense in the cost estimate, and yet it is also the least documented. A contingenc_ is used to
represent additional costs that are expected to occur, but that are not included explicitly in the cost
estimate (M.ilanese, 1987). Contingency factors are typically simple multipliers that are applied to
installed equipment costs toward the end of an analysis (e.g., after process area costs have been
estimated without regard to their uncertainty). A probabilistic modeling approach supplants the
traditional contingency factor approach by incorporating expert knowledge about uncertainties
explicitly and at a more disaggregated level (e.g.,/br specific performance and cost parameters).
Furthermore, while simple contingency factors provide no explicit insights into the specific
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performance or cost parameters that contribute most to the process technical and economic risks, a
probabilistic approach permits identification and ranking of the unc.,crtainparameters that contribute
most to the overall unccrtainty, as discussed above.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) uses two types of contingency factors" project and
process contingcncy (EPRI, 1986). The "project" contingency is intended to cover the costs of
additional equipment or other costs that would result from a more detailed design of a definitive
project at a specific site. This implies that as costing proceeds from a preliminary to a detailed final
estimate, the project contingency factor should bc reduced. In the present analysis, a project
contingency of 25 percent is assumed for thc copper oxide process, based on an estimate by
Science Management Corporatioa (1983c). 'lhc "process" contingency is intended to quantify the
additional costs expected due to uncertainty in the technical performance and commercial scale cost
of a new technology. This contingency factor is reduced as a technology proceeds from bench
scale to full commercial use. Both of the project and process contingency factors am deterministic
estimates of additional costs that are expected to occur. However, even in the EPRI Technical
Assessment Guide (1986), there is little substantive discussion of how these factors should be
derived.

The Rand Corporationconducteda surveyof 18 companiesinthechemicaland petroleum
industriestodeterminetheactualmethodsusedtodevelopcontingencyfactors(Milanese,1987).
"lhcstudyindicatesthatcontingencyfactorsarcoftenbadlyunder-estimated,whichmay bcleading
tobaddecisionsaboutcertainprojects.Rand recommendsthegreaterandmore formalizeduseof
experience,theuseofa "delphi''techniquetogetmultipleexpertinputs,andtheinclusionofcosts
associatedwithrisksand innovation.A probabilisticapproachtocostcstirnatin_providesa
systematic,quantitativemethod to explicitlyincorporatedetailedexpertjudgmentsabout
uncertainties.Becausetheuncertaintiescontributingto"contingencies"arcconsideredata
disaggrcgatedlevel,morerealisticcstimatcsofperformanceandcostwillgencraUyresult.

A detcrministiccapitalcostestimatecanincludeinformationdevelopedinaprobabilisticcstimatc
throughappropriateselectionofthecontingencyfactor.The contingencyfactorcanbeldcfinedas

thevaluethatadjuststhedeterministicestimate(withoutcontingency)tosome specifiedfiactileof
theprobabilisticestimate°Typically,some 'bestestimatevaluefromtheprobabilisticanalysis,
suchasthemean orthemedian,would bcused.However,ifthereissignificantriskaversionon
thepartofaninvestor,who may wanttominimizethechanceofa costover-run,thenan upper °
fractilefromtheprobabilitydistribution(e.g.,90thpercentile)may beused.

An exampleofthistypeofanalysisisshowngraphicallyinFigur¢2,whichshowstheresultsofa
probabilisticanalysisofthecapitalcostofthecopperoxideprocess.The mean valueofthe
distributionisfoundtobe $I11million,which isslightlyabovethemedianvalue(SOpercent
probability)duetotheskewnessassumedforsome oftheinputparamctcrprobabilitydistribut2ons.
Foracompletelydeterministiccaseusingnominalvalueswithnocontingenciesthecostisfoundto
be$74 million.Thus,themean valueoftheprobabilisticanalysiscorrespondstoa deterministic
overallcontingencyfactorof g0 percentora 55 percentprocesscontingency,assuminga 25
percentprojectcontingency,as illustratedinFigure3. The probabilityofan ovcrrunatthis
contingcncyfactorisseentobe45percent.

The contingencyfactorestimatedinthisfashionissignificantlyhigherthanthe55percentvalue
(30percentprocesscontingency,25 percentprojectcontingency)assumedinpreviousanalyses
(SMC, 1983c).Contributingfactorstothedifferencearetheuncertaintiesassignedtothe
regenerationefficicncyand thecapitalcostsforeachmajorprocesssection,which areskewed.
The differenceisnotsurprising,sJ.lccthepreviouscontingencywas basedon a rule-of-thumb,
ratherthanadetailedprobabilisticriskassessment.The factthattheoriginalcsdmaLcseemstobe
low isalsosupportedbytheresultsoftheRand study,whichindicatesthatcontingencyfactorsarc
generallygrosslyunder-estimated,cspcciallyearlyinprocessdevelopment.
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DESIGN TRADE-OFFS AND MARKET NICHES , ,

Analyses regarding trade-offs and potential emission control technology market niche!s must
consider performance mid cost interactions between the control technology and the balanc_ of the
power plant system, in addition to interactions within the teclmologyitself. Key process trade-offs
are identified using probabilistic estimates of the mean costs associated with various design
decisions. Comparative analysis of the copper oxide process and an FGD/SCR system are used to
identify potential market niches for the new technology.

Design Trade.Offs

A number of controllable design parameters are evaluated to determine their effect on process
perfonnant:e and cost. These design parameters include the fluidized bed height, air preheater size,
weight percent of copper hathe sorbent, sulfur recovery option, and coal characteristics (including
coal cleaning).

The value of the copper oxide process model in identifying process trade-offs is best illusmtted by
comparing a commox_assumption with modeling results for different fluidized bed heights. The
common assumption is that increasing the fluidized bed height, which reduces the required ,¢iorbent
flow rate and increases the pressure drop in the bed (increasing the flue gas fan operating costs),
results in a net process cost increase. However, the model results indicate otherwise. Because
much of the equipment in the copper oxide process, including the sorbent transport system, the
solids heater, and the regenerator, are sized based on the sorbent flow rate, a reduction in sorbent
flow rate can yield significant capital cost savings. Furthermore, operating costs are reduce,A,due
primarily tc, lower sorbent replacement costs and lower methane requirements to heat and
regenerate the sorbent. Model results indicate a net levelized cost savhags as the fluidized bed
depth is increased.1 For example, the mean levelized savings for an increase in bed height fi_m 36
to 48 inches is 1.1 miUs/kWh with a washed Illinois No. 6 coal. Therefore, an integrated process
model of a technology in the research phase can yield important insights L,ato performar/ceand cost
trade-offs.

Optimization of the sorbent copper content is an important area for further ?esearch. The primary •
trade-off is between reducing the sorbent mass flow rate and sorbent attrition. PETC tests have

,'indicated that at a very high sorbent copper loading of 18 percent, the sorbent essentially
disintegrates (Yeh and Drummond, 1986). An engineering study for PETC reports that c,opper
loadiugs from 5 to 11 percent may have comparable attrition characteristics (SMC, 1983b).
However, most testing has been with sorbents containing between 5 and 7 percent copper (e.g.,
Yeh et al., 1984; Plantz et al., 1986; Williamson et al., 1987) Figure 4 shows the effect of
increasing the sorbent copper loading from 5 to 10 percent for three coals? The results indicate a
significant advantage for the 7 percent copper sorbent compared to the 5 percent copper sorbent.
The 7 percent copper sorbent is used as the basis for later ease studies. Additional savings may be
realized by a further increase to 10 percent weight copper. These results indicate that additional
research on sorbent attrition at the higher copper loadings is merited.

1 Although the model does not account for additionalstructural support costs required for the absorber
to handlethe increasedsorbentweightandpressuredrop,tt isexpectedthatanIncrementalincreaseIn
bedheightfromthecommonlyassumed36 inchbeddepthto a 48Inch_d depthcansti[Iyielda
significantcostsavings.
2 Thecostof sorbentisassumednottovaryformoderateIncreasesinsorbentloading.Impregnationof
thealuminapelletswithcopperisa relativelysrnatlcostof sorbentproductioncomparedtomanufacturing
thealumlnaspheres.So_entattritionisalsoassumednottovarysignificantlyforsorbentcopperIoadings
in the5 to 10percentrange.



One process integration issue is the recovery of energy added to the flue gas by the exotherrnic
reactions in the fluidized bed absorber. The sizing of the power plant air prehe.at_r,which heats the
inlet air to the plum furnace, affects the magnitude of the additional energy that can be recovered in
the furnace, the'reby displacing some coal consumption and resulting in an energy credit. A
deterministic °'bestguess" analysis indicates that there is an overall cost penalty to enlarging the air
preheater. However, a probabilistic analysis indicates that an enlarged air preheater does provide
an overall cost savings. The difference in results is due to the skewness of many of the
dis_butions assigned to key parameters in the probabilistic model, indicating that there is a value
of including the additional information about uncertainty h_ the analysis. Furthermore, the model
accounts for downstream effects, such as the siz.eof the fabric f'dter particuiat_ collector, which are
often neglected by pracess developers. The cost of the fabric filter is reduced by the larger air
preheater, because the fabric filter inlet flue ga_ temperature, and the corresponding volumetric flue
gas flow rate, are reduced. The mean value of the total levelized pollution control system cost
saving is 0.32 mills/kWh with a cleaned Illinois No. 6 coal. These potential cost savings, which
are revealed by probabilistic modeling and, an integrated consideration of downstream effects, are
measures of both the value of including uncertainty in the model and the value of an integrated
model that accounts for downstream effects.

Another process integration issue is the sulfur byproduct recovery option, which has a significant
effect on process costs. Elemental sulfur recovery is more expensive than sulfuric acid recovery,
adding to the levelized pollution control costs a mean value of 2 mills/kWh for the cleaned Illinois
#6 coal and 0.44 mills/kWh for the unwashed Pittsburgh coal. The sulfur plant consumes a
significant amount of methane as a reducing reagent, which is the primary contributor to increasing
the system operating costs. Partly because the removal efficiency of the copper oxide process must
be increased to compensate for the lower recovery efficiency of the sulfur plant, 3 and partly
because the capi_ cost of an integrated sulfur plant is somewhat higher than a sulfuric acid plant
for the cases considered, the total capital cost of a copper oxide system with sulfur recovery is
higher than wi_ sulfuric acid recovery. However, market conditions are generally expected to
favor the sale of salfur over sulfuric acid as a byproduct (Bums and Roe Services Corp., 1987).
Therefore, even though the system costs are higher, the potentially larger market penetration of=

elemental sulfur may lead to a larger overall pay-off from R&D.

Identification of Potential Market Niches

The ultimate pay-off from R&D on the copper oxide process is significantly influenced by expected
cost savings compared to conventional systems. Key factors which influence the cost savings
include the sulfur recovery option and byproduct market, plant size, capacity factor, and coal
characteristics. To determh_e potentaal market niches, comparisons between copper oxide, and
conventional FGD/SCR systems are made on the basis of total pollution control system costs,
which are exclusive of the base plant and include SO2, NOx, and PM removal, solid waste
handling, and coal cleaning. Any emission control system-related changes to the base plant are
charged to the pollution control system. As a result, interactions among components of the
pollution control system and between the pollution control system and the base plant are integrated
into the analysis.

3 Twoother approachesto compensatefor thecomparativelylowsulfurrecoveryefficiencyof the
elementatsulfurplant(only95 percentcomparedto 99.5.percentfor a sulfu_ acidplant)aretreatmentof
the tailgas leavingthesulfurplant,which is a commonfeatureof Integratedgasificationcombinedcycle
(IGCC)designs(e.g.,Fluor,1984)or recycleof thesulfurplanttail gasto thepowerplantfluegas (SMC,
1983a). Theseoptions mayyieldsignificantcostsavings.



Althoughtheelementalsulfurrecoveryoptionisshown tobemoreexpensivethanthesulfuricacid
option,bothsystemsenjoylevelizedcostsavingsoverconventionalFGD/SCR systemsforawide
rangeofcapacityfactors(0.50to0.80)andplantsizes(300MW to700MW). Forthebasecase
500 MW plantwitha 65percentcapacityfactor,thecostsavingsare8 percentand20percentfor
theelementalsulfurand sulfuricacidrecoveryoptions,respectively,comparedtotheFGD/SCR
system.

The effectofcoalcleaningonprocesscostsisanimportantconsiderationincomparativeanalysis.
Becausemany ofthecostsofthecopperoxideprocessarcsensitivetosorbentflowrate,whichin
turnisproportionaltothecoalsulfurcontent,a reductioninthecoalsulfurcon_cntthroughcoal
cleaningcanreducetheoverallcostoftheprocessinsome ca_es.Incontrast,theFGD/SCR
systemiscomprisedofseparatereactorvesselsforSO2 andNOx control,bothofwhich are

proportionalincostprimarilytothefluegasflowrateandnotsignificantlyinfluencedby coal
cleaning.Althoughcoalcleaningresultsinhighercoalcosts,forthecopperoxideprocesswith
highsulfurcoalthisismore thanoffsetby decreasedprocesscosts.Formedium and low sulfur
coals,however,theincreasedcostsofcoalcleaningarelargerthanthereductioninprocesscosts.

As anexample,resultsfortheIllinoisNo. 6 coalarcshown inFigure5 forthecopperoxide
processwithsulfuricacidrecovery.The contributionofeachemissioncontrolprocesstothetotal
costsisshown inthefigure.Integrationof30 percentcoalsulfurreductionthroughcoalcleaning
withthecopperoxideprocessisshown toreduceleveHzcdcostsbyapproximatelyonemill/kWh;
thecostsavingissimilarforthesulfurrecoveryoption.ForthelowersulfurPittsburghcoal,coal
cleaningincreasescostsforalltheIX,Ilutioncontrolsystems.However,thecostadvantageofthe
copperoxideprocessisincreasedforthelowersulfur¢Nal,primarilyduetoareductioninsorbent
handlingrequirements.IntheremainingcomparisonsofFGD/SCR andcopperoxidesystems,
optimallevelsofcoalcleaningareused;i.e.,nocoalcleaningfortheFGD/SCR systemsorforthe
copperoxidesystemswiththePittsbl,rghcoal,and 30 percentsulfurreductionthroughwashing
forcopperoxidesystemswithIlli_oisNo.6 coal.

PROBABILISTIC COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS:
FOUR CASE STUDIES

Based on the _dentification of copper oxide process design issues, four case studies involving ,
probabilistic comparisons of copper oxide and conventional environmental control systems were
made. These comparisons were made for optimal levels of coal cleaning and for both sulfuric acid
and sulfur recovery options. Al/of these comparisons arc based on a 48 inch bed height and 7
percent copper sorbent. Probabilistic comparison of the pollution control systems provides
information ab_at the likely cost savings that can bc achieved by the new process, as well as the
rises that the new technology may be more expensive than existing technology.

Because many of the input parameter distributions _.uecommon to both systems (e.g., financial
parameters, base plant characteristics, solid waste disposal, and ammonia cost), there is, in
general, a positive correlation between the cost distributions for the two systems: Therefore, the
distributions have been determined for the cost differences between the copper oxide and
FGD/SCR systems in which samples for the distributions of costs of each system were paired.

Figure 6 shows differences in levelized pollution control costs between FGD/SCR and copper
oxide systems for two coals and the two sulfur recovery options. In ali cases, the copper oxide
process is most likely to be less expensive than the FGD/SCR system; however, for the higher

4 in thisexample,thecorrelationbetweentheuncertain_distn'butionsof levelizedpollutioncontrolcosts
forconventionalFGDandadvancedcopperoxide/sulfuricacidsystemsisestimatedtobe 11percentfor
optimallevelsofcoalcleaningwiththe IllinoisNo.6 coal.



sulfur coal there is a substantial risk that the copper oxide process will be more expensive. Taking
the case with sulfur recovery and the Klinois No. 6 washed coal as an example, there is nearly a 30
percent probability that the new process will be more expensive than conventional technology,
based on the levelized costs. For the medium sulfur Pittsburgh coal, the probability of the new
technology being more expensive than the conventional system is negligible. Furthermore, the
magnitude of cost savings is likely to be larger for the Pittsburgh coal than for the higher sulfur
Illinois No. 6 coal. In ali cases, there is considerable uncertainty in the amount of the cost savings.
The 90 percent probability range for the Illinois No. 6 coal with sulfur recovery is -5 mills/kWh to
8 mills/kWh. There is a small probability that the cost savings could be significantly higher.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analyses have demonstrated several points about research-phase modeling of a new
technology. A probabilistic capability has permitted an evaluation of the effect of simultaneous
uncertainties in multiple performance and cost parameters and the identificationof key uncertainties
contributing most to the uncertainty in process cost. An integrated model of the copper oxide
process has permitted the evaluation of interactions involving components of the copper oxide
process, the pollution control system, and the power plant. These interactions, which can be
overlooked if not included in a systematic modeling framework, significantly influence process
costs. Identification of important interactions provides the basis for determining research
priorities, such as evaluating the effects of increased bed height on sorbent circulation rate. The
explicit characterization of uncertainty in the model provides additional insights that may be
overlooked in deterministic analysis, as demonstrated with the air preheater sizing analysis.
Integration of pre- and post-combustion pollution control measures can lead to significant cost
savings with high sulfur coals, although results indicate that the copper oxide process has an
increased comparative advantage over FGD/SCR systems on medium sulfur coals.

While the magnitude of cost savings may be greatest on medium sulfur coals, the copper oxide
system appears to dominate FGD/SCR systems for ali cases considered. Cost savings appear to be
larger for sulfuric acid byproduct recovery systems, although the available markets may be more
limited than for elemental sulfur. The availability of byproduct markets will be significant in
determining the extent of process application and the pay-off from R&D. Probabilistic
comparisons of innovative and conventional technologies provides quantitative information about .
the risk thata new technology may be more expensive, and the potential pay-off of process
research. By explicitlyconsidering uncertainties and key process interactions, the probabilistic
engineering models can be used to improve research planning and ultimately to assist potential
process adopters in decision making.
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Table 1" Selected Input Parameter Assumptions for Case Studies

Probability Values (oro
Model Parameter Nominal Valae Distribution as %of mean)

Emission Constraints
NitrogenOxides 90% Reduction
Sulfur Oxides 90% Reduction
Particulates 0.03 lb/MBtu

Power Plant Parameters

Gross Capacity 522 MW
Gross Heat Rate 9500 Btu/kWh -1/2 Normal (1.8 %)
Capacity Factor 65 % Normal (7 %)
Excess Air (boiler/total) 20 %/39 % Normal (2.5 %)
Ash to Flue Gas 80 %
Sulfur to Flue Gas 97.5 %

Economizer Outlet Temp 700 OF
Preheater Outlet Temp 300 OF

FinancialParameters
Inflation Rate 0 %

" Debt Fraction 50 %
Common Stock Fraction 35 %
Preferred Stock Fraction 15 %

Real Return on Debt 4.6 % Normal (10 %)
Real Return on Com. Stock 8.7 % Normal (10 %)
Real Return on Pref. Stock 5.2 % Normal (10 %)
Federal Tax Rate 36.7 %
State Tax Rate 2.0 %
Ad Valorem Rate 2.0 %
Investment Tax Credit 0 % :
Book Life 30 years
Real Fuel Escalation 0 % 1/2Normal _ = 0.06 %

Table 2. Selected Properties of Coals Used for Case Studies (As-Fired Basis)

Illinois No. 6 Coal Pittsburgh_Coal
Coal Property Run-of-Mine Washeda Run-of-Mine Washeda

HeatingValue,Btu/Ib I0,190 10,330 13,400 12,900
Sulfur,wt% 4.36 3.09 2.15 1.66
Carbon, wt % 57.0 57.7 74.8 72.1
Hydrogen, wt % 3.7 4.0 4.6 4.5
Oxygen, wt % 7.2 8.4 5.3 5.4 '
Nitrogen, wt % 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.3
Moisture, wt % 12.3 17.5 2.7 7.9
S/ton (at mine) 26.10 30.68 33.40 34.99
S/ton (transport) 7.90 7.90 7.90 7.90

a Model results for a 30 % sulfur reduction on a INMBtu basiS using conventional coal cleaning (Level 3 plant
design)



Table 3. Nominal ParameterValues and Uncertainties for theConventio_0alEnvh'onmentalControl
System

'Probab_di/y Values(orc_
Model Parameter Nomiaal Value Distribution as % ofmean)a

Wel FGD System
Molar Stoichiometery (ealc) Normal (5 %)
No. Operating Trains 4 Chance 10 % @ 1;

20 % @ 2;
40%@ 3;
30%@4

No. SpareTrains 1 Chance 75 % @ 0;
25%@ I

ReheatEnergy (calc) Chance 75% @ 0;
25%@x

TotalEnergyUse (calc) Normal (I0 %) '
LimestoneCost $15/ton Uniform $I0-15/ton
DirectCapitalCosts (calc) Normal (10%)
Operating Costs (talc) Normal (10 %)

Selective Catalytic Reductiorl
Space Velocity 2,850/hr Normal (10 %)
NII3 Stoichiometry (ealc) Normal (10 %)
Catalyst Life 15,000 Ius Chance 5 % @ 1,275 Ius

: 30 % @ 5,700Ius
50% @ 11,400has
14 % @ 17,100 hfs

1% @ 28,500 Ius
Energy Requirement (calc) Normal (10 %)
Ammonia Cost $150/ton Uniform $150-225/ton :/
Catalyst Cost $460/ft3 Normal (7,5 %)
Direct Capital Cost (talc) Triangular 0.Sx, x, 2x
Operating Cost (excl. Cat.) (tale) Normal (10 %)

gold-Side Electrostatic precil_itatog
SpecificCollectionArea (calc) Normal (5%)
Energy Requirement (c.alc) Normal (10 %)
Total Capital Cost (oak:) Normal (10 %)
Operating Cost (ca/c) Normal (10 %)

Solid Waste Dis_tx)sal
Land Cost $6,500/acre Normal (10 %)
Direct Cost (oak0 Normal (10 %)
Operating Cost (tale) Normal (10 %)

a bor Uniform distributions acttial values are shown. For triangular distributions, endpoints and'median are
shown. For chance distributions, the probabilities of obtaining specific values are shown.



Table 4. Nominal Parameter Values and Uncertainties for the Advanced Environmental Control
System

Probability Values (or cr

Model Parameter Nominal Value Distribution as % of mean)a

CoDverOxideProcess b
Fluidized Bed Height 48 inches
Sorbent Copper Loading 7 wt-%
Regeneration Efficiency 99.2 % -1/2 Normal (20 %)
Fluidized Sorbent DensPy 400 kg/m 3 Normal (10 %)
Standard Error, Cu/S Ratio 0 Normal c = 0.39
Sorbent Attrition 0.06 % Normal (41%)
Anmlonia Stoichiometry (talc) Normal (6.25 %)
Regeneration Temp 900 OF Normal (2 %)
No. _ating Trains 4 Chance 10 % @ 1;

20 % @ 2;
40%@3;
30%@4

No. Spare Trains 1 Chance 50 % @ 0;
50%@ 1

Sorbent Cost $5.00/Ib -b2 _".ormal (25 %)
Methane Cost $4.50/mscf 1/2Normal (25 %)
Ammonia Cost $150/ton Uniform $150-225/ton
Sulfuric Acid Cost $40/ton - 1/2Normal (30 %)
Sulfur Cost $125/ton - 1/2Normal (30 %)
Absorber Direct Cap. Cost (talc) Uniform 1.0x - 1.5x
Solids Heater DCC (calc) Uniform 1.0x - 1.5x
Regenerator DCC (talc) Uniform 1.0x - 1.5x
Solids TranslxSrtDCC (calc) Uniform 1.0x - 2.0x

. t',Sulfur Recovery DCC (calc) Uniform 1.0x - 1.2x :
Total Capital Cost (calc) I/2 Normal (I0 %)

Air-to-Cloth Ratio 2.0 acfm/ft2 -.1/2Normal (10 %) "
Bag Life (talc) Normal (25 %)
Energy Requirement (calc) Normal (10 %)
Bag Cost $0.80/ft 2 Normal (5 %)
Operating Cost (calc) Normal (15 %)
Total Capital Cost (calc) Normal (15 %)

Solid Waslg Dis l_osal
'LandCost $6,500/acre Normal (10 %)
Direct Cost (calc) Normal (10 %)
Operating Cost (talc) Normal (10 %)

a For uniformdistributions actual values are shown. For triangular dis_'ibutions, endpoints and median are
shown. For chance distributions, the probabilities of obtaining specific values are shown.

b As part of integration of the copper oxide process with the base power plant, the plant air pre.heater is resized to
maintain an exit flue gas temperature of 300 oF.
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Figure 1. Power Plant Design with a Copper Oxide Emission Control System

Figure 2. Uncertainty in Total Capital Cost for the Copper Oxide Process
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Figure 4. Mean Levelized Pollution Control Costs for Copper Oxide System
with Acid Recovery: Effect of Sorbent and Coal Characteristics
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Figure 5. Mean Levelized Pollution Control Cost versus Sulfur Reduction from Coal
Cleaning: Copper Oxide/Sulfuric Acid Plant with Illinois #6 Coal
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Figure 6. Comparison of Levelized Pollution Control Cost Savings for Copper
Oxide vs. FGD/SCR Systems: Effect of Coal Cleaning and Byproduct
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Appendix C: Prototype Screens for A User-Friendly Interface
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Select one of the l_ollowing options:
E

Tutorial

I Oocuoon,o,,onl,i_lh i|111|1| ii --_

I Run the Model ji -- _ -- --



IECM 10/13/89 ' ;.,",.": '_:'.'::"

}

II. Set Parameters III. Run Model

1. Coal Cleaning [-7 2. Combustion _ 3. Flue GasCleanup [--1

i i ilul

4. Waste Disposal ["1 5. Plant Diagram
& 6g-Product Recoverg

t

o.
I, -- -- r ii __ ii

___ Exit _ ) ( Be,fault ) l configure plant I

I. Configure Plant III. Run Model

I. [-7 Coal Properties I I. I--I Overall Economics

2. F] Coal Cleaning 12. l--I Uncertainty Control
3. I--]Plant Performance

4. [-7 Ambient Conditions & Emissions

5. I-] Plant Economics

6. I-IReagent Properties

8. I-l Flue Gas Cleanup : Copper Oxide

9. I-]Particulate Removal: Fabric Filter

10. I--]Solid Waste Disposal ""

( Exit ) ( Default ) I Click I- 12 to set input parameters



I. Configure Plant II. Set Parameters
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I. Configure Plant II. Set Pararaeters

..,;.i. ,,uooor11er,orooncet•"-_"_/". Tangential ,
•..: -.-.. Boiler
.'_ Economics )

ooc I'o"I
i .....Coal .. t

, " I I I

'"'3

] I 1Exit Click on diagram or select from menul
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..E].d..n..g.....M.....e....t...h....o....d....'..

(_)Tangential

0 Cyclone

....c..om...b....u....s...t.Lo...n......C....o....n.t..r..o..!..s...,;...

Low NOx Burners

0 Sorbsilt Injection

0 Beburning0 No Controls

J

_Previous) {CheckList){ Next ]

..,.N..,o..x...R....e....m.....o....u....a...L".... .,S..,O.2..,.R....e..,m..o....u..,.a...!...:....

{_} None "":,.. I itri(_.Sl)ri_!| l)r!li_r

(_) None

.._._..r..l..i_._.!._.!..e,...._..e..m..o....u..._,!.".... _..o..m.bi..n..ed.._..o..Z.L_..o..x..-..
"_,_C(ild-..;iilt.>.I!.;I> (i) Copper Oxide

Fabric Filter 0 NOXSOProcess

0 Electron Beam

"" 0 None

_Previous] _CheckList]C Next _)
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...A._h.._P.i._._o.s.pl.'.. ._g-.P_r'_o_d...U..O....;...
(j) Landfill () (;91;Isl_m

"_ I:_(Irl(lirl,9 ' 0 Sulfur

-_.1C<l-Oisp(lst_lwitl_ F(;[I [IL_lst_ (_ Sulfuric Acid t,

0 Fertilizer

0 i._l'_i_ltill

i') P_lrl<lirl,9
°,

(Previous] (CheckList)( Next ]

_...P,p..E..a....m.....ej.eE.,.D...,e..s..,c....r.ip.,t ion: .,LI.aJ_u.e _C...q..I.c M in M._.__.__.D,.,.e...f..p...U.L1;.."

Gross Electrical Output (MWg) 54....0 _:] .......2...5.0.__LO_.O_O_......... .5.4..0.._
Steam Cycle Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) 7889, [."..].__6.0.,00...._!..0..0...0._0...... .7...8_8_0
Capacity Factor (%) 7.5 L-] 25 I00 75
Excess Air for Furnace , (%) 2.0....F_i 10 30 20
Leakage Air at Preheater (%) ...........I....9i_j .............0......... _4_0.............. ].9....
Boiler Efficiency (%) _,.__ I_] ........ ..8..5... 95 Calc
Unaccounted Losses in Boiler (%) 0.005 _ 0 1 0.005
Flue Gas Temperature Exiting:

Economizer (°R) .__!1_1..6.0_ .._J 100 ]250. 1160
AirPreheater (°R) 760_ _ _0 860 760

Energy Puluerizers (%MWg) _ L._ _._. 0.1 _ 0.6_.
Penalties: Steam Pumps (%MWg) 0.6_5.. _ _.____0,.5_ 0.7 0.65
(Excluding FD Fans (%MWg) 1_5_ ___._ 0.7 _ 1.5
Gas Cleanup Cooling Sys. (%MWg) " 1.8 _ 0.4 _._._.,2_=,0_0 1.8
Systems) Misc. (%MWg) 1..3 _ _____Q__O._____2_0_0

(Prev!ous)iShow {_)Value 0 Uncertainty i (CheckList)( Next ].... _
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I.... ICoal Name Illinois #6 Run-of-Mine Coal Cost $...2....2,..4.8,..per ton
I i IIII I I

Rank I Bituminous I Transportation Cost $ .......3...,...0...0...per ton' I 1111

Black Lung Benefit $ .......2...,.,.o...o...per ton

"i i _ : i , _tloistureHHY I. Carbon Hydrogen!. Oxygen !J..........Sulfur l Nitrogen ii Ash !':| .. .. ..

e6. coal 101g4 i sBos i a7 i 710 i 4.s6 i 1.12 i 14.a8 i 12.s0
.........................................................i.........................".......................i..................... !.............. ! ! i

• : : : , : ;
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(Previous) (Read Coal File) (CheckL!st) ( Next ]

.....P.._..r...a....m,..,.e...t....e...r...,.s...e....s...c..,.r.i.p...t..Lq...q.;......i.............................................._...a..!..U...e.........,C..,.a..!,.c..........MLn................._._._............D...e.._f.._..u..Lt....

Overhead"

Equipment Maintanence (% TCC) ...............7..,(}...[] ....................................................................7,,0..

Payroll (°7=Payroll) ...........,3...O.:.,Q..[_] ...............................................................3.0.:,0..
,,,°o,:

Plant (% Payroll, Main't & Chem.) ...........2._.:..Q..L...J.................................................................2.6,.:,0..
,,,o.,:

Taxes and Insurance (%TCC) 4.0 : ' 4.0°°.°°,°,=.o,,,o,.o,oo°,° !.,,°,: °,°,,°,,,•,oo,,,°,,•,,°,°, ..,..°....ooo°,.,.°°,°.o., . ,,,.°,.o..,•,°=,..,°•,,°•

Working Capital (% TVC) ............2.._:._..[] ................................................................,.25:.0..

Clean Coal Output (dry tons/hr) ............}...0...0..D ................................................................._,Q.Q..
Annual Operating Hours (hours) .........3....3...2....5...[] .....................................................33,.25.
Economic Life of Plant (years) 20 f'"'i ,20.•.,..N..=°o.=.......... |..°o.: •°°=°o.,.o..=.,..°.,,oo°o ,o•°. • _..o..N-...w.-*_. ..°.,,°o°-._ °°•...,,.°

Interest Rate (%) 12..0....'""i 12.0°••o.......,,.°°°.,_°., |.°°°,_ ,.o.,.o°°°•°...,..°o°°°..°, ,°oo°.,°°°°°°_.°°°o_.°_ -_.°°oo.,o.,o.°o.°.°,°,°°

r_ 2.0Refuse Disposal Cost (88S/wet ton) .............2......0...,....,.......................................................................
Indirect Capital Cost Factor (% TDC) ...........,6..,.2..:..5,..D ............................................................_..2..:..5...

(Previ°us) Value 0 Uncertainty I (,CheckList) _....._Next )



......P....q...r..?,m..e...t..e..r.....q.e....s...c.._i.p.,.tlq,.,..-.....................................................V....q.Lq...e.........C,.q.!_..,........M.j.n...................M,....O..X.............P.e...f.,_.u.Lt....

Froth Flotation Circuit:

Flotation Cells Cost (88S/ft 3) .....I....,0..,.6...,3.,.0...[] ..........................................................[.Q.5..3.Q..
Solids Concentration (%) ................5.....0,..[] ...................................................................5.:.Q..
Effective Volume (%) ............8...5....Q..[_'j .................................................................O.5,.Q..
M i BC Usage (I b/ t o n) ..........:L.Q:.,Q.[] ....................................................................Q...Q..
MIBC Cost (885/Ib) ..........9.:...9..4..[_'_...............................................................Q,,._._..
#2 Fuel Oil Usage (Ib/ton) ...............Q..O. [] ...................................................................Q..Q..
#2 Fuel OiICQst (885/Ib) . 0.10 r'"t........................_....;............................................................O..j..e..

J

,b

C 'revious gw {_Value OUncertainty heckList Next
-- _7=-- H i 111

,
Cleaned Coal: (_Sulfur Content: 6 O0 C) weight%

0 Ash " _ Ibs/MBh

Inherent Moisture Content of Raw Coal: .......I..5......%
Thermal Dryer Efficiency : .......5..0......%
Surface Moisture Exiting Thermal Dryer : ........6.........%

..,.W,..9..,s..,h....a...b...i.[i..t.y...P,..a..,t..,a....,:... Is undersize distribution data
C_Cumulative C_includeHHVData available for streams?

C_ Adjusted for Efficiency 0 Yes _} No

Exiting Topsize _,|_l_ r',_,J2_ Wast_:illtt¥
Stream Surface of Stream r)iM, r'j bqtj_r_ Ecro,r

,, Moisture (%) (Inches) i)_,_,(_} ,(_)
Coarse 4 1.5 0.3..... ,,,

Middling 8 0.37_ 3.5,_. ,,,, ,., ,

_Ft_e 1 2 ..... 0.0464 , 9.0

(Previous) (CheckList) [ Next _)



_,.Washability Data
Specific Gravity 1.3 1.4 1.6 1_9 2.2
Topsize (Inches) = 1.5
Mass Yield (%) 28.1 74.5 ' 85.2 90.0 100 ....

Ash Content (%) 4.7 7.2 8.9 10.4 16.3
Sulfur content (%) 3.01 3.33 3.60 3.82 4.92

HHV (Btu/Ib) 13252 12905 12668 12460 11639
TopSize (Inches) = 0.375

Mass Yield (%) 16.5 71.4 84.1 88.4 100,

Ash Content (%) 3.4 6.0 8.1 9.5 16o5

Sulfur Content (%) 2'87 3.25 3.48 3.61 5.05
HHV (Btu/Ib) 13433 13(_72 12780 12585 11611

,.,..i i

TopSiz e (Inches) = 0.0464
Mass Yield (%) 18.2 6,(0.1 85.1 8912 1 00

iii ,., i1,1 . i 1,1.1

Ash Content (%) 2.6 5.2 9.2 10.4 16.9
,11, i i i iiiii

Sulfur Con!:ent (%) 273 3.(02 3.33 3.44 4.89
HHV (Btu/Ib) 13544 13183 12627 12460 11556 "

I i i

(Preuious--) ( Read File _ ('CheckList_) (__ Next

Coal Name : Illinois #6 Bun-of-Mine Coal Cost $ 22.48 per ten
Rank • Bituminous Transportation Cost $ 3.00 per ton

Black Lung Benefit $ 2.00 per ton

Cleaning Cost $ 6.05 per ton

" -...HHV i Carbon jHgdrogen Oxggen Sulfur Nitrogen Ash Moisture

CleanedCoal 10565 1 59.02 i 4.06 8.57 3.16 1.16 8.39 15.64........................................................i.........................i........................;.........................;......................................................................................................i

i................................................... !........................ .................................. ................ :.........................1

1 1 '
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l
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......P...,a..,r...a..m,.e...t...,e.,r...D...e...s.,.c...r.[p...t,..ig...n..;....................................................V.,.J.p.,.e........,C,.a..L.c........._.i..n,................M..a....u.............Q..e...f,..e,,.u...Lt..,.
Ambient Air Temperature (*F) .................,8..,.0,..[::':i................,.5...0,.................1...1..Q..................._,Q..

Pressure (PSIA) ...t.4...._..9.,_..[:3..................1.a....................1.._......!._,.,6..._,.6....
Specific Humidity (Ib H20/ib dry air) .......Q.,.O..../..,.8..."'"'_....J............:........0................o,....0..,3.............o..,..o...L_..
Sulfur Retained in Bottom Ash (%) ......._ .... [_ ....................,Q..................,.5...,,0...............,C._,].,.c.,.
Conversion of S to SO2 (%) ................9...Z.[_;;J.................9..,.3.................,!..O...Q...................9,..7....
Ash Entering Flue Gas Stream (%) ................,6....,0...D .....................Q................1..,Q.O..................,,6.,..0....

f'"'iFraction of C as CO (%) ....................Q.. i..........................Q................1...0..0,........................0..
Fraction of C in Bottom Ash (%) ....................0.. [_j .....................0................1...O,Q.......................0..
Fraction of C Unburned (%) ......._ .... [_ .....................Q................!..Q.,o.................g,._.]..c.,.
Nitrogen Oxide Emission Factor

(Ib equiv,NO 2/ton coal) ......._ .... I_ .....................5..................._.Q..............C..aJ..c..
Fraction of NOx as NO (%) ..................9....0...[TJ .................8.5................!..Q.Q...................,9....0...
Emission Limit of SOx (Ib/MBtu) ......._ .... C_ .....................Q...................I..5...............c..a]...c...

,....|
of N0 x (I b / M Bt u) ..........,Q.:..Q.._..i....J.....................Q........................I................,O..,.Q.8.

.. f....|
of TSP (Ib/MBtu) ...........O.:..Q.3..:...._......................Q........................]...........,.O.,.Q.3..
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......P....e....r...e...m.....e...t....e.r...p_.e....%.c...r..i.p...t..lg.p.;.....................................................P.p_L.u....e........c....a!..c.........._.i...n.................M.p....u.............D..e...f...e....u..!..t....
Vea r t o Be port Cost s .........!...9....8....8...[_._'j..........1...9...7..,7..............],.9..._.9,.............1...9,..8..8...

Direct Capital Cost (M eeS) ......._ .... [_] .....................0............!..Q..O...Q...............g.eJ....c...

Indirect Charge Factor (% TDC) ..................5....0...[_.'j ......................0..................]...0....0.....................5....0....

Land Cost (88S/Acre) .........6..,..8..0....0...[:._].....................0........I....0....0....0....0..............6...8.0...Q..

Delivered Cost of Coal (88S/ton) ......._ ....I_ ......................0......................6....5..".............C..e..]...c...

Operating Labor (88S/Man-Hour) ......'l....g......7....O..._._ ..................0.....................3...0..........!..9....ZO__

0 & M Cost (% TDC) ...........4:...3.5...[ZJ .....................Q..................I0 .............4,.35.

Electricity Cost (Mills/kWh) ......_ .... i_ .....................0...............IQ.O.............C.a]c.
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Parameter P_escription: Value .Calc Min Max Defau!_

Maximum SO2 Removal Efficiency (7°) ................_.._.. E'] ................4_..0.................I....O...Q...................g...5..
Particulate Removal Efficiency (7°) ................5..0...[_] ......................0..................I..Q.Q...................5.0...
FGD Train Size (Kacfm) ..............4....2....5...D .....................0..............14..0..4.0....0................._4_._..
Minimum Bypass (%) ................I...,.0...D ......................0................!...0...0.....................,!..0.,.4
Number of Operating Absorbers ......._ .... C_ ..............................................................._,_]...q,.
Number of Spare Absorbers ......._ .... _] ................................................................C_].c..

Gas Temp. Exiting Scrubber (°F) ......._ .... C_ .....................0............!...0....0....0...............C..a,]..c,.
Gas Temp. After Reheater (°F) .............J.._._..D .....................0............I.,.0,..,0...,0................]..,7,,.,8,...
Entrained Water Past Demister

, (% Water Evaporated) ...........0.:..-[.,.9...[_] ...............O...............I...O,Q.............Q.,.Tg..
Gas Pressure Exiting FGD ("Water) ...................._4. [_J .....................Q.................,I..,.0,........................_..
Reagent Purity (% Weight) ..........9..2.,;,8D ................,.8...,0..................I...,0..,.0,..............9,_,,._,4

I ReagentType_(_)OCaco3CaOI Oxidati°nrr°cess!(_)(_)NaturaIForced [ eypassControi_O(_)NOeypas_[tpass
i ii

(' Previous] [ S[how (_ Value CDU,,ncertainty [ i CheckList] ( Next ]

....C,.o..r..,o,.m.....e.,t..,e..,.r...p...e..,.s.,.c..r.i,p,.,t.i_...q.;,.............................._.....................v..o.Lu.,.e,,.......C.,o.!.,.c.........,..M,...i._.................M....o....x.............U.e...f,,o,.,u,..!.,t..,.

Molar Stoichiometry of Cu/S (Ratio) ......._ .... _ ...............,0.,:.5.......................3.............,C,,,a].,.c.

" " of NH3/NOx (Ratio) ......._ .... C_ ................0.5......................,.2..............C_.].,c,.

Weight Fraction of Cu in Sorbent (%) ......................7.. [.i_i'J......................1.....................J,,.Q........................7,,.,
Sorbent Attrition Rate (7° Sorbent) ................0...,.6...I-1 ...............9.:..!..................2.:..0....................9..:..6....

Absorber Size (MW) .............!..,.2,..5...L..._...............1,...0....0...............,2...5,0..................].,2.,..5...
Bed Height (inches) . 36 ..'""i.............1.8...... 4:2 .3..6....................o.., |4...,; . ,.., ,.... o..... , ....,......,... ..........,..,.........,.

Superficial Velocity (ft/sec) ............4...2,..{_] ...................3.......................6................._,.,2...
Rbsorber Pressure Drop (acfm) .... X .... i_ .............................................................C.a.]...q..
Recouery Plant Conuersion Efr, (%) ...........9....9.,..5.,.['"] .................9....0.,.........,.g....9.;.g....g.,...............9..9..=..5...

u l
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......P.._.__....m....e.._.,e_..p.e_,c_i.p.X.i.,o....q,;....................................................._._.!...u..e........,c.._J.,c........,M.i,,n................_._._..........._._.f.u..u,,,Lt..

Regenerator Efficiency (%) ............9,...9..,.2.,.D ..................30............9....9..=..9..,,9................9.9,._..

Gas Temp. into Regenerator (°F) ....,,._ .... [_ ................................................................C..a.]...c..

Sorbent Temp. into Regenerator (*F),_....._ .... NI ...............................................................C._.]...c,..

He Content ofSyngas (%_ i,,,:i,,,_ .... N ..............................................................._._.l.,.c...
• _

Syngas Conuersion Efficiency 1%1...........9....9.....5..D ..................3....0...........9...9=..9..._...............9....9..,...5...
I

, _,

Regeneration GasUsedi: ®Me,thane O Syngas I OSyngas2
t

J •

Preuious) I Show ® Value 0 Uncertainty I _Che,ckList_ C .....Next

Parameter Description: Value Calc Min Max Default

Sorbent Cost (885/Ib) ....................5.. D ....................2........................7.......................5

Total Contingency Factor (% TDC) ............5...5.:.0.iZJ .....................0..................]...0...0.................5....5=..0....

Engineering Fees (=70TDC) ....................7 !_j ......................0....................2..0..........................7....
Rrchitectural Costs (=70TDC) .................2...5...D ......................0..................5...0......................2..5Q.
Construction Expenses (% TDC) ..................2....5...D ......................0......................5...0..................2....5...
Contractor Expenses (% TDC) ................9...6..._'.'_j......................0....................2..0..................9....6...
Royalties (% TDC) ..............0..,..5.D ......................0...................2..............0=..5....

Preu!,ous)I'Show (_)Value OUncertainty I (Checkl.istl) _ Next )__ ilu_l =



....,.e....a...r..,a..m..e..,t,..e,.,r..,,.q...e.,,,,,.c...rj.p..t,.L,q.,n..;...............:.....................................,.u.._.LU..,.e........,.c...,o,.Lc.,.......M.i.n.,..............M_.,U...........,P..,e..,f,.p,,.,u,..Lt.

TSP Removal Efficiency (%) ......._ .... C_ ...............................................................C_].c..

Energy Penalty (% MWg) ......._ .... [_ .......................................'........................_,_,],.c,...

Engineering & Arch. Fees (% TDC) ......._. .... _ .................................................................g,._.]...c...

Contractor Expenses (% TDC) ......._ .... _ .................................................................C..m,1..c....

Total Contingency Factor (% TDC) ......._..., C_ ..........:....................................................,C....%]...C,,

revious Show Value 0 Uncertainty eckLis ext
iii __.__ i i i ii i i i . i

....,.P....o,..r._.m.e...t,..e..r.:..,p....e....s.,.c,,r.i.p,..t,.L,o..,.n;......................................................P,.pJ..u....e,.......,.c....,.L.c,........._.Ln...........'.....M_.,".............p...e..f...o.,.,u...Lt....
Inflation Rate (%) 0 v'"_.........................,.....'....................9......................2..,5........................0....
Real Escalation Rate (7°) ....................,.0...D ......................0......................2..,.0..........................0....
Real Bond Rate (%) 4.6 P"i .... 0 ..................!...5.......... 4,6
Real Preferred Stock .Rate (%) ..............,5...,.2...[i'_J....................9.....................J..,5....................5..=..2....

,= .. 0 25 8,7Real Common Stock Rate (%) .. 8...7...'""'

Preferred Stock Fraction (7.) ............1.5...,.Q..[_j ....................9.................1...0..,.0................!..,5..=.0...
Debt Fraction (%) 50.0 t""_.........................,...._.....................0...............LO,.,.O.................%.O..&.
Federal Ta:, Rate (%) ............3...6...,7...[.']_]_..................1.**0..................5...0...............3.._.,.7....
St a t e Tax Ra te (%) ..............2.....0...[_j :....................0..................1...0..................2..,.Q..
Ad VaIorem Tax Rate (7o).............,2.-,.0..[[['J.................Q.............!..Q..................2.=.Q..

Investment Tax Credit (7°) .............,0...,.0..[_j .....................0...............,.2...0.................,.O..,.Q..
Booklife (Years) ..........!...5...,,0...[.'.[]..................Q..............,.6...,0...............!...5..,.Q..
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I-'] Straight Line

.p...eP...teci._..t..i..o...nS..c.b...e....d...U..i..e;......................i........................................................................................................................................
Year Value Year Value Year Value

1988 .........0..,.0..,.7....5......... I g98 ........0....0....4...5......... 2008 ...............0.................
1989 .......,.o..,...o...6...9........ 1999 .........0.....0..,.4...,5......... 2oo9 ..............0,................
1990 .........0,.:.,0..,,6....4......... 200 0 ........0...0..,4...5......... 2 0 10 ..............,.0................
1991 .........0..,..,0..,5....9........ 200t .........0....,0....4....5........ 20t t ..............0.................
1992 .......,.0......,0,..5..._....... 2002 .......,.0,....0,..4...5,........ 20 12 ..............,.0................

993 .........0...,..0..5....!........ 2003 ........0.,..0...4...4....... 2013 ...............0...............
1994 .........0..,...0..4....7.........2004 .........0.....0....4....4........2014 ...............o................
1995 .......,.0.....0..,4..,5........ 20O5 .........0,......0....4....4........ 20 15 ................0................
1996 .........0.....0...4..,.5......... 2O06 .........0.,...0....4....4........ 2016 ..............,0................
1997 .........0.....0....4....5......... 2007 .........0.....0..4..,.4........ 2017 ...............0................ -.

, ,,
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Engineering Fees (% TDC] ......._ .... {_ ............................................................_.m.!...q..
Architectural Fees (% TDC) .......X .... I_. ...............................................................C,..e!..,c...
Construction Expenses (% TDC). ......_ .... C_ .................................................................C...e]...c.:.
Contractor Expenses (% TDC) ...............5..,,.0..!-1 .................................................................._.,..0....

Total Contingency Factor (% TDC) ......._ .... C_ ...............................................................,C...e.1..q..
,,

Startup Cost (Irt 885) ......._ .... {_ .................................................................C..e..1...c...
Royalties (% TDC) ...............0.....0...!-1 .................0.:..0....
Working Capital (% TDC) ...............5.:...0.l--i .............................................................._.,.0....

% Solids from TSP Device ..............1....0...,0...["7 1................9..0...............1...0...0..................11.,.0....0....
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I I II III i
Copper Oxide Performance FlueG_ Outlet
I II III I

804°F SO2 RemowJEffi¢iency = 90.2 ,%
2.7e6 ac'fm NOxRemovedEffioienoy = 88.0 %

Absorber
Ammonia. ICombustions_d

764 Ibs/hr 1163 Ibs/hr 'Tre_sportAir
Steeqn 700°F Sorbent 808°F

FlueGes 2.3e6 ac'fm 803 °F 180e3 acfm502 tons/hr
Inlet

,&,lr 80°F 742°F 834°F,, 502 tons/hr
,23e3acfm TwoSt_e

Solids He_er

Metheme 146MSCF ..I SolidsHester [' E"

Air 80°F Cornbuster CombustionGes
1200°F 900

52e3 acfm AirByp_s 502 tons/hr

107MSCF Off-Gie._
Metheme 897°F

Regener_ori 28 tons/hr Off-ge..¢to
SorbentSI Sulfurio

Aoid Pleat,, 1064°F 897°F
583 r 486 acfm 477 tons/hr 80 °F

e_d Tre_s Air 26 acfm
Air

m

( Exit _ I Probability (_) Excluded 0 I nclu,,ded I
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r II |111 III I

I Copper,,, Oxide Process,, Performance,,,,,,, Mean,,, ValuesI,,
"' i

Parameter Probability ,_
......... Excluded Inciude.d

Ammonia Usage, mole/hr r38.3 68.3
Methane Usage, mole/hr 670.651 670.65'i
CO2 Usage, mole/hr 0
Acid Production, tons/hr 19.6 19._5

802 Removal Efficiency, % 90.2 90.:2
NOx Removal Efficiency, % 88.0 88.0
Inlet Flue Gas Flow Rate, acfm 2.31M 2.31M

Outlet Flue Gas Flow Rate,acfm 2.73M 2.73M
Cu / S Ratio 2.40 2.40

Sorbent Flow Rate, Ibs/hr 971.5K 971.5K

Makeup Flow Rate, Ibs/hr 582.9 582.9
Coal Credit, tons/hr 8.59 8.59

Energy Penalty, % MWg 2.14 2.14

Operating Absorbers 4 2.9
8pare Absorbers 1 0.5

"' II II I I II I

( Exit _)

0 '" ' '" !pper xideOperatin and Maintenance Cost
Ill II I III i I

f .........

Pl 885 Prol:}ability
Exciuded Included

Maintenance Labor 0.34 0.33 '_
Maintenance Material 0.51 0.49

Operating Labor 0.45 0.45

• 0.24 0.24 ii!!iAdmin & Support Labor

Fixed Operating Costs 1.54 1.51

Sorbent Cost 3.18 ( 3.18
Ammonia Cost 0.42 I 0.52
Methane Cost 1.63 I 1.63

Miscellaneous Costs 0.42 I 0.42i

Variable Operating Cost 5.65 5.76

Sulfuric Acid Credit 2.09 2.09 _i
Coal Credit 0.30 0.30 'CY;ii i

C Exit _)
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ICopper Oxide Capital Cost [

PI 885 Probability
Excluded Included

Ammonia Hadllng Equip. 0.63 0.63 'i_
Absorber Cost 10.01 9.39

Flue Gas Handling 5.65 5.65 _i_i_
Solids Heater 1.13 1.13 iiiiiii

Regenerator 0.46 0.46 !E_i
Transport Lines 0.80 0.80 iiiiiii
Incremental Air Preheat 1.43 1.43 :E:_:_=

Sulfuric Acid Plant 6.76 6.76 _E_
General Facilities 1.12 1.08

Total Process Capital 27.99 27.33 iJi_i_!

Engineering Fees 1.48 1.40

Architect Fees 0.37 0.36 E_
:!=i:!:

Construction Expense 3.17 3.08 E:_:_._•

Acid Plant indirect Costs 2.96 2.96 ,_i i

/Copper Oxide Performance : Flue Gas Temperature Exiting Absorber II

C um ul_ive Pre 5ability
l.O-

J
f

/
0.8- /

l
I

0.6- /
I

I
f

0.4- f
/

/
t v/o Probability
J vfth Probability0.2-

J

0 "I" I I I I

780 790 800 "" 810 820 830

[degrees F]
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Copper Oxide Performance : Flue Gas Flow Entering Absorbers

ml

Cumulative •Pro bability
1.0 -

+.=_,_ _=..,,= "" "" _=

0.8 - ,""

J

0.6 - ,,/
/

,,,,,q
0.4 - /

/
/

/ rio Probability
0.2 - / vith Probabilftg/-

../

0 I i I I

2.2! M 2.3M 2.3 lM 2.32M 2.33M 2.34M
_. (ac:fm)

_' ttrtExit ] I _ CDF O'PDF 0 Statistics I

l'

Copper Oxide Performance : Flue Gas Flow Entering Absorbers

Probability Density
lOOu -

80u - v/o Probability
vith Probability

60u -

40u .. ../ .,,,.._....,,,
I"" \

t' %
/ \20u -

.../ \

,,P

. , _0' '1.I I I I

2.29M 2.3M 2.3 lM ". 2.32M 2.33M 2.34M
(ocfm)

t.qtExit ) '" 0 C"DF (_),,PDF 0 S,tatistics I



' .... " _q I|C_pper Oxide Perform_: ,:ce: Total Levelized Revenue _ uirement__ I °"' il I I I "I'I III

Probabilitg
Cum. Prob.

Excluded I ncluded
,, , i , ,

0 _,_ 14.34 6.776
5 _ 14.34 7.160

I0 _ 14.34 10.18
20 _ 14.34 11.58
30 _l_ 14.34 12.14
40 _ 14.34 12.67
50 _ 14,34 13.35
60 ¢_ 14.34 14.02
70 _ 14.34 14.60
80 _1_ 14.34 14,88
90 _ 14.34 15.41
95 _ 14.34 15.55

I O0 _ 14034 17.53
Heart 14.34 12.95

Yariance 2.317 7.059
St. Der. 0 2.657

i|11 i i ii i,

• i( Exit ) l O_CDF OPDF (_).,Statistics

/ limb I I i '
Copper Oxide Performance : Total Leuelized Reuenue Requirement

= I I

Cumub'live Probability
1.0 - =el

f
f

/
0.8 - /

I

I

0.6 - /
/

/
/

0.4 - t
/

/
/ v/o Probability

0.2 - J vith ProbabilityJ

f

0 = " '" I I I i I

5 lO 15 ., 20 25 30
(88 mills/kVh)

,,..... ] i '6 ........ ]( Exit (_) CDF PDF 0 statistics
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I IEconomics Summary
III I II

Total Total Electrio Total LeYel- Total Level- Total

Item Capital Non-Utility Utility ized Reyenue ized Reyenue Capital
Cost 0 & PI Cost Requirement Requirelaent Cost

1988 $1"t 1988 SH/Yr 1988 SH/Yr 1988 Spl/Yr Nills/kVh $/kV

Ba'se .....
Plant 526.96 4'7.05 -2.55 95.97 33.70 1022

Fabric
Filter 33.65 0.49 0.33 4.31 I .47 65

Copper
Oxide 107.66 - 21.69 2.22 35.04 11.93 209

,,,

Solid
Waste 9.60 1.78 0.00 2.7_, 0.94 1 9
. ' '"' , t ,,,,

Total 677.86 71.01 0.00 141.10 48.04 1315

Pollution
Control 150.90 23.96 2.55 42.13 14.34 292

Cost
i i , i i

i|l.| i i

erformance SummarY
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